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Abstra t
The use of markup languages like SGML or XML for en oding the stru ture of do uments has lead to many do ument databases where entries are adequately des ribed
as trees. In this ontext query formalisms are interesting that o er the possibility to
refer both to textual ontent and logi al stru ture of stru tured do uments. Many
query formalisms model answers to su h queries as mappings from query variables
to nodes in the do ument database. Confronted with a set of su h answers the user
may have problems to understand the inner stru ture and possible dependen ies in
this set. Due to the unstru tured presentation of the query result in the form of a
set of answers the user may even fail to lo ate the relevant pie es of information.
This de ien y of mapping-based query formalisms in general serves as the major
motivation for this work.
This work takes as a starting point the Tree Mat hing formalism for retrieving
stru tured do uments developed by Pekka Kilpelainen. This mapping-based formalism has a simple and abstra t model and is yet powerful in its expressivity. The
problem of answer presentation and two ommon phenomena ausing a ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers are illustrated with Tree Mat hing, leading
to the result that there are O(nq ) answers to a Tree Mat hing query, where n (q)
is the size of the database (query). The basi Tree Mat hing model is reformulated
in a language of rst order predi ate logi and extended in order to provide more
exibilty in query formulation.
The rst entral ontribution of this work is the introdu tion of a data stru ture
alled \ omplete answer aggregate" that is presented to the user instead of an
unstru tured list of all answers. Complete answer aggregates provide an intuitive
and visual overview over the set of all answers with their inner dependen ies. Shared
parts of distin t answers are only represented on e in order to (1) support the users
in their understanding of the query result, (2) redu e the size of the presented result,
and (3) ompute a result eÆ iently. The size of a omplete answer aggregate is of
order O(n  h  q) where h is the maximal length of a path in the database.
The se ond main ontribution des ribes an algorithm omputing the omplete
answer aggregate for a query and database in time O(n  log(n)  h  q). For a
substantial lass of queries and databases this algorithm runs even in time O(n 
log(n)  q). The algorithm makes use of dedi ated index stru tures exploiting the
pe uliarities of stru tured do uments.
The third entral ontribution des ribes how users an exploit the added value of
omplete answer aggregates in the retrieval pro ess. An iterative retrieval model in
the avor of retrieval models developed in Information Retrieval is presented. In this
model users de ne a \sphere of interest" with an initial query. The orresponding
omplete answer aggregate is modi ed with various manipulation and exploration
te hniques to further explore the sphere of interest and a hieve new knowledge.
The visual nature nature of omplete answer aggregates makes this retrieval model
intuitive and easy to use.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
The information overload has be ome proverbial in the last years. More and more
information is a essible, on the World Wide Web (WWW) and through more
traditional ommuni ation hannels, but nding relevant information be omes inreasingly diÆ ult. In a Reuters study in 1998 ([Reu99℄) more than 40% of the
questioned managers a ounted diÆ ulties in retrieving relevant information to the
problem of information overload. This problem shows up in one of its worst manifestations in the WWW. In the tenth WWW user survey ondu ted by the GVU
([GVU99℄) 70% of the respondents stated that, when sear hing for information in
the WWW, most of the time they sear h for spe i information, but more than
40% stated they have problems in nding the information they are looking for.
The urge to support users in nding information in the WWW led to the development of enri hing Web do uments with stru tural information about the ontent,
e.g. the Dublin Core framework ([Wei99℄). Another result of these e orts was XML,
the prospe tive language of the WWW, allowing to stru ture Web and other do uments in an arbitrary way and to enri h them with information about their ontent.
Industrial and a ademi resear h is now onfronted with the task of nding me hanisms of exploiting the ri her stru ture of XML do uments in order to support the
user in nding do uments in the WWW. In parallel, resear h on Database Systems
(DBS) was stimulated by problems a ompanying the advent of the WWW, and
te hniques that have been developed in the eld of Information Retrieval (IR) reeived suddenly a famous rebirth in sear h engines for the WWW. In the moment
we an observe a tenden y of amalgamation in the di erent elds on erned with
retrieving information, DBS, IR, and the WWW, and a fruitful ex hange of ideas
and te hniques between these elds. All these developments nourished the resear h
on the retrieval of stru tured do uments, that tou hes the three elds on erned
with retrieving information. But before giving a more detailed introdu tion into the
on epts of stru tured do uments and their retrieval, we will examine some developments in a ademi and industrial resear h that had an impa t on the synergeti
e e ts we an observe in DBS, IR, and the WWW.
1 In the fth annual Reuters report on the aspe ts and onsequen es of information more than
1000 business exe utives worldwide had been questioned on their views and experien es of handling
information. On the question \What do you think onstrains you or your olleagues from obtaining
the information you require?" 60% answered \Don't know how to get it," 59% \Time onstraints,"
and 42% \Information Overload".
2 More than 5000 Web users parti ipated in the tenth WWW user survey ondu ted by the
Graphi , Visualization & Usability Center (GVU) of the Georgia Institute of Te hnology in late
1998. The question \To what extent would you say you use the Internet to sear h for spe i
information?" was answered by 70% of the respondents with \Most times" and by 30% with
\sometimes". For the question \What do you nd to be the biggest problems in using the Web?"
the respondents ould hose one more items from a list of points. 45% answered with \Not being
able to nd the information I'm looking for".
1

2
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Finding the Needle in the Haysta k
In Database Systems there has been a tenden y for the last two de ades towards
developing spe ialized data models dedi ated to spe i appli ation domains, as
opposed to universal data models. Examples for this development an be observed
in the appli ation domains of geography, biology, text do uments, multimedia, et .
Although there is this strong tenden y towards divergen e of data models, there
are, on the other hand, many resear h e orts aiming at data integration. They
are motivated by the developments that distin t databases are in reasingly used together and that more and more data is migrated from one database to another. The
migration is restrained by possibly di erent s hemas of the databases. The impa t
of new global ommuni ation and data ex hange stru tures like the WWW make
this problem even more urging. In this setting the semistru tured data model (e.g.
[ABS99℄) was developed, that (1) relaxed the stri t notion of s hema established in
the eld of DBS, allowing for data with irregular, unknown or hanging stru ture,
and where (2) the data des ribes its stru ture itself by the means of metadata, giving the data a \meaning" even outside of a database environment with a de ning
s hema. These features make the model perfe tly apt as a data ex hange formalism. The observation that the semistru tured data model is an abstra t model for
XML ([W3C98a℄), the prospe tive language of the WWW and global data ex hange,
brought the semistru tured data model into the fo us of resear h on DBS and data
ex hange.
In Information Retrieval we an observe more attention towards the internal
stru ture of textual do uments beyond the on ept of words. Beginning with the
division of do uments into a xed number of elds more and more models begin to
pay attention to a more exible model for the stru ture of textual do uments (e.g.
[Fuh96℄). A similar resear h dire tion breaks the monolithi view upon text do uments and investigates the retrieval of passages of text instead of whole do uments
(e.g. [SAB93℄).
Finally, the World Wide Web (WWW) with its overwhelming su ess as
global ommuni ation medium, with its omnipresen e in s ien e, industry, and private life, led to an enormous interest from industrial and a ademi resear h. IR
te hnologies that had been of interest for only a limited group of persons ten years
earlier have be ome a standard part of every sear h engine in the WWW and are
used by millions of people daily. With the introdu tion of XML ([W3C98a℄) as the
prospe tive language of the WWW by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) the
ex hange of information via the WWW be omes even easier as with the state of the
art language HTML. Due to the exible approa h of XML to model the stru ture
and layout of text do uments it is also be used outside the WWW as a data representation and ex hange language, e.g. in the elds of astronomy and biology. Sin e
XML is a formalism for stru tured do uments and there is an enormous interest
in querying information on the WWW, the resear h on the retrieval of stru tured
do uments gained a major interest in industrial and a ademi resear h, as an be
seen from the manyfold a tivities of the W3C on XML query languages, for example
the rst W3C workshop QL'98 ([W3C98b℄) on query languages for the WWW with
over 60 international ontributions.
In general we an observe a tenden y towards onvergen e of the three elds as
an be seen from the general dire tions mentioned above and the numerous work
on, for example, database systems with IR fa ilities, Web interfa es to database
systems, integration of Web pages into database systems, Web sear h engines using
IR te hniques, et .
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1.2. STRUCTURED DOCUMENTS

1.2 Stru tured Do uments
Stru tured do uments, e.g. XML or SGML do uments, are textual do uments that
bear an expli it, internal, ommonly hierar hi stru ture. This stru ture is represented by markup that appears in the do uments in the form of tags. Tags delimit
stru tural elements inside the do uments. These elements an be nested and arranged in any form, apart from the fa t that they annot overlap. In most ases
a olle tion of related stru tured do uments has a ommon stru ture that an be
des ribed by a grammar (whi h is less restri tive than a s hema in the sense of
relational DBS). This grammar (or DTD: do ument type de nition) determines the
order and possible in lusion of elements in the do uments. In Appendix B.3 a olle tion of XML do uments an be found that des ribe movies, the orresponding
DTD is found in Appendix B.1. In SGML and XML syntax, whi h we adapt in
this work, tags are embedded in \<" and \>", e.g. \<MOVIE>" for an opening tag
and \</MOVIE>" for the orresponding losing tag. An element's ontent is between
the opening and losing tag. The do ument on page 137 for example des ribes a
movie. The des ription onsists of a title, information about the sta , the produ tion year and some information about the ontent. The sta for example ontains
the name of the dire tor and the ast, that is, the a tors. On page 132 this hierar hi al stru ture is depi ted as a tree. The leaves of the tree ontain the a tual
textual ontent, whereas the inner nodes are the stru turing elements that bear
labels des ribing the \representational fun tion" of the element, e.g. \movie" or
\a tor". More omprehensive introdu tions into SGML or XML an be found in
[Gol90, vH94, ABS99, Oas℄.
There are various formalisms to des ribe stru tured do uments, notably the ISO
standards SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language: [ISO86, Gol90, vH94,
Oas℄) and ODA (OÆ e Do ument Ar hite ture: [ISO89℄), as well as XML (eXtensible Markup Language: [W3C98a, ABS99, Oas℄) whi h is under development by
the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) and has urrently the status of a re ommendation. The abstra t model underlying all formalisms is that of an ordered,
labeled tree des ribing the hierar hi stru ture of the do uments with the leaves
of the tree ontaining the a tual textual ontent. Sin e we are not on erned with
the synta ti pe uliarities of the various representation formalisms for stru tured
do uments but with the abstra t data model we will not go into further details of
the formalisms here.
3

1.3 Retrieving Stru tured Do uments
The development of representation formalisms for stru tured do uments led to big
repositories of stru tured do uments. The use of XML for the WWW will in rease
the size and number of these already existing repositories by far. Resear h on the
retrieval of stru tured do uments is a rea tion to the urging issue of how to support
the user in the task of nding relevant do uments for his or her information need.
Retrieval of stru tured do uments is a eld in the interse tion of DBS and IR: The
user an a ess both the stru ture of the do uments (what is a DBS aspe t) and
the textual ontent (an IR aspe t) at the same time. The aÆliation of stru tured
do ument retrieval with both elds is additionally strengthened by onverging tenden ies in these elds as elaborated in Se tion 1.1. Aspe ts from DBS in lude persistent storage, eÆ ient index stru tures, query evaluation and optimization. From IR
te hniques like inverted les, linguisti normalization, keyword extra tion, relevan e
ranking and relevan e feedba k tou h the retrieval of stru tured do uments. The
3 In XML terminology stru tured do uments whose elements do not overlap are alled wellformed.
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hallenge of stru tured do ument retrieval, additionally stimulated by the impa t
of the WWW on the DBS and IR ommunities, is to amalgamate these te hniques
in an appropriate way with new te hniques spe i to stru tured do uments.

Query Languages
The e orts in supporting the user in the retrieval of stru tured do uments led to the
development of various query languages. In the query language the user spe i es a
pattern for the stru ture that also ontains keywords that are required to o ur in
spe i elements. An answer returns elements (nodes) from the do ument olle tion
that mat h the query. We an distinguish the main features of query languages
with the following ( oarse) lassi ation. A more omprehensive overview over
query languages known in the literature, together with pointers to the literature
and survey papers, an be found in Se tion 8.3.

One-Dimensional Versus Multi-Dimensional Formalisms
One-dimensional formalisms return as query result an unstru tured set of do ument nodes that mat h the query, whereas multi-dimensional formalisms allow the
de nition of variables in the query and return as result a set of answers, where
ea h answer is a mapping from the variables in the query to mat hing do ument
nodes. Informally, we an say that multi-dimensional formalisms pursue a more
database-oriented approa h and one-dimensional formalisms are more IR-oriented.
One-dimensional formalisms an be evaluated quite eÆ iently due to their simple
notion of answers, but are restri ted in expressiveness, as elaborated in more detail
in Se tion 8.3. And the la k of omplex answers has the great disadvantage that
we an not form queries like \Give me all author-title pairs of arti les ontaining
the keyword 'IR'".
4

Graphi al Versus Text-Based Query Languages
Most query languages require the user to submit the query in a textual form. Some
formalisms use the abstra t tree model underlying stru tured do uments as a guideline for the design of their query language. The pattern that is being sear hed for
an be formulated graphi ally with the advantage of being easier to understand and
formulate. Text-based formalisms are easier to a ess with automati ally generated
queries. In some ases a graphi al query language has a text-based ounterpart,
and vi e versa.

Retrieval and Manipulation
All query languages for stru tured do uments have a retrieval (sele tion) part that
des ribes how to lo ate and spe ify relevant do uments and nodes. Some formalisms
with a more database-oriented approa h have in addition a manipulation ( onstru tion) part that allows to generate new do uments out of the query result. With the
latter lass it is possible to update a do ument olle tion using the query language,
i.e. to modify, remove or add do uments.

Example Appli ations
There is a ri h eld of appli ations for the retrieval of stru tured do uments, inluding retrieval of te hni al manuals, of orresponden e, of s ienti data, et .
4 In some multi-dimensional formalisms these mappings are only a transient, internal state used
to produ e a omplex result in the form of one or more new do uments.
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This se tion illustrates some appli ation areas of stru tured do ument retrieval on
the basis of example queries. In the rest of this text we use as running example a
do ument olle tion based on the Internet Movie Database (IMDB, [IMD00℄) that
stores data about movies in a set of do uments. The small example olle tion onsisting of ten do uments an be found an Appendix B.3, a graphi al representation
of these do uments in Appendix B.2, and a DTD in Appendix B.1. We will now
introdu e three domains with typi al tasks that have to be performed on olle tions
of stru tured do uments. The rst example illustrates an industrial appli ation,
whereas the se ond shows the use of stru tured do ument retrieval in a ademi resear h. The third example is the standard example in the literature on stru tured
do ument retrieval. Other examples illustrating appli ation areas an be found e.g.
in [W3C00b℄.

Legal Do uments
Legal do uments are in general highly stru tured into laws, ourt de isions, paragraphs, senten es, dates, ourts, et . There already exist huge olle tions of legal
do uments in SGML or XML format, mainly in publishing ompanies for the publi ation on paper, CD-ROM, or the WWW. Typi al queries to olle tion of legal
do uments by a lawyer or judge, referring to both stru ture and textual ontent at
the same time, in lude:



Give me all titles of ourt de isions together with the names of the orresponding judges, that have been passed in Karlsruhe, Germany, between 1974 and
1978.



Give me the names of all judges whose verdi ts (being on the subje t of opyright law) have been quashed.



Find me all paragraphs that are referen ed in ourt de isions where the sum
in dispute was higher than 10.000 EUR.

Computational Linguisti s
In the re ent years there have been several proje ts that established extensive
databases of linguisti data des ribing the stru ture of phrases (e.g. [MSM93, OMM98,
SLG95, SBKU98, HPS98, KN98b℄). These databases are available as tagged orpora where the tags represent the (hierar hi ) synta ti al stru ture, sometimes with
additional semanti information. They are used as a means for veri ation of linguisti hypotheses and provide an empiri overview over stru tural variety of phrases,
ontext-dependent uses and asso iations of words and phrases, and other features
of natural language. An appropriate query language an support the resear her in
making expli it information that is only impli itly available in the orpus. We list
some example queries.



What are the semanti ategories of words that an be obje t of the verb 'assist'? Are they di erent from the respe tive semanti ategories of the verb
'support'?



Whi h words and/or parts of spee h qualify as modi ers for the word \heart
disease"?



Show me examples for the use of the adje tive 'hot' in di erent semanti
ontexts.
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S ienti Arti les
S ienti arti les have in most ases a ommon stru ture: An arti le has a title and
authors, a publishing lo ation (e.g. name of journal or onferen e), an abstra t, a
body, an appendix, a bibliography, et . The following queries an be of interest:



Give me all titles and authors of arti les ontaining the keyword 'Information
Retrieval' published at a SIGMOD onferen e.



Give me the names of authors with at least three SIGIR publi ations together
with the titles and years of publi ation of the respe tive arti les.



Give me the author names of arti les whose title ontain the same keywords
as the arti le I am a tually working on.

1.4 The Tree Mat hing Formalism
In 1992 Pekka Kilpelainen developed in his PhD thesis a retrieval formalism for
stru tured do uments alled Tree Mat hing ([Kil92℄). This is a very elegant and
simple, graphi al and multi-dimensional formalism for retrieving (but not manipulating) stru tured do uments that is based on mappings between pattern trees and
the do ument trees. An answer to a query and a do ument olle tion is a mapping
that preserves ertain hierar hi al and pre eden e relations. Kilpelainen de ned
distin t lasses of Tree Mat hing problems di ering in the relations that have to
be preserved by answers. Due to its on eptual simpli ity, Tree Mat hing an be
seen as an abstra t model of many other query formalisms for stru tured do uments. Summing up, Tree Mat hing is a very expressive retrieval formalism whose
graphi al approa h to query formulation is very appealing and impresses with its
simpli ity.
On the negative side, Kilpelainen showed that the de ision problem whether
there exists an answer to a given query and database is NP- omplete for one of
the most interesting (for stru tured do ument retrieval) lasses of Tree Mat hing problems. Another de ien y of Tree Mat hing an be observed in all other
multi-dimensional query formalisms as well: Due to the tuple stru ture of answers
ombinatorial e e ts ome into e e t resulting in polynomially many answers in the
size of the database (number of nodes in the do ument tree). Apart from the fa t
that this e e t makes omputation even for the tra table lasses of Tree Mat hing
problems ineÆ ient, these answers often share ommon subparts, making it for the
user diÆ ult to lo ate the relevant information in the list of all answers.
Regarding the retrieval pro ess and query formulation, the stri t division into
di erent problem lasses proved to be too in exible for real-world appli ations. In
addition, there exists no elaborated retrieval model, as for example in the eld of IR,
that des ribes and supports the user's exploration pro ess and may involve query
reformulation based on a loser inspe tion of the answers.

1.5 Contribution of this Work
In this work we will reformulate and extend the Tree Mat hing formalism and
introdu e a new on ept of query result that is presented to the user. We will
extend Tree Mat hing in the dire tions of (1) exibility and eÆ ien y provided
in DBS, (2) the retrieval model developed in IR, and (3) spe ial te hniques for
stru tured do uments.
With minor hanges in the notion of answers the NP- ompleteness result of Tree
Mat hing an be avoided. The logi al reformulation breaks the stri t division of
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the distin t problem lasses and thus provides an extension towards more exibility.
In addition, the logi al formulation introdu es generi relations modeling features
of stru tured do uments like left-to-right order of elements, or attributes. These
relations an be queried, thus making the reformulation more expressive than the
original formalism. In parallel with the logi al reformulation we will maintain the
graphi al approa h of the Tree Mat hing formalism, thus enjoying the bene ts of
text-based and graphi al query languages at the same time.
As the entral ontribution of this work we will introdu e a data stru ture alled
\ omplete answer aggregate" that avoids the negative e e ts of the ombinatorial
explosion in the number of answers and an be presented to the user as a substitute
for the list of all answers. Complete answer aggregates represent all answers in an
intuitive and graphi al way, giving the user a good overview over the set of all answers and its internal topology. Dependen ies between distin t answers and parts
of answers that are impli it in a list of all answers are made expli it with omplete
answer aggregates. The bene ts oming from avoiding the ombinatorial explosion with omplete answer aggregates an be exploited in various multi-dimensional
formalisms for retrieving stru tured do uments.
We show that omplete answer aggregates an be omputed very eÆ iently. For
a realisti lass of queries and do ument databases even in time quadrati in the
size of the do ument database and linear in the size of the query. The algorithm
omputing the omplete answer aggregate for a query and do ument database uses
new index stru tures that are dis ussed and explained.
We show how the elaborated retrieval model developed in IR resear h an be
adapted to the retrieval of stru tured do uments. This adaption relies heavily on
omplete answer aggregates as basi manipulation obje ts. The retrieval model to
be developed in this work allows visual and intera tive exploration of the information spa e represented by the do ument olle tion and involves the user's feedba k
in query reformulation. All operations provided by this retrieval model are on a
graphi al basis.
The entral ontributions of this work, whi h are elaborated in Chapters 4, 5
and 6, respe tively, are:



The introdu tion of omplete answer aggregates as a unique representation
and substitute for the set of all answers,



an algorithm omputing the omplete answer aggregate for a query and do ument database eÆ iently, supported by dedi ated index stru tures, and



a model for an iterative retrieval pro ess that involves query reformulation and
onstitutes the graphi al exploration of the information spa e represented by
the olle tion of stru tured do uments.

1.6 Overview
In the next hapter we will review Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing formalism and point
out its strengths and weaknesses. The primary observation will be that Tree Mat hing, as any other multi-dimensional formalism, su ers from a ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers. Di erent answers have many subparts in ommon
what makes it very diÆ ult for the user to distinguish relevant from irrelevant answers.
In Chapter 3 we will provide a logi al reformulation that extends the expressivity
of Tree Mat hing to hybrid queries, i.e. queries that allow di erent mat hing requirements in the same query, and queries with onstraints. Examples for onstraints
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are given in Appendix A. A parti ularly interesting onstraint is the horizontal leftto-right ordering of nodes in do uments. Queries involving these onstraints form
the lass of partially ordered tree queries. In addition we will show how the original
graphi al formulation of Tree Mat hing is ompatible with the logi al formulation
so that we an still enjoy the advantages of having a graphi al query language.
In the following hapter the entral notion of omplete answer aggregates will be
introdu ed for simple and partially ordered tree queries. We show that a omplete
answer aggregate is a natural and unique representation for exa tly the set of all
answers to the query. It is natural sin e it represents the internal topology, with
the sharing of subparts, of the set of all answers in an intuitive way. In addition,
the omplete answer aggregate for a query is substantially smaller than the set of
all answers.
Chapter 5 presents an algorithm omputing the omplete answer aggregate for
a query in time O(q  n  h  log(n)) where q is the size (number of nodes/variables)
of the query, n the size (number of nodes) of the do ument olle tion, and h the
height of the forest representing the do ument olle tion. For a realisti lass of
queries the algorithm runs even in time O(q  n  h). This hapter also elaborates on
index stru tures used and the implementation of the algorithm in Java.
In Chapter 6 we introdu e a retrieval model with the avour of the iterative
retrieval model used in IR that involves feedba k of the user and query reformulation. The retrieval model supports the user with a set of graphi al operations in
the pro ess of in rementally exploring a \sphere of interest".
The following hapter mentions points that ouldn't be treated in this work and
may serve as future work. These in lude extensions of the query language and the
introdu tion of the notion of relevan e, a entral notion in IR, into the framework
of logi al Tree Mat hing and omplete answer aggregates.
Chapter 8 reviews related work in the elds of DBS and IR and shows points of
onta t.
Appendix B ontains an informal des ription of the example do ument olle tion, \Movie Colle tion", used as running example in this work, gives a DTD for
the olle tion and lists the example do uments in XML format as well as depi ts
their abstra t tree stru ture.

Chapter 2

Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing
Pekka Kilpelainen developed in his PhD thesis [Kil92℄ a simple and elegant model
for a graphi al query formalism to stru tured do uments based on the notion of
homomorphisms between trees. In this hapter we will outline informally the entral
features this model and dis uss its strengths and weaknesses. In the following
hapters we will develop a logi al reformulation of Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing
that shall over ome its weaknesses while preserving its strengths. In Se tion 3.4
we will dis uss the di eren es between Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing model and this
reformulation.

2.1 Kilpelainens Query, Database and Query Evaluation Model
In the Tree Mat hing model a query is an ordered and labeled tree and the database
is a set of ordered and labeled trees. Nodes of the query and the database an either
be text nodes or stru tural nodes. Text nodes an only o ur as leaves and bear the
textual ontent of the do ument (for database nodes) or the sear h terms (for query
nodes). Stru tural nodes impose a stru ture on the database and query, e.g. dividing
the text into hapters, titles, paragraphs, et . The query des ribes a pattern that is
to be mat hed in the database. An answer to a query and a database is a mapping
from the query nodes to the database nodes that respe ts ertain homomorphi
requirements. One ondition is that answers have to respe t labels and textual
ontent in the following sense: A mapping f from the nodes of a query to the nodes
of a database is alled label-respe ting i the image of every query node under f
has the same label as the query node itself and the text of every text node in the
query o urs as a substring in the text of its image node in the database (whi h has
to be a text node itself). Depending on the nature of the additional requirements
Kilpelainen distinguishes ten lasses of Tree Mat hing problems. The requirements
are grouped into two orthogonal lasses, one lass on erning the order (ordered vs.
unordered), the other on erning hierar hi relationships (tree vs. path vs. region
vs. hild vs. subtree in lusion). The ten problem lasses derive from the ombination
of the two requirement lasses. We will dis uss the four most important (within
the ontext of stru tured do ument retrieval) lasses of Tree Mat hing problems:
Ordered/unordered tree/path in lusion.
1

Hierar hi al Requirements A hierar hi al requirement determines what hierar hi al relations a mapping f has to preserve in order to be alled an answer.
1 The formalism allows to restri t answers to ertain query nodes of interest.
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A mapping f from a query Q to a database T is alled tree-respe ting if for all
nodes u; v in Q
 f (u) = f (v) i u = v,
 label(u) = label(f (u)) and
 u is an an estor of v in Q i f (u) is an an estor of f (v) in T .
A mapping f from a query Q to a database T is alled path-respe ting if for all
nodes u; v in Q
 u is the root in Q i f (u) is the root in T .
 f (u) = f (v) i u = v,
 label(u) = label(f (u)) and
 u is a parent of v in Q i f (u) is a parent of f (v) in T .

Order Requirements We assume that we have total orders < on the nodes of
the query and the nodes of the database. These orders re e t the order on siblings
and lifts it to all nodes in the standard way, i.e. u < v i u is an an estor of v or u
appears in a subtree on the left of v.
A mapping from a query Q to a database T is alled order-respe ting if for all
nodes u; v in Q holds: u < v i f (u) < f (v).
De nition 2.1 A label-respe ting mapping f from a query Q to a database T
is alled an answer to the unordered tree in lusion (ordered tree in lusion, unordered path in lusion, ordered path in lusion, resp.) problem de ned by Q and T
i f is tree-respe ting (order-respe ting and tree-respe ting, path-respe ting, orderrespe ting and path-respe ting, resp.).
Example 2.2 Take as an example the tree depi ted at page 135 ontaining information about the movie \Barbarella"as a database ( onsisting of one tree only)
and the following query asking for the genres of movies dire ted by Roger Vadim :
2

3

4

movie
genre

dire tor

Vadim

In the following pi ture we see one possible answer for ordered and unordered tree
in lusion to the query and the database onsisting of the \Barbarella"-do ument
only:
5

movie
dire tor

Vadim

movie
genre

ontents

title

staff

Barbarella

dire tor

genre

genre

R. Vadim

Adventure

S i-Fi

For the tree in lusion problems, Kilpelainen de nes additionally a minimality requirement
that we do not onsider here.
3 Some parts of the tree are omitted for layout reasons.
4 More exa tly: someone with name \Vadim". In the examples to follow we will negle t this
di eren e that o urs if two di erent people have the same family name.
5 The do ument tree is shortened for layout reasons.
2
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Note that there is no answer to the query and database for both path in lusion
problems, sin e the movie-node in the do ument has no dire tor- hild.
If the user has exa t knowledge of the stru ture of the database he or she may
use path in lusion problems. This an also help to ex lude undesired answers, sin e
the query is interpreted in a more stri t way. In the other ase, tree in lusion
problems help the user to retrieve nodes whose exa t position with respe t to their
path from the root is not known or irrelevant. In any ase, both lasses of Tree
Mat hing problems are undispensable for most real-life situations. Ordered Tree
Mat hing problems allow the user to state that two nodes in the database shall
appear in a given order. The fa t that all formalisms for stru tured do ument
retrieval known to the literature (as reviewed for example in [FSW99, BYN96,
Loe94℄) model on epts very similar to the four problem lasses des ribed above
makes lear that the underlying on epts of these lasses are essential to a system
for stru tured do ument retrieval.

Query Evaluation Kilpelainen des ribes bottom-up algorithms for evaluating
the various lasses of Tree Mat hing problems. These algorithms visit the database
nodes in a bottom-up manner and mark every database node v that quali es as
a andidate for an answer mapping f : u 7! v with all respe tive query nodes u.
Sin e all des endants of a visited database node v have already been visited, it
is easy to verify whether the subtree spanned by a query node u an be mapped
homomorphi ally to the subtree of v, with meeting the respe tive requirements. If
this pro ess assigns the root of the query to a database node, a solution is found.
Table 2.1 shows the omplexity results for the four lasses of Tree Mat hing
problems de ned above. Note that these results do only refer to the de ision problem, i.e. the problem whether there exists an answer to a query and a database. An
algorithm omputing the set of all answers may take more time than the de ision
problem alone, as we will point out in the following dis ussion.
unordered
ordered

tree in l.
path in l.
NP- omplete O(q :  n)
O(q  n)
1 5

Table 2.1: Complexities of Tree Mat hing Problems

2.2 Dis ussion
The Tree Mat hing formalism for retrieving stru tured do uments des ribed in
[Kil92℄ is a very elegant and simple formalism. We will dis uss its advantages (+)
and disadvantages (-) in omparison to alternative models for stru tured do ument
retrieval as reviewed in [FSW99℄, [BYN96℄ and [Loe94℄. The de ien ies of Tree
Mat hing will serve as a motivation and starting point for the following hapters.

+ Graphi al Query Language and Easy Semanti s The Tree Mat hing
model is very intuitive and easy to understand due to its graphi al query
language and easy semanti s. Most other models have a query language based
on operators. The semanti s of a omplex query expression in these formalisms
are not omprehensible at rst sight, in ontrast to a Tree Mat hing query.
+ Multi-Dimensional Formalism An answer in Tree Mat hing is a mapping from nodes of the query tree to nodes of the database. This multidimensionality gives Tree Mat hing a database orientation, as opposed to
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other formalisms. With Tree Mat hing, we an retrieve, say, pairs of author/title nodes of arti les satisfying given onditions. Most other formalisms
for stru tured do uments (e.g. [RLS98, NBY97, JK99, CCB95℄) are onedimensional and an only retrieve unstru tured sets of nodes.

+ Query Power As [CM98℄ showed, many query formalisms (e.g. [NBY97,
ST94, CCB95℄) have two restri tions with respe t to their expressive power.
This on erns the unability to express hildhood relationship (as opposed to
des endant relationship) on the one hand and the simultaneous an estorship
of a node towards two nodes (e.g. \give me all hapters in luding both a gure
and program ode"). Tree Mat hing an express these lasses of queries.
+ Grammar Independen e Tree Mat hing does not depend on the existen e
of a grammar. This ts to new developments in the modeling of stru tured
do uments, namely the on ept of wellformed XML do uments, that may
exist without a des ribing grammar (DTD). Nonetheless grammars an, if
provided, be exploited for query optimization as elaborated in [Kil92℄.
- NP-Completeness Kilpelainen showed that (the de ision problem whether
there exists a solution for) unordered tree in lusion is intra table. All other
formalisms for stru tured do ument retrieval implement a very similar on ept
to unordered tree in lusion without being intra table. We will hange the
original problem de nition of Tree Mat hing in this work slightly in order to
avoid this intra tability result. This hange will be dis ussed in Se tion 3.4.
- Combinatorial Explosion Even in the ases where Kilpelainen showed that
the de ision problem an be solved in almost linear time, an enumeration of all
answers may take exponential time in the size of the database, sin e there may
be ( nq ) answers to a Tree Mat hing query (with n (q, resp.) being the number
of nodes in the database (query, resp.)). This number holds for all four relevant
Tree Mat hing problem lasses. We illustrate two orthogonal phenomena of
the ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers in Examples 2.3 and 2.4.
Example 2.3 Take as example the query on the left in the following illustration onsisting of a root v with q hildren v ; : : : ; vq (q  1) and the database
on the right onsisting of one tree with root d and n hildren d ; : : : ; dn
(n  1; n > q). All nodes have the same label.
0

1

1

Query:

Database:

v0

v1

v2

:::

d0

q

d1

v

d2

:::

n

d

There are ( nq )q! = nn q answers to the query and database for the unordered
path and tree in lusion problems and ( nq ) = q  nn q for the ordered path
and tree in lusion problems. This an be seen as follows: Node v has to be
mapped to node d . We have to hose q distin t nodes fdi1 ; : : : ; din g out of the
set fd ; : : : ; dn g as targets for the nodes in fv ; : : : ; vq g. There are ( nq ) di erent
possibilities for hosing these q distin t nodes. In the ase of ordered path or
tree in lusion the mapping between the nodes fv ; : : : ; vq g and fdi1 ; : : : ; din g
is determined by the order. In the ase of unordered path or tree in lusion
there are q! distin t enumerations fdk1 ; : : : ; dkn g of fdi1 ; : : : ; din g, where ea h
enumeration de nes a mapping vj 7! dkj for all 1  j  q. In this ase this
ombines to a total of ( nq )  q! di erent answers.
!

(

)!

!

! (

)!

0

0

1

1

1

Example 2.4 The following illustration depi ts a sequen e query (on the left
side) and a sequen e database of q nodes and n nodes, resp. (n > q)). The
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query onsists of nodes v ; : : : ; vq (q  2) and the database onsists of nodes
d ; : : : ; dn (n  2), so that vi (dj , resp.) is a hild of vi (dj , resp.) for
2  i  q (2  j  n, resp.).
1

1

1

Query:

v

1

v

2

Database:

d

1

d

2

1

vq
dn
There is one answer to the query and database for both path in lusion problems and ( nq ) = q  nn q for both tree in lusion problems. The argumentation
is basi ally the same as in Example 2.3 for the unordered tree or path in lusion
problems.
!

! (

)!

This high number of answers aused by permutation of answer parts has two
negative e e ts for the pra ti al use of Tree Mat hing: The time for omputing
and presenting the set of answers is at least as high as the number of answers,
i.e. ( nq ). And for the user a simple enumeration of the set of all answers is
not satisfa tory at all. Dependen ies and permutation e e ts are not made
expli it and in bigger examples the sheer number of answers (with taking into
a ount that ea h answer onsists of q variable bindings itself) an blur the
information being sear hed for.
To avoid the ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers is one of the
main reasons for introdu ing the new data stru ture \Complete Answer Aggregates" in this work, more spe i ally in Chapter 4.

- In exible Query Language The user is bound to the disjoint problem
lasses. It is not possible to formulate \hybrid" queries where, say, one part
of the query is evaluated a ording to the tree in lusion problem, whereas
another part is evaluated a ording to the path in lusion problem. The same
is true for ordered and unordered queries.
The user has no possibilities to formulate additional onstraints on the nodes
like proximity, similarity, semanti omparisons, typing information, attribute
values, et . beyond the on epts of edges, labels and order.
In Chapter 3 we will des ribe a notion of queries allowing for hybrid queries
and additional onstraints on nodes.
- Closedness For many database and Information Retrieval appli ations it is
useful to have a losed algebra, i.e. a formalism where the result of a query
an be on eived as a database that an be queried itself. In Information
Retrieval this is for example ne essary for eÆ ient treatment of query re nement. In Database Systems losedness is a ne essary ondition for referential
transparen y, i.e. the possibility to ompose omplex queries out of subqueries
in a onsistent way. In Tree Mat hing the result of a query is a mapping, but
not a tree. In Se tion 3.3.6 we will des ribe a simple possibility how to oneive answer mappings as trees. In Se tion 4.6 we will des ribe another way
based on the new data model for answers introdu ed in this work.
As a on lusion of this dis ussion we an see that, if we want to use the advantages of the Tree Mat hing formalism for real-world appli ations, we have to
over ome its de ien ies. In the following hapters we will develop a logi al reformulation of the Tree Mat hing formalism, that allows for more exibility in query
formulation and avoids the intra tability result for unordered tree in lusion. Then
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we will de ne the notion of omplete answer aggregates, a spe ial data stru ture
that an be omputed eÆ iently and is presented to the user as an intuitive representation of the set of all answers. This avoids the two problems aused by the
ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers.

Chapter 3

Logi al Tree Mat hing
This hapter will de ne a logi al query and database model as a reformulation of
Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing formalism. Sin e the introdu ed query formalism based
on formulae of PL1 ( rst-order predi ate logi ) is in no way intended to be used by
the end user and we do not want to drop the graphi al query language with all its
advantages, we will show how the logi al formulation orresponds with Kilpelainen's
formulation based on mappings between trees. In Chapter 6 we will des ribe a
retrieval environment based on the logi al Tree Mat hing formalism developed in
this hapter. Among other things, the reformulation will allow for hybrid queries
that break the stri t division of the distin t Tree Mat hing problem lasses, and
it shows how onstraints beyond the on epts of edges, labels and order an be
formulated. We will on lude the hapter with a dis ussion on how the proposed
model ts with widespread standards like SGML or XML and a omparison of
Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing model and the logi al reformulation presented here.

3.1 Formal Preliminaries
In this se tion we provide some basi mathemati al ba kground that is needed later.
As usual, if R denotes a binary relation on a set M , then R (resp. R ) denotes
the re exive-transitive (resp. transitive) losure of R.
+

De nition 3.1 A ( nite, unordered) tree is a pair (V; E ) where V is a nite,
nonempty set and E is a binary relation on V su h that the following onditions
are satis ed:
1. E is y le-free, i.e., E is irre exive,
2. for ea h v0 2 V there exists at most one element v 2 V su h that hv; v0 i 2 E ,
+

3. there exists exa tly one element v 2 V , alled the root of (V; E ), su h that
there exists no v0 2 V with hv0 ; vi 2 E .
The elements of V are alled nodes. If hv; v0 i 2 E , then v0 is a hild of v,
onversely v is alled the parent node of v0 . Condition 2) expresses that ea h node
has at most one parent node. Distin t hildren of a ommon parent node are alled
siblings. If hv; v0 i 2 E , then v0 is a des endant of v, onversely v is alled an
an estor of v0 . If hv; v0 i 2 E  , then v0 is a re exive des endant of v, and v is a
re exive an estor of v0 . It follows from onditions 1) and 3) that every node v 2 V
is a re exive des endant of the root u, i.e. hu; vi 2 E  holds. A node is a leaf if it
does not have any hild, otherwise it is an inner node.
+
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A path of (V; E ) is a sequen e hv ; : : : ; vn i 2 V n where v is the root of (V; E ), vn
is a leaf of (V; E ) and hvi ; vi i 2 E for 0  i  n 1. A partial path of (V; E ) is a
pre x of a path of (V; E ).
0

0

+1

De nition 3.2




A forest is a pair (V; E ), where V is a nite nonempty set and E a binary
relation on V so that E is y le-free and for every node v 2 V there exists at
most one element u so that hu; vi 2 E .
A sequen e is a tree (V; E ) where every node u has at most one hild v.

From the de nitions it follows that trees are a spe ial ase of forests. We will use
the terminology oined for trees in the same way for forests and sequen es.

De nition 3.3 An ordered tree (ordered forest) is a tree (forest) (V; E ), together
with a stri t partial order <Vlr on V , alled left-to-right ordering, that has the following properties:
1. <Vlr relates two nodes v 6= v (in the sense that either v <Vlr v or v <Vlr v )
i v and v have a ommon re exive an estor in (V; E ) and neither v is a
des endant of v in (V; E ) nor vi e versa, and
2. v <Vlr v implies that v0 <Vlr v0 for all re exive des endants v0 and v0 of v
and v , respe tively.
1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

If (V; E ) is an ordered tree or forest, the union of des endant relationship with leftto-right ordering is alled the pre-order relationship and denoted <Vp = E [ <Vlr . We
write u Vp v for u <Vp v _ u = v. The following lemmata are a trivial onsequen e
of the de nitions.
+

Lemma 3.4 Let (V; E ) be an ordered tree or forest, let u; v 2 V . Then u <Vlr v i
there exists a node u0 2 V su h that u <Vlr u0 and u0 Vp v.
Proof. Let u <Vlr v. Chose u0 = v, then u <Vlr u0 and u0 Vp v hold. Now let
u <Vlr u0 and u0 Vp v hold. Then either (1) u0 = v, (2) u0 <Vp v, or (3) u0 * v. In
ase (1) we are nished, and in aes (2) the laim follows from ondition 2) of <lr .
In ase 3) the laim follows from transitivity of <Vlr .
+

Lemma 3.5 If (V; E ) is a tree, then the relation <Vp is a stri t total order on V .
Proof. Totality follows from Condition 1) of De nition 3.3. Antisymmetry: Let
u <Vp v. Then v is a des endant of u or u <Vlr v. In both ases the assumption
v <Vp u leads to a ontradi tion. Next we show transitivity of <Vp . Sin e E and
<Vlr are both transitive we only have to show that (a) u <Vlr v and hv; wi 2 E imply
u <Vp w and (b) hu; vi 2 E and v <Vlr w imply u <Vp w. In both ases it follows
from the assumptions with de nition of <Vlr that u <Vlr w and therefore u <Vp holds.
+

+

+

3.2 Semanti s: Modeling Do uments as Tree Stru tures
As established by international standards like SGML [ISO86℄ or XML ([W3C98a℄),
we on eive do uments as labeled and ordered trees where nodes and edges are
used to model the logi al stru ture of the do ument. The leaves of a do ument
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tree ontain the a tual at textual ontent of the do ument. Obviously, in order to
represent databases with stru tured do uments as trees we have to adapt this basi
data stru ture to the spe ial requirements of stru tured do uments. As a rst step
we introdu e a formal distin tion between \stru tural" nodes and \textual" nodes.
Depending on the appli ation area it might be interesting to model additional relations on the nodes, and to make these relations available in the querying pro ess.
One important example that we dis uss below is the left-to-right ordering between
nodes. Sin e we do not want to restri t the dis ussion to a spe i set of relations,
other relations that might be relevant, su h as e.g. inequality, semanti omparisons, typing information, attribute values, similarity, or proximity, are treated in
a generi way as abstra t onstraints, leaving apart their pre ise nature. The resulting stru tures for modeling do ument databases will be treated as onventional
stru tures of rst-order predi ate logi in the following hapters.

3.2.1 Do ument Stru tures
Let  and denote two xed disjoint alphabets, alled text alphabet and markup
alphabet respe tively. We assume that the textual ontent of a do ument is modeled
by elements of  (i.e., by strings over ) and the stru tural markup (labels of
stru tural nodes) is modeled by symbols in .
De nition 3.6 A do ument stru ture is a tuple D = (DS ; DT ;*; Lab; Txt) where
1. (DT [ DS ;*) is a forest where DT and DS represent disjoint sets of nodes,
2. Lab is a fun tion that assigns to ea h node d 2 DS an element of
and

as label,

3. Txt is a fun tion that assigns to ea h node d 2 DT a string Txt(d) 2  as
textual ontent.
The following ondition must hold:
4. Ea h node in DT is a leaf of (DT [ DS ;*).
In the sequel, the nodes in DT and DS are alled text nodes and stru tural nodes
respe tively, and D := DT [ DS will always denote the joint set of nodes. The
elements of D are alled do ument nodes or database nodes and are identi ed by
onvention with (de orated) symbols d; e.

Example 3.7 In Appendix B.2 the reader may nd a set of trees representing a
do ument stru ture.
With a do ument path of D we mean a path of (DT [ DS ;*).
Re all also that with a tree or forest we mean an unordered tree or forest if not
said otherwise. Ordered trees and forests an be modeled with the relations that
we introdu e now.

3.2.2 Relational Do ument Stru tures
We will now dis uss relations that an be established on the do ument nodes and
used in queries by the user. We introdu e a generi relation model that allows
to model arbitrary relations. But the fo us lies on the left-to-right ordering of
do ument nodes, whi h will be used in all of the following hapters. In Appendix A
we will also dis uss other useful relations as examples how to exploit the generi
relation me hanism.
Let R denote a xed (not ne essarily nite) set of relation symbols, ea h equipped
with a xed arity.
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De nition 3.8 A relational do ument stru ture is a tuple D = (DS ; DT ;*; Lab; Txt; I ),
where (DS ; DT ;*; Lab; Txt) is a do ument stru ture and I is an interpretation fun tion for R, i.e., a mapping that assigns to every relation symbol r 2 R of arity k a
relation I (r)  Dk . (Re all that D = DS [ DT .)
We will use sometimes an abbreviated in x notation for binary relation symbols
and write urv instead of hu; vi 2 I (r) if I is determined by the ontext.

Examples for Other Relations
Sin e the user an only query those relations on the do ument nodes that are
de ned in the do ument stru ture, it is important to x the set of relations for an
appli ation. In Appendix A we will outline, in addition to the order relation de ned
in the following, some ommon relations that are typi al for stru tured do uments.

3.2.3 Ordered Do ument Stru tures

De nition 3.9 A relational do ument stru ture D = (DS ; DT ;*; Lab; Txt; I ) is
ordered if R ontains a symbol <lr where (DT [ DS ;*) together with <D
lr := I (<lr )
is an ordered forest.
Example 3.10 The following gure depi ts an ordered relational do ument stru ture taken from the \Movie Colle tion" in Appendix B that represents a des ription
of a movie. Textual nodes are indi ated by re tangles and stru tural nodes are indi ated by oval nodes. The label or the textual ontent, respe tively, is ontained
inside the nodes. The order <lr between the nodes is the left-to-right ordering
suggested by the graphi al presentation. If we refer to the nodes by their label
or textual ontent, then, for example, Barbarella< yearand J. Fonda < J.P. Law
holds, but staff and dire tor are in omparable with <lr .
1

movie
title

Barbarella

year

staff
ast

dire tor

R. Vadim

1968

a tor

a tor

J. Fonda

J.P. Law

ontents
genre

genre

summary

Adventure

S i-Fi

The year is ...

In the example above the de nition of the relation <lr was depi ted impli itly in the
pi ture. This is not possible for all relations. In others ases, we may use expli it,
additional edges (or hyperedges) that onne t nodes in the relational do ument
stru ture for representing a relation on the nodes. The reader may nd examples
for this in Appendix A.

Remark 3.11 When using markup languages like SGML or XML (see for example the XML representation of the example database \Movie Colle tion" in Appendix B.3), the logi al stru ture of a do ument is en oded using a at representation by means of delimiting tags. Various interesting aspe ts of the tree stru ture
an be read o in a simple way:
1 Some parts of the tree on page 135 are omitted for layout reasons.
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1. two nodes d ; d stand in the pre-order relationship, d <D
p d , i the opening
tag for d pre edes the opening tag for d ,
1

2

1

1

2

2

2. two nodes d ; d stand in the left-to-right relationship, d <D
lr d , i the losing
tag for d pre edes the opening tag for d ,
1

2

1

1

2

2

3. node d is a des endant of node d i both the opening and end tag for d are
between the two tags for d .
2

1

2

1

3.2.4 Modeling SGML and XML Do uments as Relational
Do ument Stru tures
XML ([W3C98a℄) and SGML ([ISO86, Gol90℄) are ri h and widespread languages to
des ribe stru tured do uments and do ument lasses. We will dis uss what features
of SGML and XML do uments an be modeled with relational do ument stru tures
and how this an be done. If the reader is not familiar with the XML or SGML
standard, he or she may nd introdu tions for example in [GP98, vH94, Oas℄. The
three entral features in SGML and XML do uments are elements, attributes and
entities. Elements with their hierar hi al ontainment are modeled as nodes of the
do ument trees as seen for example in Appendix B.3. Attributes an be modeled
with the help of relations as outlined in Appendix A.
Entities require some more onsiderations. Entities basi ally onstitute a kind
of string repla ement me hanism for SGML and XML do uments. In the most
ases, entitities are used to represent spe ial hara ters like a or . In this ase
we an apply the repla ement before onsidering the do uments. Another use of
entities is the in lusion of external entities, e.g. les et . These external entities are
possibly treated in a spe ial way, for example pi tures in JPG format. Obviously, the
storage of these external entities in a do ument database based on our formalism
is super uous sin e their ontent an not be queried in a meaningful way with
our query formalism. The treatment of multimedia obje ts requires a dedi ated
treatment (e.g. [BYRN99a, FGR98, OP98, KB96℄) that is not part of our work.
In some ir umstan es, entities are used as a means for modeling shared data. In
the tree model underlying the logi al Tree Mat hing shared data is not expressible.
We an de ide to negle t the aspe t of information sharing and simply expand all
entities, i.e. repla e them by their de ned value. This redundant modeling an
be a ompanied by notorious, undesired side-e e ts analyzed in the normalization
theory for database systems (e.g. [Ull89℄). These side-e e ts refer to anomalies
evoked by hanges to the stored data. Sin e this work does not over hanges to
the stored data, we an ignore these anomalies.
Another feature of SGML and XML do uments refers to links that are implemented with ID/IDREF attributes. With this feature, SGML and XML do uments
should be on eived more adequately as dire ted graphs. In our framework we have
to model ID/IDREF attributes as normal attributes as dis ussed above. But then it
is desirable to implement a join on attributes, i.e. a fa ility to query whether two
attributes of two nodes have equal values. While this on ept an be integrated into
the do ument and query model easily, it is not sure wether it an be implemented
in a way that performs eÆ iently.
Espe ially SGML, but also XML, o ers a lot more sophisti ated features like
marked se tions, pro essing instru tions, multiple do ument stru tures, et ., most
of whi h are only expressible indire tly in our model or not at all. Sin e these
features do not belong to the ore of XML or SGML we will not go deeper into this
dis ussion.
As a on lusion we an see that we an over with our model the entral features
of XML or SGML.
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3.2.5 Modeling Semistru tured Data as Relational Do ument
Stru tures
The models for semistru tured data (e.g. the OEM model des ribed in [PGMW95℄)
are more general than relational do ument stru tures sin e they are based upon
graphs rather than trees. In addition they allow for multiple labels on nodes and
labels on edges. The latter point an be modeled with logi al Tree Mat hing as
the dis ussion in Appendix A shows. In [MS00℄ a framework is des ribed that
applies the methods introdu ed here to graph databases that are used for example in
semistru tured data. A method based on omparison of textual ontents to simulate
at least a DAG stru ture of the underlying database is dis ussed in Remark 6.11 in
Se tion 6.

3.3 Syntax: Querying Stru tured Do uments
In this se tion we de ne a logi al query language LR for databases that are represented in the form of relational do ument stru tures. In prin iple the full rst-order
language asso iated with the given stru ture, presented in the previous se tion,
may be used as query language. For pra ti al use in IR-systems, the sublanguage
of so- alled \tree-queries" seems to be of parti ular relevan e. This sublanguage,
introdu ed in the se ond part of this se tion, will be studied in the following under
various aspe ts.
Note that the sublanguage introdu ed now is not intended to be used by the
end-user. Instead it is a formal basis for a stru tured do ument retrieval system.
We will des ribe in Chapters 6 and 5.7 how this formal basis an be used for the
design and implementation of a system and how the user an employ it.

3.3.1 The full rst-order language

Re all that the alphabets , as well as the signature R are assumed to be xed.
In the sequel, let Var denote a ountably in nite set of variables, denoted x; y; z : : :,
and let \/" (\ ontained in"), \" (\parent of") and \ " (\an estor of") denote
three new binary symbols.
+

De nition 3.12 The set of atomi







LR -formulae

ontains all formulae of the form

x  y, for x; y 2 Var ( hild formulae),
x  y, for x; y 2 Var (des endant formulae),
+

w / x, for x 2 Var and w 2  ( ontainment formulae),
+

M (x), for x 2 Var and M

2 (labeling formulae),
r(x ; : : : ; xk ) where r 2 R has arity k and x ; : : : ; xk 2
1

1

straints).

Var

(atomi

Sometimes we will refer to hild (des endant) formulae as rigid (soft) edges.
formulae are indu tively de ned as follows:

on-

LR -

 ea h atomi LR -formula is an LR -formula,
 if ', ' and ' are LR -formulae, then :', (' ^ ' ), (' _ ' ), and (' ) ' )
are LR -formulae,
 if ' is an LR -formula and x 2 Var, then 9x' and 8x' are LR -formulae.
1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2
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An LR -formula ' is an L-formula i ' does not have a subformula that is an atomi
onstraint.
We write x  y when refering to formulae of the form x  y and x  y at the
same time.
Let D = (DS ; DT ;*; Lab; Txt; I ) be a relational do ument stru ture. With a
variable assignment in D we mean a total mapping  : Var ! D.
De nition 3.13 Validity of an atomi LR -formula in D under  is de ned as follows :
 D j= x  y i  (x) *  (y),
 D j= x  y i  (x) *  (y),
 D j= w / x i  (x) is a text node and Txt( (x)) ontains the word w,
 D j= M (x) i  (x) is a stru tural node and Lab( (x)) = M ,
 D j= r(x ; : : : ; xk ) i h (x ); : : : ;  (xk )i 2 rD .
The validity relation is extended as usual to arbitrary LR -formulae: Boolean onne tives are just lifted to the meta-level, furthermore we de ne
- D j= 8x' i for every node d 2 D we have D j= 0 ', where  0 (y) :=  (y) for
all variables y 6= x and  0 (x) := d,
- D j= 9x' i there exists a node d 2 D su h that D j= 0 ', where  0 (y) :=  (y)
for all variables y 6= x and  0 (x) := d.
An LR -formula ' is satis able i there exists a relational do ument stru ture D
and an assignment  su h that D j= '. The set fr(') of free variables of an LR formula ' is de ned as usual. If fr(') is given in a xed order ~x = hx ; : : : ; xn i
and if d~ = hd ; : : : ; dn i is a sequen e of nodes of D we write D j= '[d ; : : : ; dn ℄ i
D j= ' for ea h variable assignment  mapping xi to di for 1  i  n.
A ording to De nition 3.13, atomi formulae of the form \w / x" refer only
to textual nodes. Obviously, it is desirable to refer in a similar way to the part of
the at text that is dominated (indire tly) by a stru tural node. If x is a variable
of a query that ontains a stru tural ondition of the form M (x), we may write
9y(x  y ^ w / y) to express that the word w must o ur in the text asso iated
with node x. If more omfort is needed we might add some \synta ti sugar" and
introdu e a new type of atomi formula that represents the above onjun tion.
De nition 3.14 A query is a pair Q = ('; ~x) where ' is an LR -formula and ~x is
a xed enumeration of fr('). The set fr(') is also alled the set of free variables of
Q and denoted in the form fr(Q).
Note that we do not require that every variable x in a query has a orresponding
labeling formula M (x). Variables may remain unlabeled what makes the query
language more exible.
De nition 3.15 Let D be a relational do ument stru ture, let Q = ('; ~x) be a
query where ~x = hx ; : : : ; xn i. A sequen e d~ = hd ; : : : ; dn i of nodes of D is an
answer to Q in D i D j= '[d ; : : : ; dn ℄. The set
AD (Q) := fhd ; : : : ; dn i 2 Dn j D j= '[d ; : : : ; dn ℄g
is alled the omplete set of answers for Q in D.
2 In the third ondition we do not formally de ne what it means for a textual node to \ ontain"
a given word w. This might mean \literal" ontainment, i.e., ontainment as a substring, or it
might in lude more sophisti ated notions of ontainment. See the dis ussion on text ontainment
in Se tion 3.3.3.
(+)

+

2

+

+

1

1

1

1

1

+

1

1

1

1

1
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Equivalently, an answer hd ; : : : ; dn i an be onsidered as a partial variable assignment mapping xi to di for i = 1; : : : ; n. Both perspe tives will be used in the
sequel.
1

Example 3.16 Consider the relational do ument database \Movie Colle tion" in
Appendix B.2 and the query (being a translation of the Tree Mat hing query in
Example 2.2)
Q = (m  d ^ d  v ^ m  g ^
movie(m) ^ dire tor(d) ^ \Vadim" / v ^ genre(g );
hm; d; v; gi):
+

+

This query has the following three answers in the database:

fm 7! e1; d 7! e5; v 7! e6; g 7! e15g
fm 7! g1; d 7! g5; v 7! g6; g 7! g21g
fm 7! g1; d 7! g5; v 7! g6; g 7! g23g
The eÆ ient omputation of the omplete set of answers to a given query an be
onsidered as the prin ipal problem of an IR system. In this paper we on entrate
on a parti ular sub lass of queries.

3.3.2 Tree Queries
It is natural to assume that most queries aim to retrieve subtrees of a parti ular
form from the database. As long as matters of universal quanti ation are ignored,
the tree queries introdu ed in the following de nition are a anoni al hoi e for this
retrieval task.

De nition 3.17 A tree query is a query Q = ( ^ ; ~x) where is a onjun tion of
atomi L-formulae and is a onjun tion of atomi onstraints with fr( )  fr( )
su h that the following ondition is satis ed: there exists a variable x 2 fr(Q),
alled the root of Q, su h that for ea h y 2 fr(Q) there exists a unique sequen e of
variables x = x ; : : : ; xn = y (n  0) where ontains subformulae xi  xi for
0  i  n 1.
A sequen e query is a tree query Q = ( ^ ; ~x) where ~x = hx ; : : : ; xq i so that
ontains formulae xi  xi for all 1  i  q.
(+)

0

+1

1

(+)

+1

The following lemma follows immediately from De nition 3.17.

^ ; ~x) be a tree query. Then
does not have any  - y le, i.e., there is no sequen e of variables x ; : : : ; xn
(n  0) su h that ontains subformulae xi  xi for 0  i  n 1 and
a subformula xn  x ,

Lemma 3.18 Let Q = (
1.

(+)

0

(+)

(+)

+1

0

2. the root of Q is unique,
3. for ea h y 2 fr(Q) there exists at most one formula in
and

of the form x 

(+)

y,

4. if Q is a sequen e query for ea h x 2 fr(Q) there exists at most one formula
in of the form x  y.
(+)

De nition 3.19 A tree query Q = (

^ ; ~x) is in onsistent if
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1. ' ontains a formula w / x, and a formula of the form M (x) or x 
the same time, or

(+)

y at

2. if ' ontains two formulae M (x) and M 0 (x) for M 0 6= M 2 .
Clearly, in onsistent tree queries are unsatis able. Below we shall see that every
onsistent tree query is satis able if we do not restri t the interpretation of relation
symbols in R. Hen eforth, with a tree query we always mean a onsistent tree
query. Sin e tree queries have a tree shape, standard notions from trees an be
used for des ribing their stru ture:

De nition 3.20 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a tree query. A variable y 2 fr(Q) is alled a
rigid (resp. soft) hild of x 2 fr(Q) in Q i
ontains a formula x  y (resp. x  y).
In this situation, x is alled a rigid (soft) parent of y in Q. A variable x that has
no hildren is a leaf in Q. Two distin t hildren y ; y of a variable x in Q are said
to be siblings in Q. A variable y 2 fr(Q) is a re exive des endant of x in Q i there
exists a hain x = x ; : : : ; xk = y of length k  0 su h that xi is a hild (of either
type) of xi in Q, for i = 0; : : : ; k 1. A partial path of Q is a sequen e hx ; : : : ; xk i
of length k  0 starting at the root of Q su h that xi is a hild (of either type) of
xi in Q for i = 0; : : : ; k 1. A path of Q is a maximal partial path. Let x 2 fr(Q).
The height hQ (x) of x with respe t to Q is de ned as follows: hQ (x) := 0 i x
does not have any hild in Q, and hQ (x) := maxfhQ (y) + 1 j y is a hild of x in Qg
otherwise.
+

1

2

0

+1

0

+1

Note that x is always a re exive des endant of x in Q, for ea h x 2 fr(Q).
From now on we will use a graphi al notation for tree queries in parallel to the
logi al formulation. We will introdu e this graphi al representation here informally.
A formal de nition is given in Se tion 3.3.5. Every variable is represented as a
node with the variable atta hed to it. The node ontains a label if there is a
labeling formula for the respe tive variable. Rigid edges are represented by solid
lines between the nodes, soft edges by dashed lines. Constraints are drawn as ar s
with the name of the onstraint atta hed to. The following example will illustrate
this onvention. (For an example in orporating onstraints see Example 3.26.)

Example 3.21 Consider the following query Q asking for a tors having ostarred
with Barbara Steele:
Q = (m  a ^ a  t ^ m  a ^
a tor(a ) ^ a tor(a ) ^ \Steele" / t;
hm; a ; t; a i)
+

1

1

1

+

1

2

2

2

It an be represented as the following tree:
movie
a tor

a

m
a tor

1

a

2

Steele t

The variable m has two hildren, a and a , both of whi h are soft hildren.
The variables a and t have no hildren and are leaves. The query has two paths:
hm; a i and hm; a ; ti. The height of the query is 2.
1

1

1

2

2
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Existentially Quanti ed Tree Queries
The user may want to distinguish in the query between variables that he or she
wants to see in the answer, and other variables that are only used to des ribe
stru tural requirements in the query. We put this into pra ti e with existential
quanti ation, a me hanism used for this purpose in many bran hes of omputer
s ien e, e.g. in Database Systems under the term proje tion. Variables that are
existentially quanti ed are invisible in answers.
Example 3.22 Consider the tree query in Example 3.16. Sin e the user is only
interested in the genres the following query seems more adequate:
Q = (9m; d; v(
m d^dv^m g^
movie(m) ^ dire tor(d) ^ \Vadim" / v ^ genre(g ));
hm; d; v; gi):
+

+

This query has the following three answers in the relational do ument stru ture
depi ted in Appendix B.2:

fg 7! e15g; fg 7! g21g and fg 7! g23g
Sin e tree queries with existential quanti ers are treated in exa tly the same
way as tree queries without existential quanti ers, apart from the fa t that some
variables are not part of the answer mappings, we will not treat this lass spe i ally
in the rest of this work.
In the following se tions three sub lasses of tree queries (simple, lo al and partially ordered tree queries) will be onsidered, ea h obtained by restri ting the
lasses of onstraints that may be used in queries.

Simple and Lo al Tree Queries
De nition 3.23 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a tree query. A onstraint r(x ; : : : ; xn )
of is Q-simple i either r is unary, or r is binary and x (or x ) is a hild of x
(resp. x ) in Q. A onstraint r(x ; : : : ; xn ) of is Q-lo al i Q has a variable x
with hildren y ; : : : ; yh su h that fx ; : : : ; xn g  fx; y ; : : : ; yh g. We say that Q is
a simple (lo al) tree query i ea h onstraint of is Q-simple (Q-lo al).
0

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

Example 3.24 Consider a tree query des ribing a stru ture as in the following
illustration, i.e. x  x ^ x  x ^ x  x ^ x  x :
1

+

2

1

+

3

1

5

3

4

x

1

x

2

x

3

x

5

x
Then a onstraint (x ; x ; x ) is lo al whereas onstraints (x ; x ) and x(x ; x ; x )
are not lo al. Both onstraints are not simple, but (x ; x ) is a simple onstraint.
4

1

2

5

2

1

4

1

3

4

3

It is important to note that \Q-simpli ity" and \Q-lo ality" are purely synta ti on epts that just restri t the pairs of variables of Q that an be related in
onstraints.
An important lass of Q-lo al onstraints are the onstraints yi <lr yj expressing
that two sibling nodes stand in the left-to-right ordering relation <D
lr of D . A formula
yi <lr yj will be alled a left-to-right ordering onstraint.
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Partially Ordered Tree Queries
De nition 3.25 A tree query Q = ( ^ ; ~x) is partially ordered if ea h onstraint
of is either Q-simple or a left-to-right ordering onstraint, and if the subset lr of
left-to-right ordering onstraints in satis es the following properties:
1. for ea h onstraint yi <lr yj in lr the variables yi and yj are siblings with
respe t to Q,
2.

lr

does not have a y le of the form y <lr    <lr yn <lr y .
0

0

The tree query Q = ( ^ ; ~x) is linearly ordered if the set of left-to-right onstraints
spe i es a linear ordering for the set of hildren of ea h variable x of Q.

Example 3.26 Consider the following query Q, that is derived from Example 3.21
by adding an order onstraint between nodes a and a . It asks for a tors having
ostarred with Barbara Steele but in a role more \important". (The importan e of
a role is re e ted by the ordering of the a tors.)
1

2

Q = (m  a ^ m  a ^ a  t ^ a <lr a
a tor(a ) ^ a tor(a ) ^ \Steele" / t;
hm; a ; t; a i)
+

+

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

^

2

2

Q an be represented as the following tree:
movie
a tor

a

m
a tor

1

<lr

a

2

Steele t

Q is a linearly ordered tree query.
Note that in parti ular ea h partially ordered tree query is a lo al tree query. The
following lemma shows|in a sense to be made pre ise|that for lo al tree queries
the possible instantiations of the re exive des endants of a variable x 2 fr(Q) in
answers only depend on the instantiation of x, but not on the instantiation of
the an estors of x in Q. The lemma will play an essential role for the te hniques
suggested in the following se tions.

Lemma 3.27 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a lo al tree query. Let y be a hild of x in Q, let
Y denote the set of proper des endants of y in Q, and let Z = fr(Q) n (Y [fyg). Let
hy ; : : : ; yr i and hz ; : : : ; zs i denote enumerations of Y and Z respe tively. Assume
that ~x has the form hz ; : : : ; zs ; y; y ; : : : ; yr i. If Q has two answers
1

1

1

1

hd ; : : : ; ds ; d ; e ; : : : ; er i
hd0 ; : : : ; d0s ; d ; e0 ; : : : ; e0r i
1

1

1

1

that oin ide on y, then

hd ; : : : ; ds ; d ; e0 ; : : : ; e0r i
hd0 ; : : : ; d0s ; d ; e ; : : : ; er i
are answers to Q as well.

1

1

1

1

Proof. This follows immediately from the fa t that ^ does not have any atomi
subformula that ontains variables from Y and Z at the same time.
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3.3.3 Text Containment
In De nition 3.13 we did not exa tly de ne in whi h ases the ontainment onstraint w / x holds. In the elds of Information Retrieval and Computational
Linguisti s there are many elaborated de nitions of text ontainment that go far
beyond literal ontainment as a substring. We will not tie ourselves down to one of
the many notions of text ontainment, but will instead list the most ommon ideas
here. An implementation has to hose a subset of these ideas that an be employed
by the end-user. The following de nitions are an (in omplete) list of meanings for
\string w is ontained in text node d".

Substring: w is a substring of the text asso iated with d.
Exa t Mat h: w is exa tly the text asso iated with d.
Regular expressions: w is a regular expression that an be mat hed with the text
asso iated with d, e.g. \R* Vadim" mat hes \Roger Vadim" and \R. Vadim".
Distan es: w ontains des riptions like \words ailment and an er separated by
not more than 5 words". These des riptions are mat hed with the text of
node d in an obvious way.
Fuzzy: w is ontained in d if the text of d ontains a substring that is similar
to w. Depending on the notion of similarity, this notion is tolerant towards
misspelling or phoneti ambiguities.
Thesaurus: w is ontained in d if the text of d ontains a synonym of w, a more
general or a more narrow term. The user may spe ify in the query whi h
of these interpretations he or she wants to use. In order to evaluate these
expressions the query engine must be equipped with a thesaurus storing the
semanti al relations between terms.
Linguisti : The terms in the text nodes as well as the terms in the query may be
subje t to linguisti normalization te hniques like lemmatization or stemming.
Then it is possible to mat h, say, the term \ y" in a query with a substring
\... ew ..." in the text of a do ument node.

3.3.4 Data-an hored Queries
We will des ribe in this se tion a spe ial lass of queries, data-an hored queries, on
relational do ument stru tures that will show a very onvenient behaviour in the
following. For example, in Chapter 5 we will show that answers an be omputer
more eÆ iently for these queries.

De nition 3.28 Let D = (DS ; DT ;*; Lab; Txt; I ) be a relational do ument stru ture and Q = (; ~x) a query.



A label M 2 is alled periodi in D i there exists a path hd ; : : : ; dk i in D
so that there are two nodes di and dj (0  i; j  k; i 6= j ) with Lab(di ) =
Lab(dj ).

 D is
 Q is
 Q is

0

alled periodi i

ontains a periodi label.

3

alled rigid i it ontains no soft edges.

alled data-an hored in D i for every soft edge x  y in Q there exists
a labeling onstraint M (x) in Q so that M is not periodi in D.
3 Sometimes this property is alled y li ity or re ursivity. We avoid these terms sin e they are
already o upied with other notions in our ontext.
+
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The following lemma is a trivial onsequen e of the de nitions above:
Lemma 3.29
 A rigid query is data-an hored in every relational do ument stru ture.
 Every query is data-an hored in a non-periodi relational do ument stru ture.
We will later see that the ombination of soft edges in a query and periodi relational do ument stru tures in rease the number of answers and make omputation
of answers less eÆ ient. With the lass data-an hored queries we de ned a lass of
queries on relational do ument stru tures that behave better.
Remark 3.30 If we have a grammar des ribing the stru ture of the do ument
database (as is the ase for most XML and all SGML do uments) the notions
\periodi " and \data-an hored" an be spe i ed with using the grammar only (i.e.
without looking at the relational do ument stru ture itself).
As a on lusion of this dis ussion we give a small example of a periodi do ument
stru ture. Other examples in lude do ument stru tures that ontain lists inside of
lists, se tions inside of se tions, et .
Example 3.31 The following do ument stru ture des ribes the basi stru ture of
program ode. A pro edure has a name and a body. The body of a pro edure
may ontain other pro edures and variable de larations. This do ument stru ture
is periodi sin e pro edures may o ur inside of pro edures.
4

pro
body

name

P1

pro

var

V1

pro
body

name

P2

pro

var

V2

body

name

P4

name

body

P3

var

var

var

V4

V5

V3

The user ould pose the following queries to this relational do ument stru ture:
pro
name

n

pro

p

var
V4

v

t

name

n

p

body

b

var
V4

v

t

Here we negle t the ase that the grammar allows for a periodi do ument stru ture, but the
on rete instan e, the relational do ument stru ture, is not periodi .
4
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The rst query (on the left) sear hes for pro edure names in whose s ope variable
V4 has been de ned, while the se ond query lo ates names of pro edures whose
body dire tly ontains a variable de nition for V4. The query on the left is trivially
data-an hored in the relational do ument stru ture (sin e it is rigid), while the
se ond is not data-an hored be ause the label pro is periodi in the relational
do ument stru ture and its node has an outgoing soft edge.

3.3.5 Answers as Homomorphisms
We do not want to abandon the advantages of having a graphi al query languages
as the one proposed in the original Tree Mat hing formalism. Therefore we will
present here a simple te hnique how to on eive tree queries as relational do ument
stru tures . Answers to queries orrespond to homomorphisms from the relational
do ument stru ture des ribing the query to the relational do ument stru ture representing the do ument database.
In order to have the same signature for relational do ument stru tures des ribing the query as well as relational do ument stru tures des ribing the do ument
database, we have to make some slight te hni al hanges to the de nition of relational do ument stru ture. (In the rest of this work we will return to the view of
relational do ument stru tures as de ned in De nition 3.8.)
5

De nition 3.32 A spare forest is a triple (V;*;*) so that there exists a forest
(V; E ) with *  E and *  E .
+

+

+

Now let  and be xed text and markup alphabets and let R be a xed set of
relation symbols. In the following dis ussion a relational do ument stru ture will
be de ned as tuples
D = (D;*;*; Lab; Txt; I );
+

where (D;*;*) is a spare forest with D being omposed of the disjoint sets of text
and stru tural nodes, Lab and Txt are partial fun tions assigning labels in to
stru tural nodes and strings over  to text nodes, and I is the interpretation for
the relation symbols. We now impose the additional restri tion that text nodes may
only ontain one word . This is no loss of generality, sin e a text node with several
words an be modeled as a sequen e of text nodes with one word ea h.
We an transform a relational do ument stru ture (DS ; DT ;*; Lab; Txt; I ) in the
sense of De nition 3.8 to a relational do ument stru ture (D0 ;* 0 ;*; Lab0 ; Txt0 ; I 0 )
a ording to the new de nition in the following way: D0 = DS [ DT ;* 0 =*;*=*
 ; I 0 = I . This transformation an be reversed sin e the domains of Lab and Txt
identify the sets DS and DT .
The de nition of an answer to a relational do ument stru ture remains the same
apart from some small synta ti al hanges.
We now formulate the translation of tree queries to relational do ument stru tures.
+

6

+

De nition 3.33 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a tree query to a relational do ument stru ture D = (D;* D ;*D ; LabD ; TxtD ; ID ). Then the query tree for Q is a relational
do ument stru ture Q = (DQ ;* Q ;*Q ; LabQ ; TxtQ ; IQ ) with the following omponents:
+

+

 DQ is the set of variables in Q.
5
6

We already used, in an informal way only, graphi al representations of tree queries.
A word is the smallest atomi entity in  that may be used in queries.
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 * Q is the set of pairs (x; y) so that Q ontains a formula x  y.
 *Q is the set of pairs (x; y) so that Q ontains a formula x  y.
 LabQ is a partial fun tion LabQ : Var ! that assigns a label M to a variable
+

+

x i Q ontains a formula M (x).



is a partial fun tion TxtQ : Var !  that assigns a string w to a
variable x i Q ontains a formula w / x.

TxtQ

 I is a fun tion assigning to every relation symbol in r 2 R of arity k a relation
I (r)  DQ so that hx ; : : : ; xk i 2 I (r) i Q ontains a formula r(x ; : : : ; xk ).
1

1

It is easy to verify that the stru ture above is a relational do ument stru ture due
to onsisten y of tree queries.

Example 3.34 The graphi al representation of a query tree for a given tree query is
exa tly the informal graphi representation for this query as given in Examples 3.21
and 3.26.
Lemma 3.35 Ea h tree query where relation symbols do not have a xed interpretation is satis able.
Proof. Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a tree query. Let Q0 be a tree query that is
obtained from Q by repla ing all soft edges by rigid edges. We may modify the
query tree for Q0 as follows. Ea h unlabeled node re eives a xed label M 2 .
Obviously in this way a relational do ument stru ture D is obtained su h that ^
holds in D under ea h variable assignment that maps ea h element of ~x to itself.
De nition 3.36 Let , and R be xed. A do ument homomorphism from a
relational do ument stru ture D = (D ;* ;* ; Lab ; Txt ; I ) to a relational
do ument stru ture D = (D ;* ;* ; Lab ; Txt ; I ) is a mapping  : D ! D
so that the followings holds for all nodes u ; : : : ; uk 2 D:
+

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

+

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

 If u * u then  (u ) *  (u ).
 If u * u then  (u ) *  (u ).
 If Lab is de ned for u then Lab (u ) = Lab ( (u )).
 If Txt is de ned for u then Txt ( (u )) ontains Txt (u ).
 If hu ; : : : ; uk i 2 I (r) then h (u ); : : : ;  (uk )i 2 I (r).
1

1

2

1

+

1

1

2

2

+

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

The following lemma shows that homomorphisms and answers to a given tree
query are equivalent notions.

Lemma 3.37 Let DQ = (XQ ; *Q ;*Q ; LabQ ; TxtQ ; IQ ) be the query tree of the
tree query Q, let D = (D; *D ; LabD ; TxtD ; ID ) be a relational do ument stru ture.
A mapping  : XQ ! D is a do ument homomorphism from DQ in D i  is an
answer to Q in D.
+

Proof. Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x). We rst show the dire tion \left to right":
Let  : fr(Q) ! D be do ument homomorphism from DQ to D. We show for every
atom ' in ^ that D j= '. All argumentations follow the same line of referen es,
rst to De nition 3.33, then to De nition 3.36, and nally to De nition 3.13:
x  y: With De nition 3.33 it follows: x * Q y. With De nition 3.36 we have
 (x) * D  (y). Finally De nition 3.13 implies D j= x  y.
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x  y: Analogously.
w / x: It follows TxtQ (x) = w. Then we know that TxtD ( (x)) ontains w.
Therefore D j= w / x.
M (x): Then LabQ (x) = M . Therefore LabD ( (x)) = M . This results in D j=
M (x).
r(x ; : : : ; xk ): Then hx ; : : : ; xk i 2 IQ (r). It follows that h (x ); : : : ;  (xk )i 2 ID (r),
and therefore D j= r(x ; : : : ; xk ).
For the inverse dire tion let  be an answer to Q in D, i.e. D j= ^ . We show
that  is do ument homomorphism by validating ea h ase in De nition 3.36.
As in the other dire tion, every ase in the analysis of De nition 3.36 follows the
same line of arguments: First a referen e to De nition 3.33, then to De nition 3.13:
x* Q y: Then (x  y) 2 , and therefore  (x) * D  (y).
x *Q y: Analogously.
LabQ (x) = M: We have M (x) 2 and then LabD ( (x)) = M .
w 2 TxtQ (x): Then (w / x) 2 , and therefore TxtD ( (x)) ontains w.
hy ; : : : ; yk i 2 IQ (r): It follows that ontains the atomi onstraint r(y ; : : : ; yk ),
and therefore h (y ); : : : ;  (yk )i 2 ID (r).
+

1

1

1

1

+

1

1

1

3.3.6 Answers as Relational Do ument Stru tures
As pointed out in Se tion 2.2 it is sometimes onvenient to have a losed algebra,
where the data a query works on and the answer to a query are stru tures with the
same signature. In this ase queries an be seen as lters returning just a view of
a part of the database. We present in this se tion one simple way how to a hieve
this goal. In Se tion 4.6 we will show a more sophisti ated way.
The idea presented in this se tion gives a de nition how every single answer an
be seen as a view on the database.

De nition 3.38 Let  be an answer to a tree query Q = ( ^ ; hx ; : : : ; xq i) and
a relational do ument stru ture D = (DS ; DT ;* D ; LabD ; ID ). The answer stru ture D for  is a relational do ument stru ture (D S; ; D T; ;*  ; Lab ; Txt ; I )
de ned as follows:
1. D S; ontains  (x) for every x in ~x so that  (x) is a stru tural node.
1

(

(

)

(

)

)

2. D T; ontains  (x) for every x in ~x so that  (x) is a text node.
3. x*  y i x is a (soft or rigid) hild of y in Q.
(

)

4. Lab ( (x)) = LabD ( (x)) for every x in ~x so that  (x) is a stru tural node.
5. Txt ( (x)) = TxtD ( (x)) for every x in ~x so that  (x) is a text node.

6. For all enumerations hx ; : : : ; xk i of k-ary subsets of ~x and every relation
symbol in R: h (x ); : : : ;  (xk )i 2 I ( ) i h (x ); : : : ;  (xk )i 2 ID ( ).
1

1

1

It follows at on e from this de nition that an answer  to a query Q and a
relational do ument stru ture D is also an answer to Q and the answer stru ture
D .

Example 3.39 Take the following query of Example 3.26:
movie
a tor

a

m
a tor

1

<lr

Steele t

a

2
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One answer to this query is  = fm 7! a1; a 7! a8; a 7! a14; t 7! a15g. The
orresponding answer stru ture D is the following relational do ument stru ture.
(The ordering relation <lr holds for the pairs ha8; a14i and ha8; a15i.)
1

movie
a tor

a1
a tor

a8

2

a14

Barbara Steele a15

3.4 Comparison with Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing
We mentioned in the introdu tion that the present formalism an be understood as
a variant and generalization of Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing formalism [Kil92℄. In
this subse tion we brie y omment on this point.
When we restri t Tree Mat hing to tree and path in lusion our formalism is
more exible than Tree Mat hing sin e in a partially ordered tree query we may
spe ify an arbitrary partial ordering between the hildren of a query node, and
we an also have rigid edges and soft edges at the same time. In this sense, the
present formalism generalizes Tree Mat hing. However, there are also two subtle
di eren es:
1. Kilpelainen's homomorphi embeddings are always assumed to be inje tive,
we do not impose su h a restri tion in our formalism.
2. A relation is \preserved" in Kilpelainen's sense under a mapping h if it is
preserved in both dire tions. For example, a mapping is said to preserve
an estorship if, for all nodes x; y of the pattern, x is an an estor of y if and
only if h(x) is an an estor of h(y). We only demand the impli ation from left
to right, i.e., the \only if" dire tion.
The following example illustrates the two di eren es.
Example 3.40 1. The following mapping is an answer in our formalism but not
in the original Tree Mat hing formalism, sin e it is not inje tive.

x

a

y
z
b
2. The following mapping is an answer in our formalism but not in the original
Tree Mat hing formalism (for the tree in lusion problem), sin e the image b
of y is an an estor of the image of z , but y is no an estor of z .
x
y

a

z

b

These inno ent di eren es are responsible for the phenomenon that Kilpelainen's
unordered tree in lusion problem is NP- omplete even in the de ision version ( f.
[Kil92℄) whereas all the omplexity results obtained here are polynomial. Sin e unordered tree in lusion problems represent the most natural variant of Tree Mat hing,
the avoidan e of the intra tability result an be onsidered as a major advantage of
the present formalism.
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Chapter 4

Complete Answer Aggregates
This se tion is devoted to the problem of nding a suitable (re)presentation for
the omplete set of answers to a given tree query. As we will demonstrate below,
the number of answers to a tree query Q may be exponential in the size of Q.
Hen e an expli it enumeration leads to exponential-time behaviour in the worst
ase. Quite generally a naive enumeration will also su er from many redundan ies
sin e di erent answers may have several ommon sub-nodes. This makes it diÆ ult
to extra t useful information from the sequen e of answers.
The question arises if there is a more ompa t and organized way of (re)presenting
all answers. This in ludes two goals: A representation shall \ ontain" all answers
so that they an be generated in a simple way out of this representation. On the
other hand, sharing of information shall be exploited as mu h as possible, so that
database nodes that o ur as targets in di erent answers are only represented on e
if possible. This sharing of information shall give the user a good overview over
the lo al dependen ies that onstrain, say, a variable y to a set D x;d;y of database
nodes depending on the hoi e of mapping another variable x to a database node d.
This means that the representation shall make expli it the answer to a reasoning
like: \If I hoose to map query node x to database node d what possibilities do I
have for a hild y of x?"
In the rst part of this hapter we introdu e the on ept of a \ omplete answer formula" for a simple tree query. The \ omplete answer aggregates" that
are introdu ed thereafter yield a physi al representation of omplete answer formulae. A omplete answer aggregate yields a full representation of all answers that
is quadrati in the size of the database for simple tree queries. For data-an hored
queries the size is linear. In the end of this hapter these notions and results are
extended to lo al tree queries and to ordered tree queries. Computational aspe ts
are postponed to the next hapter.
(

)

4.1 Complete Answer Formulae for Simple Tree
Queries
In order to introdu e our representation te hnique we x a simple tree query, Q,
and a relational do ument stru ture D with set of nodes D. If Q has q variables, in
the worst ase the total number of answers to Q is of order O(jDjq ), even for rigid
queries:

Example 4.1 Consider the rigid query Q (depi ted on the left side) and the
database D (on the right):
41
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Query:

Database:

x

0

d

0

x
x :::
xq
d
d :::
dn
q
The query Q has n answers in D. The di eren e between this number and the number of answers for Example 2.3 is explained by the di eren e between the original
Tree Mat hing formalism and our reformulation as elaborated in Se tion 3.4.
The example shows that nodes with a high bran hing degree may lead to an explosion of the number of answers. A similar example using data from the \Movie
Colle tion" in the appendix an be found in Example 4.16. For queries with soft
edges an orthogonal potential sour e of problems is deep nesting as already mentioned in Se tion 3.3.4:
Example 4.2 Consider the following query Q depi ted on the left and the database
D on the right:
Database:
Query:
x
d
1

2

1

1

1

x

d

xq

dn

2

 

2

2

The query Q has nq = q  nn q answers in D. (The same number of answers as
in Example 2.4.)
How an we avoid an enumeration of all answers? As a starting point, we take
a logi al perspe tive. As a rst step we will represent the set of all answers with
formulae of rst order predi ate logi . We use all nodes d of the relational do ument
stru ture as onstants d, the set Var as the set of variables and only one relation
symbol, \=", that denotes the equality of obje ts. The omplete set of answers
to Q in D an then be represented as a formula in disjun tive normal form of size
O(q  nq )
q
^
_
( xi = di ):
hd1 ;:::;dq i2AD Q i
It is well-known that the size of the disjun tive normal form of a formula of propositional logi may be exponential in the size of the original formula. Even if we do not
have anything like an \original" formula here, an obvious idea is to look for formulae
that are logi ally equivalent to the disjun tion of all answers but of smaller size, and
to use a shared representation for multiple o urren es of the same subformula. Of
ourse, from a pra ti al point of view the formulae must o er a transparent view
of all answers, and given the formula it should be possible to generate ea h parti ular answer without omputational e ort. Before we introdu e a suitable lass of
formulae, let us illustrate the basi idea using the above examples.
Example 4.3 The set of all answers in Example 4.1 an be en oded as a formula
of size q  n of the form
q
n
_
^
x = d ^ ( yi = dj ):
!

! (

)!

(

0

)

=1

0

i=1 j =1

 
The set of all answers in Example 4.2 an be en oded as a formula of size q  nq
of the form
n q
n q
n q
n
_
_
_
_
(x = di1 ^
(x = di2 ^
(: : :
(xq = diq ) : : :)))
+2

+1

i1 =1

1

i2 =d

i1 +1

+3

2

i2 +1

i3 =d

i

q =diq 1 +1
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Given this formula, ea h answer to Q an be immediately obtained in the following
way. Sele t a possible value di1 for x in the outermost disjun tion. Ea h possible
hoi e leads to a spe i subdisjun tion that gives possible values for x . Continuing
in the same way, the hoi e of a value dik for xk (k < q) always determines a
new subdisjun tion that determines a set of possible values for xk . In more
detail, a value xk = dik always implies that the value for xk
an re ruit from
fdik ; : : : ; dn q k g.
Although the se ond formula is not substantially smaller than the number of
bindings x 7! d in the set of all answers, its stru ture serves as a starting point for
nding a ompa t representation for the set of all answers.
1

2

+1

+1

+1

+ +1

Let  stand for the empty sequen e hi. The following de nition generalizes the
above type of representation, introdu ing a lass of formulae that may be used
for \dependent instantiation" of variables, given Q. The idea is to instantiate the
variables of Q in a top-down manner, where the sets of possible values of des endant
variables with respe t to Q depend on the hosen instantiations of the an estor
variables.

De nition 4.4 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a simple tree query, let x 2 fr(Q). The set
of dependent Q-instantiation formulae for x is indu tively de ned as follows. First
assume that hQ (x) = 0. For ea h non-empty set Dx  D, the formula
hxi :

_

2 x

x=d

d D

is a dependent Q-instantiation formula for x. Now assume that hQ (x) > 0. Let
i be a dependent
; 6= Dx  D. For ea h d 2 Dx and ea h hild y of x in Q, let hhx;y
di
Q-instantiation formula for y. Then
^
_
i)
x=d^
hhx;y
hxi :
di
y
x Q
d2Dx
hild of

in

is a dependent Q-instantiation formula for x. There are no other dependent Qinstantiation formulae for x besides those de ned above. The set Dx is alled the
set of target andidates for x in hxi .
Note that the notion of a dependent Q-instantiation formula is de ned in a purely
synta ti al way and does not refer to an answer. In the sequel we use expressions
;:::;xk i
of the form hhxd00;:::;d
k 1 i for refering to subformulae of a dependent Q-instantiation
h
x0 i
formula  . These subformulae are indu tively de ned as follows: Assume that
hx0 i
;:::;xk i
hhxd00;:::;d
k 1 i is a dependent Q-instantiation subformula of  of the form
^
_
(xk = d ^
hhxdik ;yi )
y
xk Q
d2Dxk
hild of

in

;:::;xk+1 i
where k  0. If xk is a hild of xk in Q and dk 2 Dxk , then hhxd00;:::;d
k i denotes
h
xk ;xk+1 i
hdk i
. Furthermore ea h disjun t
^
xk = d ^
hhdxik ;yi
+1

y

hild of

xk in Q

;:::;xk i
is written in the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i . As an immediate onsequen e of these de nitions
we obtain
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Remark 4.5 Modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^" and \_", ea h forhx0 ;:::;xk ;yi
;:::;xk i
mula Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i is uniquely determined by its subformulae of the form hd0 ;:::;dk i
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
where y is a hild of xk in Q. Similarly ea h subformula of the form hhxd00;:::;d
k 1i
;:::;xk i
.
is uniquely determined by its subformulae of the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
ki
The following de nition aptures the notion of in rementally instantiating a dependent Q-instantiation formula in a top-down manner.

De nition 4.6 The set of partial (resp. total ) instantiations of a dependent Qinstantiation formula hx0 i is indu tively de ned as follows: the empty set \;" is
a partial instantiation of hx0 i . Assume that  is a partial instantiation of hx0 i .
;:::;xk i
If hx0 i has a subformula of the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i , if fhxi ; di i j 1  i  k 1g  
and  does not have a pair of the form hxk ; di (d 2 D), then  [ fhxk ; dk ig is a
partial instantiation of hx0 i . There are no other partial instantiations besides those
de ned by the above rules. A partial instantiation  of hx0 i is a total instantiation
i  ontains a pair hx; di for every x 2 fr(hx0 i ).
Lemma 4.7 Let Q be a simple tree query, let hx0 i be a dependent Q-instantiation
formula. Then every partial instantiation of hx0 i an be extended to a total instantiation of hx0 i . The set of total instantiations of hx0 i is non-empty.
The lemma an be proven by a trivial indu tion on hQ (x ).
0

Lemma 4.8 Let Q be a simple tree query, let hx0 i be a dependent Q-instantiation
formula for x , let d ; : : : ; dk be elements of D. Then the following onditions are
equivalent:
;:::;xk i
1. hx0 i has a subformula hhxd00;:::;d
k 1 i where dk is a target andidate for xk ,
;:::;xk i
2. hx0 i has a subformula of the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
ki ,
0

0

3. Q has formulae x  x ; : : : ; xk
partial instantiation of hx0 i .
0

(+)

1

1

 xk
(+)

and

fhxi ; di i j 0  i  kg is a

Proof. The equivalen e \1 , 2" follows immediately from the de nition of these
;:::;xk i
subformulae. To prove the impli ation \2 ) 3", let Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i be a subformula
h
x0 i
of  . The de nition of these formulae shows that xi is a hild of xi , for
i = 0; : : : ; k 1. Hen e Q has formulae x  x ; : : : ; xk  xk . A trivial
indu tion on k shows that fhxi ; di i j 0  i  kg is a partial instantiation of hx0 i .
The inverse impli ation \3 ) 2" follows by a trivial indu tion on k.
+1

0

(+)

1

1

(+)

We now ome to the entral de nition of this hapter.

De nition 4.9 Let Q be a simple tree query with root x . A dependent Qinstantiation formula hx0 i for x is alled a omplete answer formula for Q i
ea h answer to Q is a total instantiation of hx0 i and vi e versa.
0

0

Complete answer formulae will be denoted in the form Q . Some of the following
formulations be ome simpler when introdu ing the falsum \?" as an additional
dependent Q-instantiation formula. By onvention, \?" does not have any instantiation.
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Example 4.10 Consider the query
Q = (m  s ^ s  t ^ m  k ^
movie(m) ^ staff(s) ^ Klaus Kinski / t ^ kw(k );
hm; s; t; ki)
+

+

asking for keywords for the lms where Klaus Kinski belonged to the sta .
movie

m

s

kw

staff

k

Klaus Kinski t

If we restri t this query to the \Paganini"-do ument depi ted at page 136 in the
appendix, we have the following 12 answers:

fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;
fm 7! i1;

s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;
s 7! i4;

t 7! i6;
t 7! i6;
t 7! i6;
t 7! i6;
t 7! i9;
t 7! i9;
t 7! i9;
t 7! i9;
t 7! i17;
t 7! i17;
t 7! i17;
t 7! i17;

k 7! i26g
k 7! i28g
k 7! i30g
k 7! i32g
k 7! i26g
k 7! i28g
k 7! i30g
k 7! i32g
k 7! i26g
k 7! i28g
k 7! i30g
k 7! i32g

These answers an be represented as the following omplete answer formula:
m

=

i1^

(s =

i4^

(t =

i6 _ t = i9 _ t = i17)

)

^(k = i26 _ k = i28 _ k = i30 _ k = i32)

We may now give the rst kernel result.

Theorem 4.11 For ea h simple tree query Q = ( ^ ; ~x) and ea h relational do ument stru ture D there exists a omplete answer formula Q whi h is unique modulo
asso iativity and ommutativity of \^" and \_".

Proof. First assume that Q does not have any answer in D. Then \?" is a
omplete answer formula for Q. It follows from Lemma 4.7 that Q does not have
another omplete answer formula. Assume now that Q has at least one answer.
Sin e we later see how to ompute a omplete answer formula Q for Q ( f. Chapter 5) we only prove the uniqueness part here. Let x be the root of Q, let hx0 i and
hx0 i be omplete answer formulae for Q. Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 show that
hx0 i
hx0 ;:::;xk i
;:::;xk i
hx0 i has a subformula Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i i  has a subformula hd0 ;:::;dk i . Starting at
the subformulae with maximal k it is then trivial to prove by \inverse" indu tion
0
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hx0 ;:::;xk i
;:::;xk i
using Remark 4.5 that orresponding formulae Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i and hd0 ;:::;dk i are equal
modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^" and \_". It follows that hx0 i and
hx0 i are equal modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^" and \_".
Sin e we want to obtain a representation where multiple o urren es of the
same subformula are shared, the following simple observation is ru ial. The proof
depends strongly on Lemma 3.27.

Lemma 4.12 Let Q be a omplete answer formula for the simple tree query Q.
hx0 ;:::;xk 1;xk i
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
Then two subformulae of Q of the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;dk i and Æhd00 ;:::;d0k 1 ;dk i are
always identi al modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^" and \_".
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.11 shows that it suÆ es to verify the folhx0 ;:::;xk 1 ;xk ;xk+1;:::;xk+r i
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
lowing: if Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;dk i has a subformula of the form Æhd0 ;:::;dk 1 ;dk ;dk+1 ;:::;dk+r i ,
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
hx0 ;:::;x ;x ;x +1 ;:::;xk+r i and
then Æhhdx000;:::;d
0k 1 ;dk i has a subformula of the form Æhd00 ;:::;d0kk 11;dkk;dkk+1
;:::;dk+r i
vi e versa.
hx0 ;:::;xk 1 ;xk ;xk+1 ;:::;xk+r i
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
Let Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;dk i have a subformula of the form Æhd0 ;:::;dk 1 ;dk ;dk+1 ;:::;dk+r i . By
Lemma 4.8, Q has partial instantiations of the form fhxi ; di i j 0  i  k + rg
and fhxi ; d0i i j 0  i  kg where dk = d0k . By Lemma 4.7 there exist answers 
(resp. ) of Q that extend the former (latter) partial instantiation. By Lemma 3.27
there exists an answer  to Q that oin ides with answer  on the set of re exive
des endants of xk and with answer  on all other variables in fr(Q). Answer 
extends the partial instantiation fhxi ; d0i i j 0  i  k 1g[fhxi ; di i j k  i  k + rg.
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
hx0 ;:::;x ;x ;x +1 ;:::;xk+r i . By
Hen e Æhhdx000;:::;d
0k 1 ;dk i has a subformula of the form Æhd00 ;:::;d0kk 11;dkk;dkk+1
;:::;dk+r i
symmetry the lemma follows.
The following lemma is a simple onsequen e of Lemma 4.7, proven by stru tural
indu tion on x, stating that a omplete answer formula ontains no super uous
information:
1

2

3

1

2

3

Lemma 4.13 For every variable x in a simple tree query Q and every atom x = d
in a omplete answer formula Q for Q and a relational do ument stru ture D,
there exists a total instantiation  of with  (x) = d.

4.2 Aggregates for Simple Tree Queries
Our next aim is to give a ompa t physi al representation of omplete answer formula.

Complete Answer Aggregates
Lemma 4.12 shows that for ea h pair (xk ; dk ) (where xk 2 fr(Q) and dk 2 D) all
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
subformulae of Q of the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;dk i are identi al. We shall write them
in the form Æxk (dk ). In the physi al representation, all o urren es of a subformula
Æx (d) are shared and represented as a eld Aggx [d℄ of a re ord Aggx assigned to
the variable x.
1

De nition 4.14 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a simple tree query. An aggregate for Q
is a family AggQ of re ords, fAggx j x 2 ~xg. Ea h re ord is omposed of a nite
1 In some ontexts, the data stru ture that is used here, with an open number of elds that are
a essed by arbitrary keys, are alled \di tionaries" and distinguished from \re ords" (whi h have
a xed number of elds). Sin e the terminus \di tionary" is preo upied to a ertain extend in
our ontext we prefer to ignore this di eren e here.
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number of elds with indi es d 2 D, denoted Aggx [d℄. For ea h hild y of x in Q, the
eld Aggx [d℄ ontains a list of pointers, Aggx [d; y℄. Ea h pointer in a list Aggx [d; y℄
points to a eld Aggy [e℄ of the re ord Aggy . Distin t pointers of Aggx [d; y℄ point
to distin t elds.
In the sequel we will sometimes with the terms \slot x or \slot Aggx " refer to the
re ord Aggx and use the term link as a synonym for pointer.
In Examples 4.16, 4.20 and 4.21 graphi al representations for aggregates may
be found. Sin e we are on erned in this se tion with the size of answers we will
de ne the size of an aggregate as the number of pointers of the aggregate. Modulo
a onstant fa tor this value re e ts the storage spa e needed for an aggregate.

De nition 4.15 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a simple tree query, let Q denote the
omplete answer formula for Q. A omplete answer aggregate for Q is a Q-aggregate
AggQ = fAggx j x 2 ~xg that satis es the following onditions:
(CAA1) a re ord Aggx has a eld Aggx [d℄ i Q has a subformula Æx (d),
(CAA2) a list Aggx [d; y℄ has a pointer to a eld Aggy [e℄ i Æx (d) ontains a subformula of the form Æy (e).
Example 4.16 Consider the query in Example 4.10 asking for keywords for lms
where Klaus Kinski belonged to the sta :

staff

movie

m

s

kw

k

Klaus Kinski t

Restri ting this query to the \Paganini"-do ument depi ted at page 136 in the
appendix, we have the following omplete answer aggregate:
m
s

s
t

t

i6

k

i4

i9

i1

k

i26

i28

i30

i32

i17

We an re ognize the similarity to the original omplete answer formula presented
in Example 4.10. This omplete answer aggregate stores 12 answers (see Example 4.10). (The omplete answer aggregate for this query applied to all do uments
in Appendix B.2 an be found in Example 5.26.)

Remark 4.17 Ignoring the trivial ase of an unsatis able query it is easy to see
that a omplete answer formula Q for a simple tree query Q uniquely determines
the orresponding omplete answer aggregate AggQ . Conversely, given a omplete
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answer aggregate AggQ we may re onstru t the omplete answer formula Q in the
following way: to obtain Q ,
read the re ord Aggx of the root x of Q as the disjun tion of the
formulae asso iated with the elds Aggx [d℄,
asso iate with ea h eld Aggx [d℄ the onjun tion of
x = d with the formulae asso iated with the pointer lists Aggx [d; y℄,
asso iate with ea h list of pointers Aggx [d; y℄ of a eld Aggx[d℄ the
disjun tion of the formulae asso iated with the address elds of the pointers.
With the help of the following de nition we will see how the individual answers
an be extra ted from a omplete answer aggregate:

De nition 4.18 A mapping  : fr(Q) ! D is an instantiation of the aggregate
AggQ = fAggx j x 2 fr(Q)g i the following onditions are satis ed:
(INST1)

Aggx

has a eld Aggx [ (x)℄ for all x 2 fr(Q),

(INST2) if y is a hild of x in Q, if d =  (x) and e =  (y), then e is an address
node of a verti al pointer of a olumn Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ of the array Aggx[d; y℄.
We say that ea h eld Aggx [ (x)℄ belongs to the instantiation  . Similarly ea h
pointer olumn Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ of the form des ribed in (INST2) is said to belong to
.
Instantiations an be formed out of an omplete answer aggregate AggQ , similar to
the omplete answer formula Q , in a re ursive top-down fashion by following the
pointers.
From the de nition of omplete answer formulae and the orresponden e between omplete answer formulae and omplete answer aggregates it follows that
every instantiation of a omplete answer aggregate for a simple tree query Q and a
relational do ument stru ture D is an answer to Q and D and vi e versa.

Example 4.19 We an verify in Examples 4.16 and 4.10 that every instantiation
of the omplete answer aggregate is an answer to the query and database, and vi e
versa.
To make the orresponden e between the on epts of omplete answer aggregates
and omplete answer formulae more obvious we add the following two examples.

Example 4.20 The omplete answer aggregate for the rst formula in Example 4.3
(an en oding of all answers to the rigid tree query given in Example 4.1) an be
depi ted as follows.
x0

x1

...

x1

d1

d2

...

dn

x2

d1

x2

...

d2

d0

...

...

xq

...

dn

...

xq

d1

d2

...

dn

The root variable x an only be instantiated with d . All other variables an be
instantiated with ea h of the nodes d ; : : : ; dn .
0

1

In this example, the number of pointers of the aggregate is q  n. Hen e the size of
the omplete answer aggregate is of order O(q  n).
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Example 4.21 For the spe ial ase q = 4 and n = 8 the omplete answer aggregate
for the se ond formula in Example 4.3 (an en oding of the 70 answers to the tree
query in Example 4.2) is of size 45, i.e. ontains 45 pointers:
x1

d1

d2

d3

d4

d5

x2

d2

d3

d4

d5

d6

x3

d3

d4

d5

d6

d7

x4

d4

d5

d6

d7

d8

For arbitrary n  q, ea h re ord Aggxq ontains n q + 1 target andidates. The
rst target andidate in ea h re ord Aggxi (apart from the last re ord Aggxq , whi h
ontains no pointers at all) has n q +1 pointers to target andidates in Aggxi+1 , the
last target andidate ontains only one pointer. Hen e ea h re ord Aggxi ontains
1 + : : : + (n q + 1) = n q n q pointers, apart from the target andidates
in the leaf re ord Aggxq . Therefore the total number of pointers in the aggregate is
(q 1)  n q n q .
(

+1)(

+2)

2

(

+1)(

+2)

2

As the example shows, a eld of a omplete answer aggregate an serve as the
address of several pointers if the query ontains soft edges.

Minimality of Complete Answer Aggregates
We will now show that a omplete answer aggregate is a minimal representation of
the set of all answers in the following sense:
De nition 4.22 An aggregate Agg is alled minimal i all its elds and pointers
belong to an instantiation of Agg.
Example 4.23 The following aggregate is not minimal be ause target andidate
i32 does not belong to an instantiation:
m
s

s
t

t

i6

k

i4

i9

i1

k

i26

i28

i30

i32

i17

Lemma 4.24 The omplete answer aggregate Agg for a simple tree query Q and a
relational do ument stru ture D is minimal.
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Proof. Sin e Agg dire tly orresponds to the omplete answer formula Q for Q
and D the laim follows dire tly from Lemma 4.13.
Due to the orresponden e of instantiations of omplete answer aggregates and
answers, the above lemma states that the omplete answer aggregate ontains no
super uous nodes or pointers, i.e. no nodes or pointers that do not ontribute to an
answer.
Size of Complete Answer Aggregates
We show now that the size of a omplete answer aggregate for a data-an hored
simple tree query Q is linear both in the size of the query and the database. In the
sequel, let jQj denote the number of symbols of Q. This means in parti ular that
the number of variables of Q and the number of atomi onstraints of Q is bounded
by jQj. With jDj we denote the ardinality of D.
Lemma 4.25 Let Q be a data-an hored simple tree query in a relational do ument
stru ture D and Agg the omplete answer aggregate for Q and D. For every eld
Aggy [e℄ in Agg there exists maximally one pointer with target Aggy [e℄.
Proof. Ea h pointer with target Aggy [e℄ starts at a eld of the form Aggx[d℄ where
x is the parent of y in Q: the de nition of the omplete answer aggregate implies
that the omplete answer formula, Q , has a formula Æx(d) with subformula Æy (e).
Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.7 show that Q has a total instantiation  mapping x to
d and y to e. If y is a rigid hild of x in Q it follows that d =  (x) is the unique
parent of e =  (y) in D, sin e  is an answer to Q. If y is a soft hild of x in Q
then Q ontains a labeling onstraint M (y) so that M is not periodi in D, sin e
Q is data-an hored. In this ase d =  (x) is the unique an estor of e =  (y) with
label M in D.
Theorem 4.26 Let D be a relational do ument stru ture and let Q be a dataan hored simple tree query in D. Then the size of the omplete answer aggregate
for Q is of order O(jQj  jDj).
Proof. The omplete answer aggregate Agg for Q ontains  jQj re ords Aggx ,
the total number of elds Aggx [d℄ is bounded by jQj  jDj. Lemma 4.25 shows that
for a xed eld Aggy [e℄ there is at most one pointer ending at Aggy [e℄. Therefore
the total number of pointers is bounded by jQj  jDj as is the number of elds in
Q . It follows that the total size of Agg is of order O(jQj  jDj).
Theorem 4.26 depends on the fa t that ea h target andidate in an aggregate
is pointed at only on e. If we on eive the aggregate as a graph, with the target
andidates as nodes and the pointers as edges, then the resulting graph is a tree
or forest if the query is data-an hored in the relational do ument stru ture. For
arbitrary tree queries and databases, every target an be pointed at by more than
one pointer. The graph indu ed by the aggregate is not ne essarily a tree and the
maximal size also depends on the maximal length of a do ument path, denoted hD :
Theorem 4.27 Let D be a relational do ument stru ture and let Q be a simple tree
query. Then the size of the omplete answer aggregate for Q is of order O(jQjjDj
hD ).
Proof. In this ase a eld Aggy [e℄ an serve as the address of at most hD
pointers: in fa t all pointers with address Aggy [e℄ start from some eld Aggx [d℄
where x is the parent of y in Q and d is an an estor of e. There are at most hD
an estors of e, and for a xed eld Aggx [d℄ there is at most one pointer from Aggx [d℄
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to Aggy [e℄. Hen e the total number of pointers is bounded by jQjjDj hD . It follows
that the total size of AggQ is of order O(jQj  jDj  hD ).
It should be noted that in both bounds we ould repla e the size jQj of the query
by the number of variables o urring in Q.

4.3 Complete Answer Aggregates and Lo al Dependen ies
One motivation of this hapter was the sear h for a representation te hnique that
allows to generate all answers in a simple way and that makes expli it lo al dependen ies.
We saw how instantiations, and thus answers, an be obtained from omplete
answer aggregates in a simple way. With the notion of instantiations we ould see
impli itly that omplete answer aggregates also meet the motivation of making lo al
dependen ies expli it. We will now des ribe an alternative way of hara terizing a
omplete answer aggregates being based on dependen ies between bindings in answers that should make the last point more lear. With this point of view omplete
answer aggregates an be on eived as \folded" omplete answer sets.

De nition 4.28 A lo al dependen y aggregate for a simple tree query Q = (
and a relational do ument stru ture D is an aggregate Agg so that

^ ; ~x)

(LDA1) Aggx ontains a eld Aggx[d℄ i there exists an answer  to Q and D with
 (x) = d and
(LDA2) Aggx [d℄ ontains for a hild y of x a pointer to a eld
exists an answer  to Q and D with  (x) = d and  (y) = e.

Aggy [e℄

i there

From this de nition follows that there exists exa tly one lo al dependen y aggregate
for a given query and relational do ument stru ture.

Lemma 4.29 Let Q be a simple tree query and D a relational do ument stru ture.
Then the omplete answer aggregate for Q and D is the lo al dependen y aggregate
for Q and D.
Proof. Let Agg be the omplete answer aggregate for Q and D. We show that Agg
is the lo al dependen y aggregate for Q and D and begin with ondition (LDA1):
Let x be a query variable and Aggx[d℄ a eld in Aggx . Due to minimality of omplete
answer aggregates (Lemma 4.24) Aggx[d℄ belongs to an instantiation and therefore
there exists an answer  with  (x) = d. Now let  be an answer with  (x) = d.
Sin e  an be obtained as an instantiation of Agg, the re ord Aggx ontains a eld
Aggx [d℄.
We show now ondition (LDA2): Let x and y be query variables so that y is a hild
of x. Let Aggx [d℄ and Aggy [e℄ be elds in Aggx and Aggy so that Aggx [d℄ ontains a
pointer for y to Aggy [e℄. Due to minimality of omplete answer aggregates, we an
form an instantiation  with  (x) = d and  (y) = e. With  we found an answer
mapping x to d and y to e. Now let  be an answer with  (x) = d and  (y) = e.
Sin e this answer an also be obtained from an instantiation of Agg, we know that
Aggx and Aggy , respe tively, ontain elds Aggx [d℄ and Aggy [e℄ so that Aggx [d℄ has
a pointer for y to Aggy [e℄.
Sin e the lo al dependen y aggregate for Q and D is unique, the laim is proven
now.
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Example 4.30 If we ompare the omplete answer set to the query and relational
do ument stru ture in Example 4.10 with the resulting omplete answer aggregate
in Example 4.16, we an observe that the omplete answer aggregate is the lo al
dependen y aggregate for the query. We an also see how a omplete answer aggregate ould be onstru ted out of the omplete answer set, following exa tly Definition 4.28, what supports the view of omplete answer aggregates being \folded"
omplete answer sets.
In [MS00℄ omplete answer aggregates were de ned for more general query
lasses like DAG queries or graph queries via the notion of lo al dependen y aggregates. For these more general query lasses the goal of having a representation out
of whi h the set of all answers an be generated in a simple way was not a hieved:
When we try to form an instantiation of a lo al dependen y aggregate, ba ktra king, i.e. asear h in the omplete answer aggregates, an be required. The reason for
this is that Lemma 3.27, and therefore Lemma 4.7, do not hold for DAG or y li
graph queries.
The dis ussion above should make lear that trees are a natural limit for stru tural omplexity of queries that still allow to a hieve both goals, making expli it
lo al dependen ies and obtaining all answers in a simple way, with the means of
data stru tures similar to omplete answer aggregates.

4.4 Complete Answer Formulae for Lo al Tree
Queries
So far, we have introdu ed omplete answer aggregates for the restri ted lass of
simple tree queries only. In this se tion we brie y dis uss how the same on ept an
be used for more general lasses of queries. One important hara teristi s of the
notion of a omplete answer aggregates is the prin iple that the administrational
information that is stored in a eld Aggx[d℄ only on erns the possible instantiations
of the hildren of the variable x in the query Q. This restri tion an be interpreted
as a form of lo ality. Sin e we do not want to give up the prin iple, the lass of
Q-lo al onstraints seems to represent a natural limit for representation te hniques
based on the idea of a omplete answer formulae. The hara terizations of omplete
answer formulae for lo al tree queries obtained in this se tion will be used later when
treating the spe ial ase of partially ordered tree queries.
Let Q be a lo al tree query. Suppressing all onstraints of Q that are not Qsimple we obtain a simple tree query Qs . Let Qs be the unique omplete answer
formula for Qs ( f. Theorem 4.11). Ea h subformula Æx(d) of Qs des ribes the set of
possible instantiations of the des endants of x under the hypothesis that x is mapped
to d. These instantiations respe t Q-simple onstraints, but not ne essarily the
suppressed Q-lo al onstraints. To ir umvent this problem we add a new restri tor
ondition to ea h formula Æx(d) that guarantees that the instantiation of the hildren
y ; : : : ; yh of xk in Q satis es the Q-lo al onstraints imposed on hxk ; y ; : : : ; yh i in
Q. In prin iple the synta ti form of restri tor onditions is arbitrary, as long
as they orre tly en ode Q-lo al onstraints. For the sake of spe i ity we use
an expli it enumeration of admissible instantiation tuples for hy ; : : : ; yhi in the
following de nitions. The following de nition aptures the synta ti al form of an
appropriate lass of formulae, while the notion omplete answer formula de ned
afterwards aptures the semanti s.
1

1

1

De nition 4.31 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a lo al tree query, let x 2 fr(Q). The set of
dependent Q-instantiation formulae for x is indu tively de ned as follows. Assume
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that hQ (x) = 0. For ea h non-empty set Dx  D, the formula
_
x=d
hxi :
d2Dx
is a dependent Q-instantiation formula for x. Now assume that hQ (x) > 0. Let
; 6= Dx  D. Let fy ; : : : ; yh g denote the set of hildren of x in Q. For ea h
ii
d 2 Dx and ea h hild yi , let hhdx;y
i be a dependent instantiation formula for yi
with set of target andidates Ddx (yi ). If Rdx(y ; : : : ; yh ) is a non-empty subset of
Ddx (y )      Ddx (yh ) su h that for all i = 1; : : : ; h and all di 2 Ddx (yi ) there exists
a tuple in Rdx (y ; : : : ; yh ) where the i-th omponent is di (\ ontribution obligation"),
then
h
^
_
(x = d ^ hy ; : : : ; yh i 2 Rdx (y ; : : : ; yh) ^ dhx;yi i )
hxi :
i
d2Dx
is a dependent Q-instantiation formula for x. Besides the above formulae, there are
no other dependent Q-instantiation formulae for x.
1

1

1

1

1

1

=1

In the sequel, Rdx(y ; : : : ; yh ) will be alled the restri tor set of the subformula
V
x = d ^ hy ; : : : ; yh i 2 Rdx(y ; : : : ; yh ) ^ ki dhx;yi i . The ondition that restri tor
sets are always non-empty ensures that partial instantiations of dependent instantiation formulae an be extended to total instantiations (see below). The se ond
ondition on restri tor sets, whi h will be alled \ ontribution obligation" for the
sake of referen e, ensures that no target andidate di 2 Ddx(yi ) is isolated, i.e. every
target andidate di 2 Ddx (yi ) ontributes to at least one answer. As in the ase
hx0 ;:::;xk i
;:::;xk i
of simple tree queries we use expressions hhdx00;:::;d
k 1 i and Æhd0 ;:::;dk i for refering to
subformulae of a dependent Q-instantiation formula hx0 i .
1

1

1

=1

De nition 4.32 Let Q be a lo al tree query. The set of partial (total) instantiations of a dependent Q-instantiation formula x 0 is indu tively de ned as follows:
for ea h subformula Ædx00 the mapping fhx ; d ig is a a partial instantiation of x 0 .
;:::;xk i
x0
Let Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i be a subformula of  of the form
0

0

xk = dk ^ hy ; : : : ; yh i 2 Rdxkk (y ; : : : ; yh ) ^
1

1

h
^
hdxkk ;yi i

i=1

(where y ; : : : ; yh is the sequen e of hildren of xk in Q). Assume that  is a
partial instantiation of x 0 su h that fhxi ; di i j i = 1; : : : ; kg   and  does not
instantiate any hild yi of xk . For ea h tuple he ; : : : ; ehi 2 Rdxkk (y ; : : : ; yh ) the
mapping  [ fhyi ; ei i j 1  i  hg is a partial instantiation of x 0 . There are
no other partial instantiations besides those de ned by the above rules. A partial
instantiation  of x 0 is a (total) instantiation i  ontains a pair hx; di for every
x 2 fr(x 0 ).
1

1

1

De nition 4.33 Let Q be a lo al tree query, with root x . A dependent Qinstantiation formula hx0 i for x is alled a omplete answer formula for Q i
ea h answer to Q is a total instantiation of hx0 i and vi e versa.
0

0

The following theorem and its proof is a simple extension of Theorem 4.11:

Theorem 4.34 For ea h lo al tree query Q a omplete answer formula Q is
unique modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^" and \_".
Before we an prove Theorem 4.34 some preparation is needed.
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Lemma 4.35 Let Q be a lo al tree query, let x 0 be a dependent Q-instantiation
formula. Then every partial instantiation of x 0 an be extended to a total instantiation of x 0 . The set of total instantiations of x 0 is non-empty.
Proof. Follows immediately from the fa t that restri tor sets for variables x
with hQ (x) > 0 as well as arbitrary sets of target andidates are always non-empty.
Lemma 4.36 Let Q be a lo al tree query, let hx0 i be a dependent Q-instantiation
formula for x , let d ; : : : ; dk be elements of D. Then the following onditions are
equivalent:
;:::;xk i
1. hx0 i has a subformula hhxd00;:::;d
k 1 i where dk is a target andidate for xk ,
;:::;xk i
2. hx0 i has a subformula of the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
ki ,
0

0

3. Q has formulae x  x ; : : : ; xk  xk and fhxi ; di i j 0  i  kg is a
subset of a partial instantiation of hx0 i that does not instantiate any hild of
xk in Q.
0

(+)

1

1

(+)

Proof. The equivalen e \1 , 2" is trivial. Impli ation \2 ) 3" follows from
the ontribution obligation mentioned after De nition 4.31 using indu tion on k.
The onverse dire tion \3 ) 2" is trivial.
Proof of Theorem 4.34. Let hx0 i and hx0 i be omplete answer formu;:::;xk i
lae for Q. Assume that hx0 i has a subformula Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i . If xk is a leaf of Q it
h
x0 i
follows from Lemmata 4.35 and 4.36 that  has a orresponding subformula
;:::;xk i
hhxd00;:::;d
k i . Assume now that y ; : : : ; yh (for h  1) denotes the set of hildren of xk
;:::;xk i
in Q. Let he ; : : : ; ehi be an element of the restri tor set of Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i . Using Lemmata 4.36 and 4.35 we see that Q has an answer  that maps xi to di for i = 1; : : : ; k
;:::;xk i
and yj to ej for j = 1; : : : ; h. But then hx0 i must have a subformula hhxd00;:::;d
ki
where he ; : : : ; eh i is an element of the restri tor set, sin e otherwise answer  ould
not be obtained as an instantiation of hx0i . By symmetry it follows that hx0 i and
hx0 ;:::;xk i
;:::;xk i
hx0 i have orresponding subformulae of the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i respe tively Æhd0 ;:::;dk i
with identi al restri tor sets. Starting at the subformulae with maximal k it is then
;:::;xk i
simple to prove by \inverse" indu tion that orresponding formulae Æhhdx00;:::;d
k i and
h
x0 ;:::;xk i
hd0 ;:::;dk i are equal modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^". It follows that
hx0 i and hx0i are equal modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^" and \_".
1

1

1





The following lemma and its proof are again simple variants of the orresponding
Lemma 4.12.

Lemma 4.37 Let Q be a omplete answer formula for the lo al tree query Q.
hx0 ;:::;xk 1;xk i
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
Then two subformulae of Q of the form Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;dk i and Æhd00 ;:::;d0k 1 ;dk i are
always identi al modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^" and \_".
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
Proof. It suÆ es to verify the following: if Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;dk i has a subformula
h
x0 ;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
h
x0 ;:::;xk 1 ;xk ;xk+1 ;:::;xk+r i
of the form Æhd0 ;:::;dk 1;dk ;dk+1 ;:::;dk+r i , then Æhd00 ;:::;d0k 1 ;dk i has a subformula of the
;:::;xk 1 ;xk ;xk+1 ;:::;xk+r i
form Æhhdx000;:::;d
0k 1 ;dk ;dk+1 ;:::;dk+r i and vi e versa. Moreover, if hQ (xk r ) > 0, then the
restri tor sets of both formulae are identi al.
+
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;:::;xk 1 ;xk ;xk+1 ;:::;xk+r i
hx0 ;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
Let Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;dk ;dk+1 ;:::;dk+r i be a subformula of Æhd0 ;:::;dk 1 ;dk i . By Lemma 4.8,
Q has partial instantiations that extend the mappings fhxi ; di i j 0  i  k + rg
and fhxi ; d0i i j 0  i  kg where dk = d0k . By Lemma 4.7 there exists an answer 
(resp. ) of Q that extends the former (latter) partial instantiation. By Lemma 3.27
there exists an answer  of Q that oin ides with answer  on the set of re exive
des endants of xk and with answer  on all other variables in fr(Q). Answer 
extends the mapping fhxi ; d0i i j 0  i  k 1g [ fhxi ; di i j k  i  k + rg. But then
hx ;:::;x ;x ;x +1 ;:::;xk+r i . By
;:::;xk 1 ;xk i
Æhhdx000;:::;d
0k 1 ;dk i must have a subformula of the form Æhd000;:::;d0kk 11;dkk;dkk+1
;:::;dk+r i
symmetry the rst ondition mentioned above follows.
Assume that that both subformulae exist and that hQ (xk r ) > 0. Let y ; : : : ; yh be
the sequen e of hildren of xk r and let he ; : : : ; eh i be an element of the restri tor
;:::;xk 1 ;xk ;xk+1 ;:::;xk+r i
set of Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;dk ;dk+1 ;:::;dk+r i . It follows from Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.7 that
Q has an answer  that extends the mapping fhxi ; di i j 0  i  k + rg [ fhyi ; ei i j
i = 1; : : : ; hg. Lemma 3.27 shows that there exists an answer  of Q that extends
the mapping fhxi ; d0i i j 0  i  k 1g [ fhxi ; di i j k  i  k + rg [ fhyi ; ei i j
i = 1; : : : ; hg. But then he ; : : : ; eh i must be an element of the restri tor set of
;:::;xk 1 ;xk ;xk+1 ;:::;xk+r i
Æhhdx000;:::;d
0k 1 ;dk ;dk+1 ;:::;dk+r i . By symmetry it follows that both subformulae mentioned above have the same restri tor set.
;:::;xk 1 ;xi
On the basis of the lemma we may write subformulae Æhhdx00;:::;d
k 1 ;di in the form
h
x0 ;:::;xk 1 ;x;yi i
Æx (d) and subformulae of the form hd0 ;:::;dk 1 ;di in the form x;yi (d).
+

+

1

1

1

Constraints as Restri tor Conditions
At the end of this se tion we want to show that the restri tor onditions of a
omplete answer formula for a lo al tree query Q are equivalent to the Q-lo al (non
Q-simple) onstraints imposed on the respe tive variables in Q. A de nition is
needed before.
De nition 4.38 Let Q be a lo al tree query and let y ; : : : ; yh be the hildren of a
query variable x. A sequen e of nodes he ; : : : ; eh i satis es a onstraint r(x; yi1 ; : : : ; yir )
(where fyi1 ; : : : ; yir g  fy ; : : : ; yh g) relative to d i rD (d; ei1 ; : : : ; eir ) holds in D.
Lemma 4.39 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a tree query, Æx (d) a subformula of the omplete
answer formula Q for Q and y ; : : : ; yh be the hildren of x. In the situation of
De nition 4.38, let R denote the restri tor set of Æx (d), for i = 1; : : : ; h let Di
be the set of target andidates for yi in x;yi (d). Then R is the set of all tuples
he ; : : : ; ehi 2 D    Dh where he ; : : : ; eh i satis es all non Q-simple onstraints
r(x; yi1 ; : : : ; yir ) (where fyi1 ; : : : ; yir g  fy ; : : : ; yhg) of relative to d.
Proof. Let he ; : : : ; eh i 2 R. By de nition, he ; : : : ; ehi 2 D    Dh. It follows
from Lemma 4.35 and Lemma 4.36 that Q has an answer that extends the mapping
fhxi ; di i j i = 1; : : : ; kg [ fhyi ; ei i j i = 1; : : : ; hg. This shows that hdk ; e ; : : : ; eh i
satis es all onstraints r(xk ; yi1 ; : : : ; yir ) in where fyi1 ; : : : ; yir g  fy ; : : : ; yh g.
Conversely let he ; : : : ; ehi 2 D      Dh , assume that hdk ; e ; : : : ; eh i satis es all
non Q-simple onstraints r(xk ; yi1 ; : : : ; yir ) in where fyi1 ; : : : ; yir g  fy ; : : : ; yhg.
Assume, to get a ontradi tion, that he ; : : : ; ehi 62 R. Repla ing R with R [
fhe ; : : : ; eh ig we would get a dependent Q-instantiation formula with a larger set
of instantiations where still ea h instantiation is an answer to Q. In fa t, sin e we
did not modify any set of target andidates the new Q-instantiation formula leads
to instantiations that satisfy all Q-simple onstraints and L-formulae of the query.
This would mean that Q is not a omplete answer formula.
Lemma 4.39 shows that we may use the Q-lo al onstraints itself as restri tor
formulae. Therefore it is easy to see that a omplete answer formula for a given
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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lo al tree query always exists if the query has at least one answer. For the spe ial
ase of ordered tree queries we shall give an algorithm for omputing a omplete
answer formula in the next se tion.
Though this form of representation of restri tor formulae with the Q-lo al onstraints itself seems natural and yields a ompa t representation it has the disadvantage that it might be far from obvious whi h tuples of target andidates for the
hildren variables a tually satisfy the relevant set of Q-lo al onstraints. On the
other hand, a naive enumeration of all elements of the restri tor set might lead to
serious spa e problems, something that we wanted to avoid with the use of answer
aggregates. Sin e the optimal representation of restri tor sets depends on the onrete type of Q-lo al onstraints that are used we do not ontinue the dis ussion on
this general level. Instead we treat the spe ial ase of ordered tree queries in more
detail.

4.5 Complete Answer Aggregates for Partially Ordered Tree Queries
Partially ordered tree queries represent a spe ial sub lass of lo al tree queries, hen e
all results of the previous se tion an be applied. We may now give our se ond major
result.

Theorem 4.40 For ea h partially ordered tree query Q there exists a omplete
answer formula Q whi h is unique modulo asso iativity and ommutativity of \^"
and \_".
Proof. The uniqueness part is a spe ial instan e of Theorem 4.34. In Se tion 5
we give an algorithm that omputes a omplete answer formula for Q.
It remains to nd a suitable representation for restri tor sets that an be used
to immediately enumerate possible instantiations and leads to reasonable spa e
requirements.
Consider a partially ordered tree query Q. Let Qs denote the simple tree query
that is obtained by suppressing all left-to-right ordering onstraints and let AggQs
be the omplete answer aggregate for Qs . We assume that the elds Aggy [e℄ of ea h
re ord Aggy are ordered via pre-order relation <D
p of the nodes e. Similarly pointer
lists of the form Aggx [d; y℄ are ordered following the ordering of their address elds.
These assumptions will help to nd a simple en oding for left-to-right ordering
onstraints.
To illustrate the idea, onsider a pointer Aggx [d; yi [l℄℄ of AggQs pointing to a
eld Aggyi [ei ℄ as indi ated in the gure below. Assume that Q has a onstraint
yi <lr yj . Now let Aggx [d; yj [m℄℄ be the left-most pointer in Aggx [d; yj ℄ with an
address eld Aggyj [ej ℄ su h that ei <D
lr ej .
2

x
...

yi

...

ei

yi

...

l

...

d

...

...

...

yj

m

...

...

yj
...

...

e

... j ... ... ... ... ...

In this situation, all pointers Aggx [d; yj [m0 ℄℄ with index m0  m have address elds
0
Aggyj [em0 ℄ su h that ei <D
lr em , and these are the only pointers of Aggx [d; yj ℄ with
2 For the sake of simpli ity we assume that su h a pointer exists. The dis ussion of the other
ase, where we have to erase Aggx [d; yi [l℄℄, is postponed to Se tion 5.3.
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an address eld satisfying this ondition. In fa t, by our ordering onvention for
0
D
elds we have ej D
p em0 for ea h su h m and, sin e ei <lr ej , Lemma 3.4 shows
D
that ei <lr em0 . This shows that all pointers have the required property. By hoi e
of m, no other pointer an satisfy the ondition. Hen e, in order to en ode the
left-to-right ordering onstraint yi <lr yj subje t to the hoi es x = d and yi = ei
it suÆ es to introdu e a \horizontal" pointer from Aggx [d; yi [l℄℄ to Aggx [d; yj [m℄℄
as indi ated in the following gure.
x
...

yi

...

ei

yi

...

l

d

...

...

yj

m

...

...

yj

...

...

...

...

e

... j ... ... ... ... ...

The pointer is interpreted in the following way. When instantiating x with d and
yi with ei , we may use exa tly the pointers Aggx [d; yj [m℄℄, Aggx[d; yj [m + 1℄℄; : : :
for instantiating yj . Of ourse, when we pro eed in this way we have to introdu e
horizontal pointers for all possible instantiation values of variables and all left-toright ordering onstraints. We illustrate the omplete pi ture with an example:

Example 4.41 Let D have the following form (we ignore labels and textual ontents) where the left-to-right ordering between the hildren of d is as depi ted in
the gure.
0

d

0

d
d
d
d
d
The omplete answer aggregate for the partially ordered tree query Q of the form
1

(x  y

1

2

3

4

5

^ x  y ^ x  y ^ y <lr y ^ y <lr y ; hx; y ; y ; y i)
2

3

1

2

1

3

1

2

3

is the following obje t.
x
d0
y1
v

1

y2

4

1

4

y3

1

4

y2
y3

y1

y2
d1

d2

d3

d4

y3
d2

d3

d4

d5

d2

d3

d4

d5

Sin e there are two left-to-right ordering onstraints for y , y <lr y and y <lr
y , with ea h verti al pointer of Agg[d ; y ℄ (row \v") we asso iate two horizontal
pointers (rows \y " and \y "). When instantiating y with d , for example, we may
instantiate y using the pointers to d ; d or d , and similarly for y .
1

3

0

2

2

3

1

3

1

2

1

1

4

5

2

3

De nition 4.42 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a partially ordered tree query. An aggregate
for Q is a family AggQ of re ords, fAggx j x 2 ~xg. Ea h re ord Aggx is omposed
of an ordered sequen e of elds Aggx [d℄, the ordering is given by the pre-order
relationship of nodes d in D. For ea h hild yi of x in Q, the eld Aggx [d℄ ontains a
two-dimensional array Aggx [d; yi ℄. With Aggx [d; yi [l; ℄℄ we denote the l-th olumn.
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1. The rst entry Aggx[d; yi [l; v℄℄ of Aggx [d; yi [l; ℄℄ is a \verti al" pointer, i.e., a
pointer to a eld of the form Aggyi [ei ℄. Node ei is alled the address node of
Aggx [d; yi [l; ℄℄. Address nodes of distin t olumns are distin t.
2. For ea h left-to-right ordering onstraint yi <lr yj of Q there is one additional
entry (horizontal pointer) Aggx [d; yi [l; yj ℄℄ in Aggx[d; yi [l; ℄℄ that represents
a pointer to the rst olumn Aggx [d; yj [m; ℄℄ with an address node ej su h
that ei <D
lr ej . There are no other entries in Aggx [d; yi [l; ℄℄.

De nition 4.43 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a partially ordered tree query, let Q
denote the omplete answer formula for Q. A omplete answer aggregate for Q is
an aggregate fAggx j x 2 ~xg for Q that satis es the following onditions.
(CAA1)

Aggx

has a eld Aggx [d℄ i Q has a subformula Æx (d),

(CAA2) an array Aggx [d; yi ℄ has a verti al pointer with address eld Aggyi [e℄ i
Æx(d) has a subformula Æyi (e).
Ignoring the trivial ase of an unsatis able query it is again easy to see that a omplete answer formula Q for a partially ordered tree query Q uniquely determines
the orresponding omplete answer aggregate AggQ . Conversely, given a omplete
answer aggregate AggQ we may re onstru t the omplete answer formula Q in the
following way: to obtain Q
read the re ord Aggx of the root x of Q as the disjun tion of the
formulae asso iated with the elds Aggx [d℄,
asso iate with ea h eld Aggx [d℄ the onjun tion of
x = d with the horizontal pointer ondition (see below)
and the formulae asso iated with the lists of pointers,
asso iate with ea h list of pointers Aggx [d; y℄ of a given eld Aggx [d℄ the
disjun tion of the formulae asso iated with the address elds of the pointers.
Assume that Aggx [d℄ has the pointer arrays Aggx [d; y ℄; : : : ; Aggx [d; yh ℄ for the hildren y ; : : : ; yh of x in Q. The horizontal pointer ondition has the form (y ; : : : ; yh ) 2
Rdx(y ; : : : ; yh ) where Rdx (y ; : : : ; yh) ontains all tuples (e ; : : : ; eh) that satisfy the
following onditions:
1

1

1

1

1

1

1. there exist pointer olumns Aggx [d; y [l ; ℄℄; : : : ; Aggx [d; yh [lh ; ℄℄ where verti al pointers have address nodes e ; : : : ; eh,
1

1

1

2. for ea h horizontal pointer Aggx [d; yi [li ; yj ℄℄ with address Aggx [d; yj [k; ℄℄ we
have k  lj .
Clearly, the sets Rdx (y ; : : : ; yh) are exa tly the restri tor sets de ned in De nition 4.31.
We de ne the notion of instantiations of omplete answer aggregates similar to
simple tree queries:
1

De nition 4.44 A mapping  : fr(Q) ! D is an instantiation of the aggregate
AggQ = fAggx j x 2 fr(Q)g i the following onditions are satis ed:
(INST1)

Aggx

has a eld Aggx [ (x)℄ for all x 2 fr(Q),

(INST2) if y is a hild of x in Q, if d =  (x) and e =  (y), then e is an address
node of a verti al pointer of a olumn Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ of the array Aggx[d; y℄,
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(INST3) if  (x) = d and AggQ has a horizontal pointer Aggx [d; yi [l; yj ℄℄ with
address Aggx [d; yj [m; ℄℄, if ei :=  (yi ) is the address node of the verti al
pointer Aggx [d; yi [l; v℄℄, then ej :=  (yj ) is the address node of a verti al
pointer Aggx [d; yj [m0 ; v℄℄ su h that m0  m.
We say that ea h eld Aggx [ (x)℄ belongs to the instantiation  . Similarly ea h
pointer olumn Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ of the form des ribed in (INST2) is said to belong to
.
As was the ase for simple tree queries, every instantiation of a omplete answer
aggregate for a partially ordered tree query Q and a relational do ument stru ture
D is an answer to Q and D.

Minimality of Complete Answer Aggregates
Complete answer aggregates for partially ordered tree queries are minimal representations of the set of all answers in the in the same sense as omplete answer
aggregates for simple tree queries:
De nition 4.45 An aggregate Agg is alled minimal i all its elds and pointers
belong to an instantiation of Agg.
Lemma 4.46 The omplete answer aggregate Agg for a partially ordered tree query
Q and a relational do ument stru ture D is minimal.
Proof. Sin e Agg dire tly orresponds to the omplete answer formula Q for Q
and D the laim follows dire tly from Lemma 4.47.
The following lemma ( orresponding to Lemma 4.13 in the simple tree query
ase) is a simple onsequen e of Lemma 4.35 and needed for the proof of Lemma 4.46.
Lemma 4.47 For every variable x in a simple tree query Q and every atom x = d
in a omplete answer formula Q for Q and a relational do ument stru ture D,
there exists a total instantiation  of with  (x) = d.
Before we show how to ompute a omplete answer aggregate for a partially
ordered tree query we want to give an upper bound for the size.

Size of Complete Answer Aggregates
Remark 4.48 Let Q = ( ^ ; ~x) be a partially ordered tree query, let Agg denote
the omplete answer aggregate for Q. To ea h pointer p = Aggx [d; yi [l; s℄℄ of Agg
we assign a unique triple (L (p); L (p); L (p)) as follows.
1

2

3

 L (p) is the address node of the verti al pointer Aggx [d; yi [l; v℄℄ of the olumn
Aggx [d; yi [l; ℄℄ of p.
 We de ne L (p) := d. Re all that d is always an an estor of L (p).
 L (p) is the following atomi subformula/ onstraint of Q: if s = v (p is a
verti al pointer) then L (p) := x  yi is the formula of Q that expresses
1

2

1

3

3

(+)

that yi is a hild of x.
If s = yj , then L (p) is the left-to-right ordering onstraint yi <lr yj .
3

Clearly distin t pointers are mapped to distin t triples. Hen e the total number
of pointers of Agg is bounded by the number of possible triples. This yields a
general bound jDj hD jQj for tree queries, and a bound jDjjQj for data-an hored
queries in relational do ument stru tures. This an be seen as follows. There are
jDj possibilities for L (p). L (p) must be an an estor (a parent for rigid queries) of
1

2
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L (p). If L (p) is xed, there are hD possibilities for L (p), and just one possibility
for data-an hored queries. Sin e L (p) is an atomi subformula of Q, there are jQj
possibilities for L (p).
1

1

2

3

3

It follows that the bounds for the size of a omplete answer aggregate that we
obtained for simple tree queries hold for partially ordered tree queries as well:

Theorem 4.49 Let D be an ordered relational do ument stru ture and let Q be a
partially ordered tree query. Then the size of the omplete answer aggregate for Q is
of order O(jDj  hD  jQj). If Q is data-an hored in D, then the size of the omplete
answer aggregate for Q and D is of order O(jDj  jQj).

4.6 Complete Answer Aggregates as Relational Do ument Stru tures
As pointed out in the dis ussion in Se tion 2.2 it is useful to have a formalism
where answers to queries an be on eived as relational do ument stru tures themselves. In Se tion 3.3.6 we already presented a very simple me hanism to on eive
answers as relational do ument stru ture. In this se tion we will present a more
sophisti ated way that makes use of the graph stru ture present in omplete answer aggregates. We restri t this dis ussion to data-an hored queries in relational
do ument stru tures. For the full lass of tree queries it is not possible to a hieve
a simple result sin e in this ase the omplete answer aggregates do not ne essarily
have a tree or forest stru ture.
Consider the aggregate in Example 3.31. We an observe that the pointers
impose a forest stru ture on the set of target andidates. Lemma 4.25 raises this
observation to a formal proposition. We an therefore de ne an aggregate stru ture
in the following way:

De nition 4.50 Let Q be a data-an hored query in a relational do ument stru ture (D = DS ; DT ;*; Lab; Txt; I ) and Agg be the omplete answer aggregate for
Q and D. Then the aggregate stru ture for Agg DAgg = (D S;Agg ; D T;Agg ;*
Agg ; LabAgg ; TxtAgg ; IAgg ) is a relational do ument stru ture de ned in the following way:
(

 D S;Agg

ontains all stru tural nodes d
andidate Aggx [d℄ in Agg.
(

)

2 DS

)

(

)

so that Aggx [d℄ is a target

 D S;Agg

ontains all text nodes d 2 DT so that Aggx[d℄ is a target andidate
Aggx [d℄ in Agg.
(

)

 hd; ei 2 * Agg i

there exist target andidates Aggx [d℄ and Aggy [e℄ in Agg so
that there is a verti al pointer from Aggx[d℄ to Aggy [e℄.



LabAgg (d)
DT;Agg.

= Lab(d) and TxtAgg(d) = Txt(d) for all nodes d

2 DS;Agg [

 hd; ei 2 IAgg (r) i hd; ei 2 I (r).
The notion of aggregate stru tures is well-de ned sin e Lemma 4.25 guarantees that
* Agg imposes a forest stru ture upon D S;Agg [ D T;Agg .
(

)

(

)

Example 4.51 The omplete answer aggregate in Example 4.16 de nes, a ording
to the above de nition, the following aggregate stru ture:
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movie
staff

Klaus Kinski i6

i4

Klaus Kinski i9

kw

i26

kw

i1
i28

kw

i30

kw

i32

Klaus Kinski i17

Analogously to the idea elaborated in Se tion 4.3 of omplete answer aggregates
being folded omplete answer sets, we an on eive aggregate stru tures as folded
answer stru tures as de ned in Se tion 3.3.6.
A more interesting perspe tive presents the aggregate stru ture as a view upon
the relational do ument stru ture: The aggregate stru ture ontains a subset of the
nodes in the relational do ument stru ture and inherits all relations. If soft edges
are used in the query, a sequen e of edges in the relational do ument stru ture may
be ollapsed into a single edge in the aggregate stru ture.
As for answer stru tures we have a similar kind of idempoten e for aggregate
stru tures: All answers to a data-an hored query Q in a relational do ument stru ture D are also answers to Q and DAgg . If Q is rigid, the answer aggregate Agg
for Q and D is also the omplete answer aggregate for Q and DAgg .
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Chapter 5

Computing Complete
Answer Aggregates
In this se tion we show how the omplete answer aggregate for a partially ordered
tree query and a relational do ument stru ture an be omputed and prove the
following entral result:

Theorem 5.1 Let Q be a partially ordered tree query, let D be a relational do ument stru ture. Then it is possible to ompute a omplete answer aggregate for Q in
time O(jQj  jDj  hD  log(jDj)) and spa e O(jQj  jDj  hD ). If Q is data-an hored in
D then we an ompute the omplete answer aggregate in time O(jQjjDj log(jDj))
and spa e O(jQj  jDj).
Before we des ribe the algorithm we give in the rst se tion a short overview over
the involved index stru tures and the main pro edures. The algorithm uses spe ial
index stru tures for a essing the relational do ument stru ture that we des ribe
in more detail in the se ond se tion. In the next se tion we hara terize elds
and pointer olumns of aggregates that an not ontribute to any instantiation. In
the algorithm, these elds and pointer olumns will be eliminated by a dedi ated
sub-pro edure. Hereafter, the algorithm itself together with its sub-pro edures is
des ribed, followed by the soundness and ompleteness proof. In the last part of this
hapter we dis uss omplexity and implementation issues and make some remarks
on related work.

5.1 Overview
This se tion will provide a short overview over the algorithm and index stru tures
used in the algorithm. The details are to be found in the following se tions. The
basi algorithm for evaluating partially ordered tree queries on relational do ument
stru tures as des ribed in Se tion 5.4.2 onsists of ve pro edures: COMP-AGG,
SEL-ANC , CREATE , INTR-HOR-P , and CLEAN . For the optimizations des ribed in Se tion 5.4.3 a sixth pro edure, TD-ALIGN is used. The algorithm
uses four index stru tures for a essing the relational do ument stru ture, the path
sele tion index, the alignment index, and in the optimized version additionally the
re all index and the node database. The overall dependen y stru ture of the algorithm an be seen in the following illustration:
63
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COMP-AGG

Path Selection Index
keyword/label

COMP-AGG3

SEL-ANC

occ. paths

Recall Index
keyword/label

# occ. paths

CREATE
Alignment Index
(nodeID,nodeID,rel.)

INTR-HOR-P

CLEAN

true/false

NodeDB
nodeID

properties

TD-ALIGN

The pro edure COMP-AGG triggers the bottom-up query evaluation with an
empty aggregate. It de omposes the query into paths and alls for the keywords
or labels in the leaf of ea h query path the path sele tion index. The path sele tion index returns a set of paths in the relational do ument stru ture that lead to
a database node mat hing the keyword or label. In order to mat h the returned
database paths with the respe tive query path the pro edure SEL-ANC is alled for
every query path. This pro edure enters mat hing database nodes into the respe tive slots of the aggregate (that are onstru ted on the y if ne essary). In order to
dete t pairs of nodes that do not meet the requirements imposed by the query the
alignment index is queries by SEL-ANC . The pro edures SEL-ANC and CREATE
wander through the query path and database paths in parallel in a double-re ursive
way. If all query paths are treated this way a all to the pro edure INTR-HOR-P
adds horizontal pointers to the elds in the aggregate, if order onstraints are used.
As a last step of the basi algorithm the pro edure CLEAN removes (\isolated")
target andidates and pointers from the aggregate that an not ontribute to solutions. These were identi ed in the previous steps. The removal of target andidates
may trigger removal of further target andidates. The resulting aggregate is the
omplete answer aggregate for the query and relational do ument stru ture.
In the optimized version the pro edure COMP-AGG3 alls the re all index in
order to dete t query paths where a top-down evaluation is more eÆ ient, sin e the
database path sets returned by the path sele tion index would be too big. Database
path sets small enough are treated in the way des ribed above. If a database path
set orresponding to a query path is too big, it is not used (not even loaded into
main memory) and a top-down alignment is triggered by a all to the pro edure
TD-ALIGN . This pro edure mat hes the query path with the nodes in the relational do ument stru ture and lls the slots of the aggregate in a similar way as the
pro edures SEL-ANC and CREATE . The di eren es are that alignment begins at
the root and wanders downwards in the query path and relational do ument stru ture, and that the node database (a persistent data stru ture storing information
about nodes, e.g. parent and hildren) has to be queried several times in order to
1 Most pro edures of the algorithm are presented in di erent versions, e.g. COMP-AGG1 or
COMP-AGG2. If we use the name of the pro edure without a number we refer to all versions of
the pro edure.
1
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follow the paths, sin e in this ase we have no expli it set of database paths that
shall be mat hed. If all query paths are treated with either SEL-ANC /CREATE
or TD-ALIGN , the pro edures INTR-HOR-P and CLEAN are alled as des ribed
in the basi version.
We will now des ribe the used index stru tures in more detail.

5.2 Index ar hite ture
The algorithm for omputing a omplete answer aggregate for a given query uses
two basi index stru tures for D: the path sele tion index and the alignment index.
For the optimized version another index stru ture, the re all index, and a persistent
data stru ture, the node database, storing information about the do ument nodes
is used. In order to fa ilitate the index a ess we shall assume that D is an ordered
relational do ument stru ture. Even if su h an ordering does not exist a priori, an
arti ial ordering an always be imposed on D. This turns out to be advantageous.
Ea h formula of the form w / x (w 2 K ), M (x) (M 2 ) or r(x) (r 2 R) will
be alled a unary index formula , formulae of the form r(x; y) (r 2 R) are alled
binary index formulae . When we abstra t from the variable x 2 X that is used we
talk about (unary resp. binary) index predi ates. Note that formulae of the form
x  y; x  y as well as left-to-right ordering onstraints are not treated as index
formulae. The motivation for this distin tion is the following: we assume that the
information that des ribes the tree stru ture of the database (i.e., the a tual set
of nodes, hildren relationship, left-to-right ordering) is stored separately in a node
database from.
Overall the algorithm a esses three persistent data stru tures that will be des ribed here: a node database, a path sele tion index for unary predi ates, and an
alignment index for binary predi ates. For some optimizations, a fourth persistent
data stru ture, the re all index, is used.
2

+

5.2.1 Node Database
The node database stores the relational do ument stru ture in a table. It implements mappings from nodes (i.e. their identi ers) to their parents, hildren, labels,
textual ontents, and unary relations like attributes. The pre-order relation of nodes
is en oded via node identi ers, f. Remark 5.18. This means that the node database
establishes an exhaustive (apart from binary relations, that are stored in the alignment index only) representation of the relational do ument stru ture in the form of
a relational database. Nonetheless, to make query evaluation perform eÆ iently, we
need additional index stru tures. The node database will be used in the algorithm
for navigational tasks only, when the path sele tion index annot perform well.

5.2.2 Path Sele tion Index
The path sele tion index is a onstru tive index, mapping appropriate unary predi ates to sets of o urren es. It implements a mapping for ea h kind of unary
predi ate: w / for terms w 2  , unary relations r for r 2 R, and M for labels
M2 .

O urren es
In Information Retrieval an o urren e (des ribing the o urren e of a sear h term)
is de ned as a pair of do ument and o set (of the respe tive term inside the do 2 Theorem 5.1 and the algorithm to be des ribed below refer to partially ordered tree queries
only, therefore we an restri t ourselves to unary and binary formulae.
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ument). This de nition of o urren e is insuÆ ient for our purpose, sin e we need
a stru tural rather than a at notion of o urren e. Therefore we de ne an o urren e as the path leading from the leaf ontaining the sear h term to the root of
the respe tive do ument, plus the o set. E.g. an o urren e of the term Mar eau
in the relational do ument stru ture in Appendix B.2 is hg1; g4; g7; g14; g15i : 2,
where hg1; g4; g7; g14; g15i is the path from the root of the respe tive do ument to
the leaf ontaining the term Mar eau and 2 indi ates that Mar eau is the se ond
term in that leaf. Of ourse, this in reases the size of the path sele tion index a lot,
but lets the system perform more eÆ iently.
A alternative approa h would be to de ne an o urren e as a pair of the leaf ontaining the sear h term and the o set inside the leaf.Our algorithm ompares the
path leading to an o urren e returned by the path sele tion index to a path pattern
in the query. This means that the node database has to be used to navigate from
the leaf (the returned o urren e) to the root in order to obtain the orresponding
path. We an see that this approa h leads to a high number of page a esses to the
node database for retrieving the paths from the leaves to the root, resulting in a
bad eÆ ien y due to the high I/O osts.
The following de nition of an inverted partial do ument path aptures the notion
of o urren es.
3

De nition 5.2 An inverted partial do ument path is a non-empty sequen e of
nodes hdi ; di ; : : : ; d i su h that hd ; : : : ; di i is a partial do ument path. The initial node of an inverted partial do ument path hdi ; di ; : : : ; d i is the bottom-most
node di . An inverted query path has the form hxk ; : : : ; x i where hx ; : : : ; xk i is a
path of Q.
1

0

0

1

0

0

0

An inverted partial do ument path will simply be alled an inverted do ument
path. The path sele tion index ontains for ea h unary index predi ate p a list p
of inverted do ument paths. p is assumed to be ordered via pre-order relationship
of initial nodes. The lists p are assumed to be \sound" and \ omplete" in the
following sense:

Remark 5.3 A node d 2 D is an initial node of an inverted do ument path in
p for a unary index predi ate p if and only if d satis es the predi ate p in D, i.e.
D j= p[d℄.

Clearly the number of inverted do ument paths is bounded by the number n of
nodes in the relational do ument stru ture. For distin t unary index predi ates p
and p0 the interse tion of the lists p and p0 an be omputed in time O(n) using
a simultaneous traversal of p and p0 along <D
p . This an be generalized to nite
interse tions.

Lemma 5.4 Let p ; : : : ; pr be unary index predi ates. The interse tion p1 \ : : : \
pk an be omputed in time O(r  n).
Given the query Q, ea h all to the path sele tion index will be triggered by an
inverted query path hxk ; : : : ; x i. In order to simplify the presentation of the following algorithm we shall assume that the index a ess dire tly yields the interse tion
p1 \ : : : \ pr where p (xk ); : : : ; pr (xk ) is the omplete list of unary index formulae
for variable xk in Q. From Lemma 5.4 we get
Lemma 5.5 Let q be the number of atoms in a query Q and n the number of nodes
in a relational do ument stru ture D. The total time- omplexity for the a ess to
the path sele tion index of D for a query Q is bounded by O(q  n).
3 In order to limit the in rease of index growth we use a two step storage: Every path has an
identi er and is stored separately in a table mapping the identi er to the a tual database nodes.
An o urren e is now a pair of path identi er and o set.
1

0

1
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In real-life situations we will not all the path sele tion index for every unary index
predi ate. As we will see in the des ription of the algorithm, the path sele tion
index will only be used in appropriate ases, when the number of paths returned is
small enough.

5.2.3 The Alignment Index
The algorithm will he k if an inverted do ument path D that results from the all
to the path sele tion index for an inverted query path Q = hxk ; : : : ; x i is onform
with the onditions that are imposed on the variables x ; : : : ; xk in Q. The he k
is organized as a bottom-up alignment pro ess that removes do ument paths D
not onforming to the requirements imposed by the query. This latter pro ess is
supported by the alignment index. We all it therefore a destru tive index.
0

0

Remark 5.6 For theoreti al estimation of the time- omplexity of the algorithm to
be des ribed in the following se tion the following assumption will be made.
1. for ea h node d and ea h unary index predi ate p 2 R it is possible to he k
in onstant time if D j= p[d℄, and
2. for ea h pair of nodes di * dj and ea h binary index predi ate r
possible to he k in onstant time if D j= r[di ; dj ℄.
+

2 R it is

We say that the pair hdi ; di i satis es the index formulae for hy; xi i di satis es
the unary index formulae for x (i.e. labeling and unary onstraints) and hdi ; di i
satisfy the binary onstraints for hy; xi. For unary index predi ates p the required
test an be implemented by assigning to p an array Lp of all nodes of D that satisfy
p. From a theoreti al point of view, a similar approa h is possible for binary index
predi ates r, just using two-dimensional arrays, Lr .
Surely this strategy is not optimal in on rete ases. However, sin e all binary
index predi ates are \generi " relations r 2 R is seems hard to suggest a better
approa h that works in full generality.
Sin e we assume that the number of distin t index predi ates is nite and onstant the above assumptions lead to the following result.
1

1

1

Lemma 5.7 Given a pair of do ument nodes (di ; dj ) where dj is an an estor of
di , and a set of index predi ates, P , it is possible to he k in onstant time if dj
satis es all unary predi ates in P and if (di ; dj ) satis es all binary index predi ates
in P .

5.2.4 The Re all Index
As pointed out in Se tion 5.2.2, we do not use the path sele tion index if the set
p of paths returned by the path sele tion index for a unary index predi ate p is
too big. In order to dete t these situations, we use a third index stru ture that
helps to speed up query evaluation. The re all index returns for every unary index
predi ate p the size of the set p ontaining all inverted do ument paths so that
Remark 5.3 holds. The re all index is a supporting index sin e it supports the
algorithm in eÆ iently using the other index stru tures. As for the path sele tion
index, we generalize this and say that the re all index returns for an inverted query
path hxk ; : : : ; x i the size of the interse tion p1 \ : : : \ pr where p (xk ); : : : ; pr (xk )
is the omplete list of unary index formulae for variable xk in Q. Obviously the
re all index is not an independent index on its own but an be implemented as a
simple additional fun tionality within the path sele tion index.
0

1
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5.2.5 Implementation Aspe ts
The index stru tures have been des ribed so far as abstra t mappings without paying attention to their physi al implementation. In this se tion we will make some
remarks on the physi al implementation of the index stru tures and the storage
spa e needed. We will not over the re all index on its own, sin e it an implemented as an additional fun tionality of the path sele tion index. In this se tion we
propose an implementation on top of a relational database system. Other implementations are possible as well, for example using a dedi ated text indexing system
like Altavista's Sear h Intranet Developer's Kit (Altavista SDK: [Alt99℄).
The path sele tion index maps terms and labels to sets of inverted do ument
paths. We propose a two-level storage, giving ea h path an identi er on its own. The
path sele tion index maps terms or labels now to ordered sets of path identi ers and
the a tual paths have to be retrieved from a path table using the path identi ers.
This te hnique saves storage spa e, sin e there may be many o urren es of distin t
terms in the same leaf (with the same database path). If we would store the paths
expli itly for every term the path index would grow dire tly proportional with the
number of terms in the do ument olle tion. In addition we store in every database
path for every node (apart from text nodes) not only the node identi ers but also
the a ording labels, e.g. hg1 : movie; g4 : ast; g7 : staff; g14 : a tor; g15i : 2.
This makes query evaluation more eÆ ient sin e we main e ort in the algorithm
is omparing the labels in order to mat h the query paths, but does not onsume
mu h additional storage spa e, sin e the labels an be en oded as integer numbers.
The size of the path table is of order O(hD  n) sin e there are maximally n path
in the relational do ument stru ture and ea h path has maximally hD nodes, where
hD is the maximal height of the trees in the relational do ument stru ture. If we
assume for path and node identi ers a length of 4 bytes, and for label en odings a
length of 2 bytes, we have a total storage spa e for the path table of n(4+hD (4+2))
bytes, i.e. approximately 6  n  hD .
The size of the path sele tion index itself depends on the number t of terms and
labels indexed in the relational do ument stru ture. We an assume that t is bigger
than n sin e every leaf ontains many terms. Index stru tures for terms (\inverted
les") have been thoroughly investigated in the eld of Information Retrieval. There
are many te hniques how to organize inverted les, like Tries, Patri ia Trees, or PAT
arrays. The size of an index stru ture is between 30% and 40% of the original text
size ([BYRN99b℄, pages 192 .) but an be redu ed with sophisti ated ompression
te hniques. Sin e all stru tural information is stored in the path table, we an
assume the same size (0:3  t) for the path sele tion index in our ase.
The alignment index depends strongly on the relations that are used. As shown
for the example of the left-to-right order a skillful integration of a relation in the
framework an save a huge amount of storage spa e and omputational e ort. If no
relations are de ned in addition to the left-to-right order the size of the alignment
index is 0, sin e we already integrated the label information into the path sele tion
index.
The size of the node database depends on the unary relations de ned, e.g. attributes et . The textual ontent of text nodes is stored with o sets pointing into
at text les storing the do uments in their original form. If no additional relations
are de ned, the size of the node database depends on the width w of the relational
do ument stru ture, i.e. the maximal number of hildren a node an have, and is of
order O(n  w). If we assume a storage spa e of 4 bytes for every node identi er, we
have a maximal total storage spa e for the node database of (4  w)+4+4)  n  4  w  n
for asso iating the node identi er of a node with the node identi ers of its parent
and hildren.
The gures given in this se tion for the size of the index stru tures do always
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refer to the worst ase. In average we an expe t mu h smaller index stru tures,
sin e, for example, the number of paths is smaller than the number of nodes in the
relational do ument stru ture, not all paths have the same maximal length hD , and
not all nodes have the same number w of hildren.

5.3 Isolated elds and pointer olumns
Given a partially ordered tree query Q, our algorithm rst tries to ompute a omplete answer aggregate for the modi ed query Qs that is obtained by suppressing all
left-to-right ordering onstraints of Q. In this situation the algorithm will sometimes
introdu e \isolated" elds that do not ontribute to answers.
De nition 5.8 A eld Aggx [d℄ of an aggregate for Q is upwards isolated if x is
not the root of Q and if there does not exist any verti al pointer with address
eld Aggx [d℄. A eld Aggx [d℄ is downwards isolated if for some hild y of x the
array Aggx [d; y℄ is empty. A eld is isolated if it is upwards isolated or downwards
isolated.
As an illustration onsider the following aggregate.
x
y1

y1

d

y2 y1

y1

y2

e

Field Aggy1 [e℄ is upwards isolated. There is no value for x that would allow for an
instantiation of y with e. Field Aggx [d℄ is downwards isolated. An instantiation
of x with d annot be ompleted sin e there exists no possible instantiation for y
in this ase. A similar problem may arise with pointer olumns in onne tion with
horizontal pointers:
De nition 5.9 A pointer olumn Aggx [d; yi [l; ℄℄ is right isolated if the address
node of its verti al pointer Aggx [d; yi [l; v℄℄ is a node ei su h that for an ordering
onstraint yj <lr yi there is no address node ej of yj in Aggx[d; yj ℄ su h that
ei <lr ej . A pointer olumn Aggx[d; yj [l; ℄℄ with address eld Aggyj [ej ℄ is left
isolated if there exists a onstraint yi <lr yj in Q and if the left-most horizontal
pointer Aggx [d; yi [1; yj ℄℄ points to a olumn Aggx [d; yj [k; ℄℄ su h that k > l.
In this situation, an instantiation of yi (yj ) with ei (resp. ej ) annot ontribute
to a su essful instantiation of Agg. As an example, onsider the following re ord,
where Q is assumed to have a onstraint y <lr y .
1

2

1

2

x
d
y1
v

1 2 3 4 5

y2

1 2 3 4 5

y1

y1

y2
e3

e6

e7

e9

e10

e1

e2

e4

e5

e8
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Assume that the indi es of ei re e t the left-to-right ordering, i.e. ei <lr ej i
i < j . In this ase an instantiation of y with e or e annot be ompleted
with a suitable instantiation of y su h that the onstraint y <lr y is satis ed.
The olumns Aggx [d; y [4; ℄℄ and Aggx [d; y [5; ℄℄ are right-isolated. We say that
Aggx [d; y [4; y ℄℄ and Aggx [d; y [5; y ℄℄ are \dangling" pointers with value ?. On the
other hand, it is lear that an instantiation of y with e or e annot be ompleted
with a orresponding instantiation of y . The pointer olumns Aggx[d; y [1; ℄℄ and
Aggx [d; y [2; ℄℄ are left-isolated.
In the des ription of the algorithm we shall use dangling pointers with value ?.
The adaption of the de nition of an aggregate for Q is straightforward.
1

9

10

2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

2

5.4 Algorithm for Evaluating Tree Queries
In this se tion we will des ribe an algorithm for evaluating partially ordered tree
queries on relational do ument stru tures. In order to make the des ription of the
algorithm more lear, we will rst des ribe a simpli ed algorithm, that evaluates
simple sequen e queries on relational do ument stru tures. Then we will extend the
basi pro edures developed for the sequen e ase to the general ase for partially
ordered tree queries on ordered relational do ument stru tures. As a last step, we
will extend this algorithm to the full version that makes more sophisti ated use of
the index stru tures and spe ial ases in the query stru ture.
In all versions the basi pro edure will remain the same: In the rst phase we
will onstru t an aggregate that possibly ontains isolated elds. These elds are
removed in a se ond phase, yielding the omplete answer aggregate for the query
and relational do ument stru ture. The overall stru ture of the pro edure CLEAN
used in the se ond phase is very similar to a part of an algorithm des ribed in
[MH86℄. We will dis uss this point in more detail in Se tion 5.8.2.
The line numbering used in the di erent versions of the algorithm is onsistent,
i.e. lines that remain the same have equal line numbers in the di erent versions.
Therefore the line numbering in the rst two versions is not always onse utively.

5.4.1 Simple Sequen e Queries on Relational Do ument Stru tures
The following pro edure COMP-AGG1 omputes a omplete answer aggregate for
a given sequen e query and a relational do ument stru ture. As stated in the
lines following Lemma 5.4, we assume that the path sele tion index returns for
an inverted query path hxk ; : : : ; x i dire tly the interse tion of all path sele tion
index results for all unary index formulae for the leaf variable xk . The pro edure's
ore is a loop (lines 20-23) where we try to map the query leaf xk to leaves dm of
the paths returned by the path sele tion index. For ea h inverted database path
hdm ; : : : ; d i returned by the path sele tion index, the main pro edure SEL-ANC 1
is alled in the loop. This pro edure yields a Boolean value indi ating if dm is
a possible image for xk . It also omputes an aggregate Agg. This aggregate may
ontain some super uous do ument nodes that do not ontribute to answers. These
nodes are marked red. As a nal step all red nodes are removed using the pro edure
CLEAN 1. The resulting stru ture Agg is the omplete answer aggregate for the
query Q and database db.
The pro edure COMP-AGG1 ontains a all to the path sele tion index in line
18.
0

0

1
2
16

pro edure Aggt COMP-AGG1(Query q, Database db) f
Aggt Agg := ;;
let Q := hxk ; : : : ; x0 i be the inverted path of Q
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
31
32

Agg

 :=

g

:= Agg

[ fAggxk g where Aggxk is an empty re ord;
list of inv. do . paths obtained from path sel. index for db and Q ;

for ea h path  = hdm ; dm 1 ; : : : ; d0 i of  do f
introdu e a field Aggxk [dm ℄ with empty pointer array for
SEL-ANC 1(Agg; xk ; hdm ; dm 1 : : : ; d0 i);
g
CLEAN 1(Agg);
return Agg;

hild y of x;

Phase 1: Constru tion
COMP-AGG1 triggers for ea h database path a re ursive hain of alls to the
pro edures SEL-ANC 1 and CREATE 1 whi h try to align the query path and a
database path, beginning with the leaves and limbing up via parents and an estors.
In order to avoid the ase that pairs hx; di are treated more than on e by
SEL-ANC 1, every pair is added to the aggregate (by inserting eld Aggx [d℄ into
re ord Aggx ) the rst time it is treated. If it later turns out that node d is not a
possible image of x, the eld Aggx [d℄ will be olored red.
SEL-ANC 1(Agg; y; hdi ; : : : ; d ) tries to map a query node y to a database node
di and yields a respe tive Boolean value. At rst, lines 103-105 verify whether
the alignment pro ess is already nished, sin e it rea hed the root of the query
(su essful) or the root of the database path (unsu essful). If there are nodes left
in the query and database path, two ases are distinguished for the parent x of y.
(1) If the edge between y and x is rigid (lines 108-112), the parent di of di is tried
whether it is a possible image for x. This is the ase if the pair hdi ; di i satis es
the index formulae for hy; xi (line 109) and if the all to CREATE 1 was su essful,
i.e. the rest of the query and database path ould be aligned su essfully. (2) If the
edge between y and x is a soft edge (lines 113-119), all an estors di ; : : : ; d of di
undergo the same pro ess as in ase (1).
If during the exe ution of SEL-ANC 1 at least one all to CREATE 1 was su essful, the node di is a possible image for y. In the other ase the eld Aggy [d℄ is
olored red for later removal (line 121).
CREATE 1(x; dj ; Agg; y; hdi ; : : : ; d i) reates a eld Aggx [dj ℄ (lines 133 or 161)
and links it to eld Aggy [di ℄ if the all to SEL-ANC 1 was su essful. If ne essary
a re ord Aggx is reated beforehand (lines 131-140).
An important feature that leads to the good time- omplexity of the algorithm is
that CREATE 1 only alls SEL-ANC 1 if the eld Aggx [dj ℄ did not already exist (line
151). The intuitive justi ation for this is that all the stru ture (pointers, elds and
olors) that we would obtain by ontinuation of the alignment pro ess has already
been in luded in the aggregate. If the all to SEL-ANC 1 was su essful or if the
eld Aggx [dj ℄ did already exist and wasn't olored red, then verti al pointers from
Aggy [di ℄ to Aggx [dj ℄ are introdu ed (lines 152-156 or 162-166).
Summing up, the re ursive upwards alignment of the query and database path
stops in the following situations: If the root of either path is rea hed in SEL-ANC 1,
if the index formulae for the two a tual query nodes x and y are not satis ed for
the a tual database nodes, or if CREATE 1 treats a database node that has already
been inserted in the respe tive re ord of the aggregate.
The pro edure SEL-ANC 1 ontains alls to the alignment index in lines 109 and
115.
0

1

1

1

0

101
102
103
104
105

pro edure Bool SEL-ANC 1(Aggt Agg, QNode y, DBNodes hdi ; : : : ; d0 i) f
Bool Node-Found := false;
if y = root of Q or i = 0 then f
if y is root of Q then Node-Found := true;
g

0
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106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170

else f

x := parent of y in Q;
if y is a rigid hild of x in Q then f
if hdi ; di 1 i satisfy index formulae for hy; xi in Q then f
if CREATE 1(x; di 1 ; Agg; y; hdi ; : : : ; d0 i) then Node-Found := true;
g
g
else f
for ea h node dj in fdi 1 ; : : : ; d0 g do f
if hdi ; dj i satisfy index formulae for hy; xi in Q then f
if CREATE 1(x; dj ; Agg; y; di ; hdi ; : : : ; d0 i) then Node-Found := true;
g
g
g

g

g
if not
return

Node-Found

(

COLOR-RED Agg

; y; di );

x, DBNode dj ,Aggt Agg,
QNode y, DBNodes hdi ; : : : ; d0 i) f
if re ord Aggx does not exist in Agg then f
introdu e empty re ord Aggx ;
introdu e field Aggx [dj ℄ with empty pointer array for the hild y of x;
if SEL-ANC 1(Agg; x; hdj ; : : : ; d0 i) f
add new pointer olumn Aggx [dj ; y[1; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ; y℄;
introdu e verti al pointer from Aggx [dj ; y[1; v℄℄ to Aggy [di ℄;
return true;
g
else return false;
g
else f
if field Aggx [dj ℄ exists then f
if Aggx [dj ℄ is not red then f
add new pointer olumn Aggx [dj ; y[k; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ; y℄;
introdu e verti al pointer from Aggx [dj ; y[k; v℄℄ to Aggy [di ℄;
return true;
g
else
return false;
g
else f
introdu e a field Aggx [dj ℄ with empty pointer array for the hild y of x;
if SEL-ANC 1(Agg; x; hdj ; : : : ; d0 i) f
add new pointer olumn Aggx [dj ; y[1; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ; y℄;
introdu e verti al pointer from Aggx [dj ; y[1; v℄℄ to Aggy [di ℄;
return true;
g
else return false;
g
g

pro edure Bool

g

then

Node-Found ;

CREATE 1(QNode

Phase 2: Cleaning
In the ase of sequen e queries, the leaning pro edure is remarkably simple: All
red elds are removed from the aggregate. We will see later that the situation will
be ome more ompli ated for tree queries.
pro edure Void CLEAN 1(Aggt Agg) f
for all fields Aggx [d℄ in Agg do f
if Aggx [d℄ is red then
remove Aggx [d℄ with all its pointer olumns;
g
g
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5.4.2 Partially Ordered Tree Queries on Relational Do ument Stru tures
We will now treat the full s ope of queries overed in this hapter: partially ordered
tree queries on ordered do ument stru tures. We will use the basi omputation
s heme of sequen e queries based on alignment of paths. Compared with the ase of
simple sequen e queries we an observe three new phenomena: (1) The o urren e
of order onstraints, (2) the possibility that a eld that was entered su essfully
during the alignment of one query path must be removed sin e it annot ontribute
to the alignment of another query path, and nally (3) the fa t that removal of
elds during leaning may trigger removal of other, depending, elds. The main
pro edure COMP-AGG2 now de omposes the query into paths that are handed to
SEL-ANC 2. This pro edure takes another argument, Isol-F , a sta k olle ting all
elds being olored red during the onstru tion pro ess. In order to treat observation (3), Isol-F will guide the leaning pro ess together with a olle tion Isol-PC
ontaining all pointer olumns that must be removed. The onstru tion pro ess of
SEL-ANC 2 does not onsider order onstraints. The representational and omputational information about them is introdu ed with the pro edure INTR-HOR-P ,
treating observation (1). In order to ope with observation (2), re ords are marked
as old or new (lines 17 and 24). Re ords that have been introdu ed newly during
the treatment of the a tual query path are marked as new, all others as old. This
information will be used in pro edure CREATE 2.
1
2
3
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
29
30
31
32
33

pro edure Aggt COMP-AGG2(Query Q, Database db) f
Aggt Agg := ;;
IsolFields Isol-F := ;;
for all inverted paths Q := hxk ; : : : ; x0 i of Q do f
Agg := Agg [ fAggx g where Aggx
k is an empty re ord marked new;
 := list of inv. do k. paths obtained
from path sel. index for Q and db;
for ea h path  = hdm ; dm 1 ; : : : ; d0 i of  do f
introdu e a field Aggxk [dm ℄ with empty pointer array for
SEL-ANC 2(Agg ; xk ; hdm ; dm 1 : : : ; d0 i; Isol-F );
g
mark all new re ords as old;

g
IsolCols

hild y of x;

:= ;;
(Q; Agg; Isol-F ; Isol-PC )
CLEAN 2(Agg; Isol-PC ; Isol-F );
Isol-PC

INTR-HOR-P

g

return

Agg;

Phase 1: Constru tion
The stru ture and re ursive dependen y s heme of the two pro edures SEL-ANC 2
and CREATE 2 is roughly the same as for SEL-ANC 1 and CREATE 1. SEL-ANC 2
di ers from SEL-ANC 1 only in the fa t that elds that are olored red are in
addition added to the sta k Isol-F of isolated elds (line 122). The stru ture of
CREATE 2 is enri hed by another ase, distinguishing between new and old re ords.
New re ords are treated in the same way as in CREATE 1. In old re ords no new
elds an be inserted and it is therefore he ked whether a eld already exists (lines
142-149). If this is not the ase, node dj is not entered and CREATE 2 returns
false. The intuition behind this is that query node x has already been treated
as part of another query path (be ause the re ord Aggx is marked old). In this
treatment, dj did not qualify as an image of x. Therefore dj annot qualify as
image of x globally, even if it does qualify now in the lo al treatment of the a tual
query path. Aggx [dj ℄ would ne essarily be a downwards isolated eld, that had to
be dete ted and removed in the rest of the algorithm. The rest of CREATE 2 is the
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same as CREATE 1.
The new pointer olumns that are introdu ed in lines 144 and 153 have to be
inserted at a position so that the order of pointer olumns (re e ting the order of
the target andidates being pointed at by the verti al pointers) is respe ted: In
a pointer array a pointer olumn pre edes another pointer olumn i the verti al
pointer of the former points to a eld pre eding the eld pointed at by the verti al
pointer of the latter.
The new pro edure INTR-HOR-P serves two goals: (1) Dete t downwards isolated elds in Agg and add them to Isol-F (lines 176-180), and (2) ompute and
insert administrative information for managing the order onstraints and dete ting pointer olumns not respe ting the order onstraints (lines 181-201). In order
to a hieve these goals, INTR-HOR-P visits every array Aggx [d; yi ℄. If this array is
empty, the eld is downwards isolated and therefore olored red and added to Isol-F
(lines 177-179) for later removal. In the other ase, all relevant left-to-right ordering onstraints yi <lr yj are onsidered. At this point the order of pointer olumns
re e ting the order of their verti al pointers be omes important. For ea h pointer
olumn the pro edure tries to introdu e the appropriate horizontal pointer (lines
185-193). If this is not possible (i.e., for right isolated pointer olumns) a \dangling"
pointer ? is introdu ed and the pointer olumn is added to the sta k Isol-PC of
isolated pointer olumns and olored yellow for later removal (lines 194-198). When
treating the rst pointer olumn Aggx[d; yi [1; ℄℄ we also he k if Aggx [d; yj ℄ ontains left isolated pointer olumns (lines 187-191). These are added to the sta k of
isolated pointer olumns.
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138

pro edure Bool SEL-ANC 2(Aggt Agg,QNode y,DBNodes hdi ; : : : ; d0 i,IsolFields Isol-F ) f
Bool Node-Found := false;
if y = root of Q or i = 0 then f
if y is root of Q then Node-Found := true;
g
else f
x := parent of y in Q;
if y is a rigid hild of x in Q then f
if hdi ; di 1 i satisfy index formulae for hy; xi in Q then f
if CREATE 2(x; di 1 ; Agg; y; hdi ; : : : ; d0 i) then Node-Found := true;
g
g
else f
for ea h node dj in fdi 1 ; : : : ; d0 g do f
if hdi ; dj i satisfy index formulae for hy; xi in Q then f
if CREATE 2(x; dj ; Agg; y; di ; hdi ; : : : ; d0 i) then Node-Found := true;
g
g
g
g
if not Node-Found then f
add Aggy [di ℄ to Isol-F ;
COLOR-RED (Agg,y ,di );
g
return Node-Found;
g

x, DBNode dj , Aggt Agg,
QNode y, DBNodes hdi ; : : : ; d0 i, IsolFields Isol-F ) f
if re ord Aggx does not exist in Agg then f
introdu e empty re ord Aggx marked new;
introdu e field Aggx [dj ℄ with empty pointer arrays for the hildren of x;
if SEL-ANC 2(Agg; x; hdj ; : : : ; d0 i) f
add a pointer olumn Aggx [dj ; y[1; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ; y℄;
introdu e verti al pointer from Aggx [dj ; y[1; v℄℄ to Aggy [di ℄;
return true;
g

pro edure Bool

CREATE 2(QNode
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171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
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183
184
185
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187
188
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191
192
193
194
195
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g

else return false;
g
else f
if Aggx is marked old then f
if field Aggx [dj ℄ exists and is not marked red then f
add a new pointer olumn Aggx [dj ; y[k; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ℄;
introdu e a verti al pointer from Aggx [dj ; y[k; v℄℄ to Aggy [di ℄;
return true;
g
else return false;
g
else f
if field Aggx [dj ℄ exists then f
if Aggx [dj ℄ is not marked red then f
add a pointer olumn Aggx [dj ; y[k; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ; y℄;
introdu e verti al pointer from Aggx [dj ; y[k; v℄℄ to Aggy [di ℄;
return true;
g
else
return false;
g
else f
introdu e field Aggx [dj ℄ with empty pointer arrays for hildren of x;
if SEL-ANC 2(Agg; x; hdj ; : : : ; d0 i) f
add a pointer olumn Aggx [dj ; y[1; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ; y℄;
introdu e verti al pointer from Aggx [dj ; y[1; v℄℄ to Aggy [di ℄;
return true;
g
else return false;
g
g
g

Q, Aggt Agg,
IsolFields Isol-F , IsolCols Isol-PC ) f
for ea h array Aggx [d; yi ℄ of Agg do f
if Aggx [d; yi ℄ = empty array then f
add Aggx [d℄ to Isol-F ;
COLOR-RED (Agg,x,d);
g
else f
for ea h onstraint yi <lr yj of Q do f
for ea h olumn Aggx [d; yi [l; ℄℄ of Aggx [d; yi ℄ do f
ei := address node of Aggx [d; yi [l; v℄℄;
if exists k := minimal number s.th. address node ej
of Aggx [d; yj [k; v℄℄ satisfies ei <lr ej then f
if l = 1 and k > 1 then
for all k0 < k do f
add Aggx [d; yj [k0 ; v℄℄ to Isol-PC ;
COLOR-YELLOW (Agg,x,d,yj ,k 0 );
g
introdu e hor. pointer Aggx [d; yi [l; yj ℄℄ pointing to Aggx [d; yj [k; ℄℄;
g
else f
set pointer Aggx [d; yi [l; yj ℄ to ?;
add Aggx [d; yi [l; ℄℄ to Isol-PC ;
COLOR-YELLOW (Agg,x,d,yi ,l);
g
g
g
g
g

pro edure Void

g
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Phase 2: Cleaning
In phase 2 the pointer olumns in Isol-PC and the elds in Isol-F are removed from
the aggregate. All pointer olumns in Isol-PC are marked yellow in the beginning.
Basi ally the following pro edure is very simple. We take the eliminable elements
from the sta ks and erase them by alls to the pro edures ELIM-F / and ELIM-PC .
Sin e the erasure of an isolated element may lead to new isolated elements the
pro ess has to be organized in a re ursive way. If during this pro ess a re ord Aggx
be omes empty, then the pro edure stops (Solution-Possible = false). Otherwise
it ontinues until all isolated elds and pointer olumns are erased.
In the presen e of left-to-right ordering onstraints, the strategy has to be modi ed. We do not immediately erase an isolated pointer olumn that possibly serves
as the address of horizontal pointers. The reason is that we have to re-address these
horizontal pointers, using the olumn that represents the right neighbour as the new
address. With the naive strategy this pro ess possibly would have to be iterated,
we would end up with a quadrati omplexity.
Hen e, when treating yellow pointer olumns that possibly serve as the target
of horizontal pointers we pro eed in two steps. Instead of erasing the olumn, we
only eliminate the (verti al and horizontal) pointers departing from the olumn and
olour the olumn \red" afterwards. Horizontal pointers to red olumns are only
re-addressed on e, after all yellow elements have been treated (lines 316-321).
The pro edure ELIM-PC eliminates/ olors isolated pointer olumns. We say
that the address eld Aggy [e℄ of a verti al pointer Aggx [d; y[l; v℄℄ is upwards isolated
up to Aggx [d; y[l; v℄℄ i Aggx [d; y[l; v℄℄ is the only verti al pointer with address eld
Aggy [e℄. During a all to ELIM-PC the verti al pointer of the olumn is erased
(line 335), adding the target eld to Isol-F if the eld be omes upwards isolated
(lines 329-333). When treating the last non-red olumn of an array (337-340) we
know that after the nal removal of red olumns the a tual eld will be downwards
isolated. Hen e the eld is added to Isol-F . In the situation of lines 346-349 the
olumns Aggx[d; yi [k0 ; ℄℄ are ne essarily left-isolated when removing red olumns.
In the situation of lines 358-361 the olumns Aggx [d; yi [k0 ; ℄℄ are ne essarily rightisolated when removing red olumns.
The pro edure ELIM-F simply removes isolated elds by rst removing all verti al pointers pointing at them (lines 377-381) and then removing all pointers of the
eld itself (line 390). This latter removal an ause other elds to be ome upwards
isolated (lines 386-389).
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322

pro edure Bool CLEAN 2(Aggt Agg, IsolCols Isol-PC , IsolFields
Bool Solution-Possible := true;
repeat until Solution-Possible = false or Isol-PC = Isol-F = ; f
if Isol-F =
6 ; then f
let Aggx [d℄ 2 Isol-F ;
if not ELIM-F (Agg; x; d; Isol-PC ; Isol-F ) then
Solution-Possible=false;
g
else f
let Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ 2 Isol-F ;
ELIM-PC (Agg; x; d; y; l; Isol-PC ; Isol-F );
g
g
if not Solution-Possible return false;
for ea h red pointer olumn Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ of Agg do f
sele t minimal l0 > l where olumn Aggx [d; y[l0 ; ℄℄ is not red;
re-address horizontal pointers with target Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄
to new address Aggx [d; y[l0 ; ℄℄;
erase Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄;
g
return true;

Isol-F )

f
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324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389

g
QNode x, DBNode d, QNode y, Nat l,
IsolCols Isol-PC , IsolFields Isol-F ) f
if Aggx [d; y[l; v℄℄ is not dangling then f
Aggy [e℄ := address field of Aggx [d; y [l; v ℄℄;
if Aggy [e℄ is upwards isolated up to Aggx [d; y[l; v℄℄ then f
add Aggy [e℄ to Isol-F ;
COLOR-RED (Agg,y ,e);
g
g
erase Aggx [d; y[l; v℄℄;

pro edure Void

if

Agg

add

ELIM-PC (Aggt Agg,

x [d; y[l; ℄℄ is the only
x [d℄ to Isol-F ;

non-red

olumn of

Agg

Agg

x [d; y℄

then f

COLOR-RED (Agg,x,d);
g
else f
if Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ is the leftmost non-red olumn of Aggx [d; y℄ then f
let Aggx [d; y[l0 ; ℄℄ be the next non-red olumn of Aggx [d; y℄;
for ea h hor. pointer Aggx [d; y[l0 ; y0 ℄℄ of Aggx [d; y[l0 ; ℄℄ do f
let Aggx [d; yi [k; ℄℄ := target of Aggx [d; y[l0 ; yi ℄℄;
for ea h k0 < k where olumn Aggx [d; yi [k0 ; ℄℄ neither yellow nor red do f
add Aggx [d; yi [k0 ; ℄℄ to Isol-PC ;
COLOR-YELLOW (Agg,x,d,yi ,k 0 );
g
g
g
else f
if Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ is the rightmost non-red olumn of Aggx [d; y℄ then f
let Aggx [d; y[l0 ; ℄℄ be the pre eding non-red olumn of Aggx [d; y℄;
let l1 ; : : : ; lk = l denote the indexes of su essor olumns
of Aggx [d; y[l0 ; ℄℄ ending at Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄;
for ea h 1  i  k do
for ea h hor. pointer Aggx [d; yj [m; y℄℄ with address Aggx [d; y[li ; ℄℄ do f
add Aggx [d; yj [m; ℄℄ to Isol-PC ;
COLOR-YELLOW (Agg,x,d,yj ,m);
g
g
g

erase all hor. pointers departing from
if

Agg

x [d; y[l; ℄℄ is not
Aggx [d; y [l; ℄℄

erase
else
g

g

COLOR-RED Agg

Agg

x [d; y[l; ℄℄;

target of any hor. pointer then

x [d; y[l; ℄℄;

QNode x, DBNode d,
IsolCols Isol-PC , IsolFields Isol-F ) f
for ea h verti al pointer Aggz [d0 ; x[k; v℄℄ with address field Aggx [d℄ do f
redefine address of Aggz [d0 ; x[k; v℄℄ to ?;
add Aggz [d0 ; x[k; ℄℄ to Isol-PC ;
COLOR-YELLOW (Agg,z ,d0 ,x,k );
g

pro edure Bool

ELIM-F (Aggt Agg,

for ea h hild y of x in Q do
for ea h olumn Aggx [d; y[l; ℄℄ of Aggx [d; y℄ do f
Aggy [e℄ := address field of Aggx [d; y [l; v ℄℄;
if Aggy [e℄ is upwards isolated up to Aggx [d; y[l; v℄℄ then f
add Aggy [e℄ to Isol-F ;
COLOR-RED (Agg,y ,e);
g
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g

g

erase

Agg

x [d; y[l; ℄℄;

erase Aggx [d℄;
if Aggx = empty re ord then
return false
else
return true;

5.4.3 Optimizations
We will introdu e two optimizations for the basi algorithm in order to dete t and
treat spe ial ases where the performan e an be made more eÆ ient. These spe ial
ases are given by the number of paths returned by the path sele tion index.

Order of Query Path Treatment
We an redu e the number of target andidates that are stored in the answer aggregate during omputation if we rst treat those query paths that have to be ompared
with a small number of database paths. Therefore we rst hose query paths whose
index a esses return a small number of database paths.
We need therefore a further index stru ture, the re all index returning the re all
REC(Q ) of the ( ombined) a esses to the the path sele tion index triggered by
a query path Q . The re all of an index a ess is de ned as the number of paths
returned.
Top-down Treatment
In many ases the re all of the path sele tion index a esses is too high to perform
eÆ iently. Take as an example a query spe ifying a set of arti les of interest by their
ontent and stru ture, and additionally restri ting the arti les to ones ontaining
a gure. Su h a query ontains a query path ending at a stru tural leaf with the
label \ gure" that ontains no additional index information. It is likely that the
path sele tion index will return very many database paths to a \ gure" node, i.e.
the re all of the path sele tion index a ess with label \ gure" is very high. We
again use the re all index here. If the re all value REC(Q ) for a given query path
Q is above a given threshold, the algorithm treats the query path in a top-down
fashion in a navigational way using the node database.
The algorithm in orporating the two optimizations has the same basi stru ture
as before. In lines 6-15 of COMP-AGG3 we de ne two path sets >t
Q for the query
t
paths with re all higher than threshold t and 
ontaining
query
paths with a
Q

t
re all smaller or equal than t. The paths in Q are sorted a ording to their re all:
the paths with lower re all pre ede ones with higher re all. If no query path has
t
a re all below the threshold, 
ontains the path with the lowest re all and >t
Q
Q
all other query paths (lines 12-15). This is ne essary, sin e we need at least one
path with bottom-up treatment for lling the aggregate partially before beginning
the top-down treatment. The query paths in Qt are treated in the main loop
(lines 16-25) in the bottom-up fashion as in COMP-AGG2, apart from the fa t
that query paths with lower re all are treated rst. For the paths in >t
Q a all to
INIT-TD-ALIGN triggers the top-down treatment (lines 26 and 27) with pro edure
TD-ALIGN .
The stru ture of TD-ALIGN and INIT-TD-ALIGN is similar to the stru ture
of SEL-ANC n and CREATE n with the di eren e that TD-ALIGN pro eeds in a
top-down fashion and that the alignment pro ess is guided by the node database
(with alls to the set of hildren of a database node d) instead of path sets returned
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by the path sele tion index. INIT-TD-ALIGN nds the bottom-most slot, that has
already been treated as part of another query path (line 403). It then tests for all
elds ontained in this slot and their des endants whether they an be aligned with
the rest of the query path. These alignments tests are performed by the re ursive
pro edure TD-ALIGN : This pro edure assumes that database node d has already
been entered as a eld into re ord Aggx1 and now tries, whether e an be entered
as eld into Aggx2 , where x is the hild of x in the a tual path. If there exists no
re ord Aggx2 , it is reated (lines 4219 and 420). If the eld Aggx2 [e℄ already exists
and is not olored red, it is linked to Aggx1 [d℄ and the re ursive pro edure stops
(lines 423-429). In the other ase it is only linked if hd; ei satisfy the index formulae
for hx ; x i and if one of the re ursive alls to TD-ALIGN su eeds (lines 431-447).
If the edge between x and x is a soft edge, then the re ursive alls are in addition
made to the hildren of e (lines 448-451).
The pro edure COMP-AGG3 ontains, besides the all to the path sele tion
index in line 18 and 19, a all to the re all index that is impli it in the program ode
by referring to the fun tion REC (lines 5-11). The pro edures INIT-TD-ALIGN
and TD-ALIGN ontain a all to the node database in lines 406, 436 and 449. In
addition, TD-ALIGN ontains a all to the alignment index in line 431.
2

1

2

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408

1

2

pro edure Aggt COMP-AGG3(Query Q, Database db, int t) f
Aggt Agg := ;;
IsolFields Isol-F := ;;
0 be the inv. query path with lowest re all;
let Q
0 ) < t then f
if REC(Q
>t
let Q be the list of inv. query paths with re all
higher than threshold t;
let t
be
the
list
of inv. query paths with re all
Q
lower or equal than threshold t with as ending re all;
g
else f
let t
Q := fQ0 g;
>t
0;
let Q be the set of all query paths ex luding Q
g
for all (sorted) inv. query paths Q := hxk ; : : : ; x0 i in t
Q do f
is
an
empty
re
ord
marked new;
Agg := Agg [ fAggx g where Aggx
k
 := list of inv. do k. paths obtained
from path sele tion index
for Q and db;
for ea h path  = hdm ; dm 1 ; : : : ; d0 i of  do f
introdu e a field Aggxk [dm ℄;
SEL-ANC 2(Agg ; xk ; hdm ; dm 1 : : : ; d0 i; Isol-F );
g
mark all new re ords as old;
g
for all inverted query paths Q in >t
Q do
INIT-TD-ALIGN (Agg,Q ,Isol-F );

:= ;;
(Q; Agg; Isol-F ; Isol-PC )
CLEAN 2(Agg; Isol-PC ; Isol-F );

IsolCols

Isol-PC

INTR-HOR-P

g

return

Agg;

pro edure Void INIT-TD-ALIGN (Aggt Agg, QueryPath Q , IsolFields
let Q = hxm ; : : : ; x0 i;
let k be maximal so that xk is marked old;
for all non-red fields Aggxk [d℄ in Aggxk do f
Bool Node-Found := false;
for all hildren e of d do
if TD-ALIGN (Agg, hxk ; : : : ; xm i,d,e,Isol-F ) then
Node-Found := true;

Isol-F )

f
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g

g

if not Node-Found then f
add Aggxk [d℄ to Isol-F ;
COLOR-RED (Agg,xk ,d);
g

pro edure Bool

TD-ALIGN (Aggt Agg,

if re ord Aggx2 does not exist then
introdu e empty re ord Aggx2 ;

g

QNodes hx1 ; : : : ; xm i,
DBNode d, DBNode e, IsolFields

Isol-F )

f

Bool Node-Found := false;
if field Aggx2 [e℄ exists f
if Aggx2 [e℄ is not red f
add a pointer olumn Aggx1 [d; x2 [l; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ; y℄;
introdu e verti al pointer from Aggx1 [d; x2 [l; v℄℄ to Aggx2 [e℄;
Node-Found := true;
g
g
else f
if hd; ei satisfy index formulae for hx1 ; x2 i then f
introdu e field Aggx2 [e℄ with empty pointer array for the hildren y of x2 ;
if m = 2 then
Node-Found := true;
else
for all hildren f of e do
if TD-ALIGN (Agg,hx2 ; : : : ; xm i,e,f,Isol-F )) then
Node-Found := true;
if Node-Found then f
add a pointer olumn Aggx1 [d; x2 [l; ℄℄ to Aggx [dj ; y℄;
introdu e verti al pointer from Aggx1 [d; x2 [l; v℄℄ to Aggx2 [e℄;
g
else f
add Aggx2 [e℄ to Isol-F ;
COLOR-RED (Agg,x2 ,e);
g
g
if x2 is a soft hild of x1 then
for all hildren e0 of e do
if TD-ALIGN (Agg,hx1 ; : : : ; xm i,d,e0 ,Isol-F ) then
Node-Found := true;
g
return Node-Found;

5.5 Corre tness
In this se tion we prove the existen e parts of Theorems 4.11 and 4.40. Clearly,
simple tree queries are a spe ial ase of partially ordered tree queries and it suÆ es
to prove Theorem 4.40. Sin e the algorithm omputes omplete answer aggregates
as opposed to omplete answer formulae we rst give an internal hara terization
of omplete answer aggregates. We will show that the algorithm omputes an
aggregate that satis es the onditions of this hara terization, whi h proves Theorem 4.40.

Lemma 5.10 Let Q be a partially ordered tree query and D an ordered do ument
stru ture. An aggregate Agg is the omplete answer aggregate AggQ for Q and D
i the following onditions are satis ed:
(AGG1) Ea h instantiation  of Agg is an answer to Q and D and vi e versa,

(AGG2) every eld/pointer olumn of Agg belongs to an instantiation of Agg.
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The simple proof is omitted. We only note that (AGG1) exa tly orresponds to
the \ ontribution obligation" ondition for dependent Q-instantiation formulae ( f.
paragraph below De nition 4.31). Hen e it remains to prove that the aggregate
Agg that represents the output of the algorithm satis es (AGG1) and (AGG2). Let
us start with some simple observations.

Lemma 5.11 Let Agg and Isol-F denote the value of variables Agg and Isol-F
in line 29 of COMP-AGG2. Then all upwards isolated elds of Agg are in Isol-F .
1

1

1

1

Proof. This follows from the fa t that whenever we annot nish the bottomup alignment of inverted query path and inverted do ument paths we add the eld
of the last su essful alignment step to Isol-F ( f. SEL-ANC and CREATE ). The
same is true for the top-down-alignment ( f. TD-ALIGN ).
1

Lemma 5.12 Let Agg , Isol-F and Isol-PC denote the value of variables Agg,
Isol-F and Isol-PC after treating line 30. Then all isolated elds and pointer olumns
of Agg are in Isol-F and Isol-PC respe tively.
2

2

2

2

2

2

Proof. Clearly Lemma 5.11 implies that upwards isolated elds are in Isol-F .
treats ea h array Aggx [d; y℄ of the aggregate and adds downwards
isolated elds to Isol-F . It also adds ea h right or left isolated pointer olumn to
Isol-PC .
During phase 2, let us all a eld/pointer olumn quasi-isolated if the element
be omes isolated when removing red pointer olumns.
2

INTR-HOR-P

Lemma 5.13 At ea h time of the omputation in phase 2, ea h quasi-isolated eld
is either on the a tual sta k Isol-F or it represents the a tual argument of the elimination sub-pro edure that is exe uted. Ea h quasi-isolated pointer olumn is either
on the a tual sta k Isol-PC , or it represents the a tual argument of the elimination
sub-pro edure that is exe uted, or it is oloured \red".
Proof.

Follows from Lemma 5.12 by a trivial indu tion and inspe tion of
noti ing that a new quasi-isolated eld/pointer olumn an only be the
result of the elimination/red olouring of a eld/pointer olumn that had been
quasi-isolated previously.

CLEAN 2,

Lemma 5.14 Let Agg denote the output of the algorithm. Then
have isolated elds or pointer olumns.
3

Agg3

does not

Proof. Consider the situation in CLEAN 2 where both Isol-F and Isol-PC are
empty. In this situation by Lemma 5.13, the only quasi-isolated elements that are
left are the red pointer olumns. These olumns are erased in CLEAN 2. Clearly
the elimination of a red olumn annot lead to a new quasi-isolated element.
Lemma 5.15 If an aggregate Agg for Q does not have any isolated eld/pointer
olumn, then every eld/pointer olumn of Agg belongs to an instantiation of Agg.
Proof. We pro eed by indu tion on hQ (x) where x is the root of Q. If
hQ (x) = 0, then Aggx is the only re ord of Agg and the statement is trivial. Assume
now that hQ (x) > 0, let y ; : : : ; yh denote the hildren of x in Q. Let Aggi denote
the sub-aggregate with topmost re ord Aggyi (1  i  h). By indu tion hypothesis
ea h eld/pointer olumn of Aggi belongs to an instantiation of Aggi . Now let
Aggz [d ℄ be a eld of Agg. We distinguish two ases.
In the rst ase, Aggz [d ℄ is a eld of a sub-aggregate Aggi . We may use the
indu tion hypothesis to obtain an instantiation i of Aggi su h that Aggz [d℄ belongs
1

0

0
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to i . Let ei =  (yi ). Sin e Aggyi [ei ℄ is not upwards isolated there exists a eld
Aggx [d℄ with a verti al pointer Aggx [d; yi [li ; v ℄℄ (for suitable li ) with address eld
Aggyi [ei ℄. Sin e Aggx [d℄ is not downwards isolated and sin e no pointer olumn
of Aggx[d℄ is left or right isolated it follows easily that we may sele t for all 1 
j 6= i  h verti al pointers Aggx [d; yj [lj ; v℄℄ with address elds Aggyj [ej ℄ that obey
ondition (INST3) of De nition 4.18. By indu tion hypothesis, ea h of the elds
Aggyj [ej ℄ belongs to an instantiation j of Aggj (1  j 6= i  h). Combining the
mappings j for 1  j  h and mapping x to d we obtain an instantiation  of Agg
su h that Aggz [d ℄ belongs to  .
In the se ond ase, where Aggz [d ℄ = Aggx [d℄ is in Aggx we may dire tly use the
fa t that Aggx [d℄ is not downwards isolated and no pointer olumn of Aggx [d℄ is
left or right isolated to on lude with the indu tion hypothesis that there exists an
instantiation  of Agg su h that Aggz [d ℄ belongs to  .
The proof that ea h pointer olumn of Agg belongs to a suitable instantiation of
Agg is analogous.
Summing up, we have seen that the output aggregate of the algorithm satis es
(AGG2) of Lemma 5.10. We now show ompleteness of the algorithm.
Lemma 5.16 Ea h answer to Q may be obtained as an instantiation of the output
aggregate Agg of the algorithm.
Proof. Let  : fr(Q) ! D be an answer to Q. If Q = hxk ; : : : ; x i is an
inverted query path, then let  = hdm ; dm ; : : : ; d i denote the unique inverted
do ument path with rst (bottom-most) element  (xk ). By assumption,  is one
of the paths obtained by the index a ess for Q ( f. Remark 5.3). The mapping
 determines a mat h Q : fxk ; : : : ; x g ! fdm ; dm ; : : : ; d g that an be used
by the algorithm for su essful alignment of the two paths. This shows that in the
state of line 29 ea h re ord Aggxi will have a eld Aggxi [ (xi )℄ (0  i  k), with
verti al pointer Aggxi [ (xi ); xi [l; v℄℄ to Aggxi+1 [ (xi )℄ for i < k and suitable l.
The ombination of the mappings Q for distin t inverted query paths Q , i.e, the
mapping  , satis es onditions (INST1) and (INST2) of De nition 4.18. Sin e  is
an answer to Q, and by de nition of horizontal pointer addresses, it follows also that
 satis es ondition (INST3) of De nition 4.18. Hen e it de nes an instantiation
of the aggregate Agg that is rea hed after Phase 1.
Clearly none of the elds/pointer olumns that belong to  are isolated in Agg .
We now show by indu tion that none of the elds/pointer olumns that belong to
 be omes quasi-isolated when applying ELIM-PC and ELIM-F . This shows that
 is an instantiation of the aggregate Agg obtained as output of the algorithm and
nishes the proof. By Lemma 5.13 it suÆ es to show that none of the elds/pointer
olumns that belong to  are added to Isol-F and Isol-PC respe tively. A simple
inspe tion of the pro edures ELIM-PC and ELIM-F shows that a eld/pointer
olumn that belongs to  an only be added to Isol-F and Isol-PC during a pro ess
where we a tually eliminate (or olour red) another eld/pointer olumn belonging
to  . This would mean that the latter eld/pointer olumn had been added to
Isol-F and Isol-PC before, whi h ontradi ts the indu tion hypothesis.
It remains to prove soundness of the algorithm.
Lemma 5.17 Ea h instantiation of the output aggregate Agg of the algorithm is
an answer to Q.
Proof. Let  be an instantiation of Agg. Let y be a hild of x in Q, and let
e :=  (y) and d :=  (x). Remark 5.3 and the tests in SEL-ANC ensure that (e; d)
satis es all unary and binary index formulae imposed on (y; x) in Q. Condition
(INST3) of De nition 4.18 ensures that  satis es all ordering onstraints of Q.
Hen e  is an answer to Q.
0

0

0

0

1

0

0
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0
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1
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5.6 Time and Spa e Complexity
Before we state the main omplexity result we start with some general remarks.

Remark 5.18 The pre-order relationship <D
p on D an be represented by assigning
to every node d a natural number ord(d) as identi er so that
ord(d ) < ord(d ) i d <p d :
1

2

1

2

We assume that the omparison of two natural numbers is of onstant-time omplexity. Pro edure INTR-HOR-P also in ludes tests d <D
lr d . For these tests we
use a supplementary pointer stru ture (that an be integrated as part of the node
database): ea h node d 2 D has a pointer to the node e = minsu (d) that represents the rst <D
p -su essor of d that is larger than d with respe t to left-to-right
ordering, i.e. that is no des endant of d. In other words, we have d <D
lr e and there
D 0
is no node e0 <D
e
su
h
that
d
<
e
.
With
this
prerequisite,
Lemma
3.4 allows
p
lr
to redu e the left-to-right ordering to the pre-order relationship: in fa t the lemma
D
shows that for d ; d 2 D we have d <D
lr d i minsu (d ) p d and the latter
formula an be tested in onstant time.
4

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

Remark 5.19 Let E  D and assume that the pre-order relationship <D
p on E is
en oded using a balan ed binary tree with height of order O(log(jDj)) where the
elements of E are represented by the leaves. Assume that ea h node is oloured
bla k, yellow, or red. Then the following operations an be omputed in time
O(log(jDj)):



nd the rst prede essor (su essor) (w.r.t. \<D
p ") of a given element that
has a given olour,



he k if a given element is the only (right-most, left-most) element of a given
olour,



hange the olour of a given element.

The operations an be implemented by adding to ea h inner node of the binary tree
a label \bla k" (\yellow", or \red") i it has a su essor leaf that has the respe tive
olour.
We may now state the main omplexity result.

Theorem 5.20 The worst- ase time- omplexity of the algorithm des ribed in Se tion 5.4.2 is of order O(jQjjDj hD  logjDj). If Q is rigid, or if D is non-re ursive
and Q is labeling- omplete, then the time- omplexity is O(jQj  jDj  log(jDj)). In
either ase the worst- ase spa e omplexity is O(jQj  jDj  hD ).
Proof. Sin e the maximal size of an aggregate for a query Q and ordered
relational do ument stru ture is a ording to Theorem 4.49 of order O(jQjjDj hD ),
the spa e omplexity result holds trivially.
Lemma 5.5 shows that we may ignore the a ess to the path sele tion index for
obtaining the above bound.
First we onsider lines 16-29 of the algorithm.
As we noted in the des ription of the algorithm the total number of alls to proedure SEL-ANC is bounded by jQj  jDj. Ea h non-trivial test in SEL-ANC an
4 In fa t, if we do not impose an upper bound on the natural numbers, the time omplexity of
the omparison is O(log(n)). But it is a reasonable and anoni al assumption in database theory
to impose an upper bound on the size of databases, e.g. that the database should not ontain
more than 232 nodes. Then we an rely on eÆ ient hardware treatment for the omparison of two
32-bit integers.
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be performed in onstant time ( f. Remark 5.6), the number of tests in one all
to SEL-ANC , similarly as the number of possible alls to CREATE , is bounded
by hD . Let us investigate ea h of the steps of pro edure CREATE . Obviously,
given x 2 fr(Q) it is possible (e.g., by adding appropriate information to the query)
to he k in onstant-time if a re ord Aggx exists and to determine whether it is
marked as new or old. Using binary sear h it takes time O(log(jDj)) to he k if a
eld Aggx [dj ℄ exists for given x and dj . The same bound holds for the introdu tion
of new pointer olumns and elds where pre-ordering has to be respe ted. It follows that one all to CREATE needs time O(log(jDj)). Hen e we obtain a bound
O(jQj  jDj  hD  log(jDj)) for the rst step.
We onsider now pro edure INTR-HOR-P .
Remark 4.48 shows that the total number of horizontal pointers is bounded by
O(jQj  jDj  hD ). Using binary sear h it takes time O(log(jDj)) to determine the
orre t address for a given pointer. Sin e ea h olumn is added to the sta k of
isolated olumns at most on e we re eive the bound O(jQj  jDj  hD  log(jDj)) for
Step 2. Summing up, this bound is also obtained for Phase 1 in total.
If Q is rigid, or if Q is labeling- omplete and D is non-re ursive, then ea h all to
SEL-ANC leads to just one test and to at most to one all of CREATE . We obtain
a bound O(jQj  jDj  log(jDj)) for lines 16-19. By Remark 4.48, the total number
of pointer olumns/verti al pointers that are introdu ed in Phase 1 is bounded by
jQj  jDj.
A simple analysis of Phase 2 shows that for ea h element ( eld/pointer/pointer
olumn) there is only a xed number of operations that is possibly applied (put the
element on a sta k, olour it, ompute/rede ne address, erase the element, he k
if element is only non-red olumn, or left-most non-red olumn et .). This is fairly
obvious, we just add some remarks. The horizontal pointers that are inspe ted
in line 344 are only inspe ted on e. In fa t these pointers belong to the se ond
non-red olumn of a given array; after nishing the a tual all to ELIM-PC this
olumn will be the rst olumn of the array, whi h shows that the same pointers
annot be inspe ted a se ond time in line 344. In lines 346 and 347, note that the
omputation of ea h olumn that has to be added to Isol-PC takes time O(log(jDj)),
by Remark 5.19. The same remark shows that ea h of the operations mentioned
above an be applied in time O(log(jDj)). Sin e the number of elements is bounded
by O(jQjjDj hD ) (general ase) and O(jQjjDj) (rigid queries, or labeling- omplete
queries over non-re ursive databases) respe tively, the result follows.

5.7 Implementation and Evaluation Issues
The algorithm des ribed in Se tion 5.4.2 has been implemented as a prototype in
Java. The status of the implementation is des ribed in the rst part of this se tion.
The algorithmi part was taken over almost literally, therefore we will only mention
some basi fa ts about the implementation of the data stru tures. In the se ond
part we will dis uss some additional possibilities for optimization, that are partially
based on existing work. We will end this se tion with remarks on erning the
evaluation of the algorithm.

Status of the Implementation
The algorithm des ribed in Se tion 5.4.2 has been fully implemented in Java 2
([Sun99℄) taking 4000 lines of ode. Java was the language of hoi e due to its
portability and spe ial on ern about XML and stru tured do uments: Java has
been developed to perform in a Web environment and in orporates therefore many
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pa kages for treating stru tured do uments, e.g. parsers for XML and HTML do uments. A se ond motivation was the existen e of lasses implementing data stru tures that we need to implement aggregates. We used the Java- lass TreeMap for
implementing ordered asso iation lists that are needed for elds in slots or for
pointer olumns in pointer arrays. TreeMap obje ts organize the elements as a balan ed binary tree sorted by their identi ers, and thus guarantee logarithmi a ess,
insertion and deletion. The third motivation was the expressive language provided
for implementing graphi al user interfa es (GUIs) that will be needed when implementing the graphi al retrieval model proposed in Chapter 6.
The points mentioned in this work that haven't been in luded so far in the
implementation are the following: (1) Implementation of the persistent data stru tures ( f. Se tion 5.2), (2) implementation of the optimizations ( f. Se tion 5.4.3),
(3) implementation of a GUI, and (4) implementation of the exploration te hniques
des ribed in Chapter 6. This means that the algorithm implemented so far is only
a proof of on ept, sin e it an not yet be onne ted to a persistent database storing the information about the do uments, and the input and output is so far only
text-based (what makes the on epts of aggregates in fa t unusable).
The reason for not yet onne ting the algorithm to a persistent storage is that the
logi al and physi al storage of the data has to be taken are of with great expertise.
De isions have to be made, whether management of the index stru tures is handled
with database management systems, be it relational, obje t-relational or obje toriented, or with dedi ated text indexing systems like Altavista's Sear h Intranet
Developer's Kit (Altavista SDK: [Alt99℄). A omprehensive omparison of all design
de isions that have to be made at this level, and the following implementation of
the index stru tures on the basis of the hosen persistent storage medium was not
possible in the given amount of time for this work.
We shall add that a new DFG proje t is dedi ated to the storage of treestru tured data, mainly stru tured do uments, and will implement and evaluate
the on ept and omputation of omplete answer aggregates fully, in luding persistent index stru tures and a GUI.

Additional Optimizations
We will now outline two general methods for optimization of the query evaluation
pro ess. One is based on the use of a grammar for query expansion and the se ond
gives two possibilities for using lters to redu e the set of paths returned by the
path sele tion index.

Using the Grammar
In many ases a grammar des ribing the hierar hi al stru ture of the relational
do ument stru ture is known, for example for all SGML and most XML do uments a
DTD (do ument type de nition) is provided. If this stru tural des ription is known,
it an be used in two ways for query optimization: (1) Mat hing the query with the
grammar in order to dete t unsatis ability before beginning the omputation of the
omplete answer aggregate, or (2) prepro essing the query with repla ing ertain
soft edges by rigid edges.
[Kil92℄ dis usses a method how to mat h the query against the produ tions in
the grammar in order to dete t in onsisten ies. The basi idea is the following: If,
for example, a query node has label A and one of its rigid hildren has label B ,
then there must exist a produ tion of the form A ) B . This pro edure an be
extended to soft edges by applying it re ursively.
The se ond idea, that is mentioned in [Kil92℄, is based on the observation that
rigid edges are treated more eÆ iently than soft edges by his algorithms. This is
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also the ase for our algorithm ( f. lines 108-119 and 446-449). The rst approa h
to this idea is to repla e a soft edge in the query by a rigid edge. Unfortunately,
it is only appli able in ertain ir umstan es. Consider a tree query ontaining an
atomi des endant formula x  y and labeling formulae M (x) and M (y). If the
grammar proves M to be nonperiodi and restri ts nodes with label M to appear
as hildren of nodes with label M only, we an repla e in the query the formula
x  y by x  y without hanging the omplete set of answers. In any other ase
this simple approa h is not appli able.
A se ond approa h on erns the transformation of tree queries that are not
data-an hored into data-an hored queries by repla ing soft edges by a hain of rigid
edges. Unfortunately this is not possible. Let us rst onsider as an illustration
the rst query (on the left) and the relational do ument stru ture in Example 3.31.
This query is not data-an hored. The repla ement of the soft edge between p and v
by a hain of rigid edges yields a data-an hored query: From an (assumed) grammar
we an derive that var nodes an only be hildren of body nodes who themselves
an only be hildren of pro nodes. But if we repla e the soft edge by a hain
spe ifying the pro -body-var sequen e, we result, e.g., in the query on the right
side, that has ertainly di erent answers in the relational do ument stru ture from
the original query. The reason for this di eren e is the periodi ity of the pro label.
We will now inspe t the general ase: Consider a query Q that is not data-an hored.
Then there exists a variable x in Q with a periodi label M and an edge x  y. A
database node d with label M may have des endants with label M in any level of
the relational do ument stru ture. Therefore we annot repla e the soft edge x  y
by a sequen e of edges, sin e one sequen e (with xed length) of rigid query edges
annot mat h all arbitrary long sequen es of database edges.
+
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Path Filtering Based on Labels
Query evaluation an be speeded up, if we an early dis ard paths that obviously
annot ontribute to answers. In [MS99a℄ and [SM99℄ new methods for ltering
the results of alls to index stru tures have been proposed for stru tured do ument
retrieval systems. The basi idea is to he k for every o urren e whether its inverted do ument path ontains all labels that are required by the respe tive query
path. This test is performed by adding to ea h o urren e stored in the path sele tion index additional information about the labels in its inverted do ument path
as bit strings. These bit strings do not require mu h spa e and an be ompared
eÆ iently with the labels required by the query path. We show how to apply this
generi me hanism to our algorithm: The path sele tion index returns for every all
a set of inverted do ument paths whose initial node meets the requirements of the
index all (lines 18 and 19). The additional label additional information is atta hed
to every path (during database onstru tion) and mat hed (during query evaluation) against the label requirements imposed by the a tual query path. Database
paths not meeting these requirements are removed from the path set and not further treated by the algorithm. Sin e the label information is en oded in bit strings,
mat hing an be exe uted very eÆ iently and storage of the additional label information is not very spa e onsuming.
Additionally, [MS99a℄ and [SM99℄ provide ompression te hniques for the added
bit strings and means to analyze the added value of integrating information about
a given label into the index stru ture. Labels with not enough added value an
be negle ted what makes the additional spa e demand smaller and the omparison
more eÆ ient.
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Path Filtering Based on Nodes
We will now propose a se ond modi ation that allows to early lter out inverted
do ument paths that annot ontribute to answers. In ontrast to the last modiation, path ltering based on nodes refers to the nodes that have already been
entered into the aggregate at a given time.
When treating a new query path Q , the bottom-most variable x of Q that
has o urred already in one of the earlier query paths is omputed. Here Aggx
is the bottom-most re ord with marker \old" in Q . (For the rst query path
treated during query evaluation no su h re ord exists and the optimization annot
be applied in this ase.) An inverse do ument path D 2 (Q ) an only be entered
su essfully if it ontains a node d su h that Aggx has a eld Aggx [d℄. Let us all
su h a path relevant. We show how to ompute the subset of relevant paths of
(Q ) in linear time.
Let hd ; : : : ; dm i denote the sequen e of nodes of the re ord Aggx , in pre-order
enumeration. An element d 2 fd ; : : : ; dm g is alled maximal i no an estor of d
belongs to fd ; : : : ; dm g. For ea h node dl 2 fd ; : : : ; dm g, the set of des endants
de nes an interval of the form [dl ; dl ℄ of the pre-order relation on D. Node dl is the
right-most leaf among the des endants of dl and an be obtained in onstant time
( f. Remark 5.18) using the formula d = predp (minsu (d)). (The expression
predp (e) stands for the prede essor of e with respe t to pre-order relation <p .) Two
intervals [dl ; dl ℄ and [dh ; dh ℄ are either disjoint or one is ontained in the other.
The intervals of maximal elements are pairwise disjoint and over all the intervals
of nodes in fd ; : : : ; dm g. The sequen e of all maximal elements dl , together with
the right boundaries dl of their intervals, an be omputed in time O(m). In fa t,
d is always maximal. On e we have found that dl is maximal, the rst element
of dl ; : : : ; dm that does not belong to [dl ; dl ℄ is the next maximal element of the
sequen e.
Obviously an inverted do ument path D 2 (Q ) with initial (bottom-most)
node e is relevant i e is in the pre-order interval [dl ; dl ℄ for a maximal node dl of
fd ; : : : ; dm g. Re all that the path sele tion index returns ea h set (Q ) ordered
a ording to the pre-order of the initial nodes. Let he ; : : : ; en i denote the sequen e
of all initial nodes of paths in (Q ), ordered in this way. Using one simultaneous
traversal of (the intervals asso iated with) the subsequen e of maximal nodes in
hd ; : : : ; dm i on the one hand and he ; : : : ; en i on the other hand we may lter out
the list of all relevant paths in time O(n + m)  O(jDj).
Sin e the number of query paths is bounded by jQj the total time- omplexity
of all ltering steps is bounded by O(jQj  jDj). This shows that the bound for
the worst- ase omplexity of the algorithm is not a e ted by this ltering. But we
an expe t an improvement of the average runtime sin e irrelevant query paths are
dete ted early, i.e. before it is tried to align them with the query path.
1
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A similar idea simply ompares the target andidates in the root re ord Aggy
(y is the root of the query) with the root nodes of the inverted do ument paths
returned by the path sele tion index. Inverted do ument paths hek ; : : : ; e i with a
root node e not o urring in Aggy annot be su essfully aligned with the query
path and are not treated further. The omparison between the root nodes and the
target andidates in Aggy an be omputed in time O(jDj) as before, sin e the
inverted do ument paths are ordered.
0

0

Evaluation Issues
An exhaustive evaluation of the algorithm was neither the goal of our work nor was
it possible in the given time for the following reasons: An elaborate evaluation of
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the algorithm's eÆ ien y requires very areful handling of the underlying storage
of the index stru tures as dis ussed in Se tion 5.7.
Another major problem for the evaluation pro ess is the availability of adequate do ument olle tions. In order to exploit the added value of our formalism
(as ompared to other, simpler stru tured do ument retrieval systems), the do ument olle tion has to be highly stru tured on a semanti level beyond layout
markup. This is the ase for legal do uments like law olle tions, for linguisti data
like orpora with parsed text, or for other s ienti or te hni al XML and SGML
appli ations. Appropriate olle tions exist but are not easy to a ess sin e they
often ontain internal ompany knowledge, that is not destined to be distributed
externally. Other evaluation studies (e.g. [FK99℄ and [WCB 00℄) used arti ial
do uments that were onstru ted randomly for evaluation purposes only on the
basis of statisti al assumptions. We do not think that this pro edure an re e t
a tual do ument olle tions. But it serves well to measure the basi behaviour of
the underlying system under varying parameters.
We are aware of the fa t that a new form of answer presentation as presented
in this work does not only need exhaustive eÆ ien y measuring but extensive user
a eptability studies even more. Only if users a ept the notion of omplete answer
aggregates and an exploit the added value provided, the formalism will prove su essful. But user a eptability studies are a time- and money onsuming pro ess
that ertainly are beyond the s ope of this work.
Nonetheless, the development of the notion of omplete answer aggregates led to
the establishment of a DFG proje t that will be on erned with the use of omplete
answer aggregates for retrieval of stru tured do uments. One of the proje t goals
is the evaluation of a system on the basis of real-world do ument olle tions.
+

5.8 Related Work
In this se tion we dis uss work related to the algorithm for evaluating queries. We
rst ompare our algorithm to Kilpelainen's original Tree Mat hing algorithms and
the similar behaviour of tree automata. In the se ond part we review results of two
pre eding works on erned with omplete answer aggregates, that have better time
omplexity results for queries without onstraints. In the se ond part we will make
some omments on the relation between omplete answer aggregates and onstraint
networks.

5.8.1 Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing Algorithms and BottomUp Tree Automata
Kilpelainen presented in [Kil92℄ a set of algorithms for the original Tree Mat hing formalism, ea h algorithm dedi ated to a spe ial Tree Mat hing problem, e.g.
ordered/unordered tree/path in lusion. He showed the unordered tree in lusion
problem to be NP- omplete. In Chapter 2 we saw that even for the problem lasses
where the de ision problem is not NP- omplete there are O(nq ) answers to a given
query and tree database due to the permutational phenomena. We ould improve
these negative results with minor modi ations in the notion of answers ( f. Se tion 3.4) and with the introdu tion of omplete answer aggregates. Con erning the
algorithms we an observe the following: Kilpelainen's algorithms are very similar
to bottom-up tree automata (e.g. [CDG 97, Pre98, GS84℄) that visit ea h node of
the input tree (the database) beginning with the leaves. The nodes of the input tree
are assigned states and a transition maps the states of the hildren of a node v together with an alphabet symbol atta hed to v to a state that is assigned to v. If the
tree automaton rea hes the root and assigns a state to it that is an a epting state,
+
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the tree is a epted by the automaton. Kilpelainens algorithms work very similar
for ea h database tree: Starting with the leaves they wander upwards through the
database tree, atta hing information to the nodes of the tree. In ea h upwards step
the information atta hed to the hildren of a node v and the label of v are ompared
with the requirements in the query, thus generating a pie e of information that is
atta hed to v. In fa t, the information atta hed to the database nodes are exa tly
the nodes of the query tree that are andidates for a possible mat h at the respe tive state of query evaluation. If the root ould be rea hed su essfully, a mat hing
tree is found.
We an observe an interesting symmetry between Kilpelainen's algorithms and
tree automata on the one hand and our algorithm on the other hand: The former
wander through the input tree (database tree) atta hing information (states or
query nodes, respe tively) to its nodes depending on the transition fun tion (query
tree), whereas the latter wanders through the query tree, atta hing information
(database nodes) to its nodes (represented as slots in an aggregate) depending
on the relational do ument stru ture. If we negle t the fa t that our algorithm
omputes omplete answer aggregates and assume that omplete answer aggregates
are just an intermediary data stru ture out of whi h the single answers are produ ed
as the a tual query result, it seems hard to say whi h approa h is in fa t more
eÆ ient. We an expe t the data stru ture of Kilpelainen's algorithms to be very
big espe ially in the beginning of the omputation. But sin e we are expli itly
on erned with omputing answer aggregates, we are anyway bound to follow the
approa h of atta hing information to query nodes (slots).

5.8.2 Queries Without Constraints
There are other omplexity results for the omputation of omplete answer aggregates for more spe ial ases. These results do not in lude the use of onstraints and
are to be found in [Meu98℄ and [MS00℄. In both arti les the pointer olumns are
organized as arrays instead of balan ed trees. Sin e in the situation of these artiles, horizontal pointers are not onsidered (due to the la k of order onstraints),
we only have dire t a ess to pointer olumns indexed by a target andidate d.
If horizontal pointers are involved we also need to nd the next non-red pointer
olumn, what an not be performed on arrays as eÆ iently as on balan ed trees.
Dire t a ess to given pointer olumns organized as arrays is in onstant time what
helps to improve on eÆ ien y for the ase without onstraints. [MS00℄ dis usses
omplete answer aggregates for general graph queries on graph databases. As a
spe ial ase, it gives a time omplexity of O(q  n  hD ) for omputing a omplete
answer aggregate for tree queries without onstraints. In the ase of rigid queries,
[Meu98℄ gives an even better time omplexity of O(q  n). This omplexity an be
improved with a hange of data stru ture and some algorithmi te hniques used in
this work to O(q  n). The relation between these two time omplexity results is the
same as stated in Theorem 5.20: When the query ontains no soft edges, the fa tor
hD disappears in the omplexity results.
3

5.8.3 Ar -Consisten y and Constraint Networks
In this se tion we investigate the lose relationship between omplete answer aggregates and onstraint networks as dis ussed, e.g., in [Ma 77, Mon74, MF85, MH86℄.
First we re all the basi de nitions for onstraint networks.
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Constraint Networks
De nition 5.21 Let D be a relational stru ture (in the general sense), i.e. a domain
D with a set CD of binary relations i  D  D. Then a onstraint network over D
is a tuple (Y; Dom; C ) where Y is a nite set of variables, Dom : Y ! 2D a fun tion
assigning every variable a subset of D as domain and C a set of triples h ij ; xkj ; xlj i
stating that variables xkj and xlj are onne ted with a ij - onstraint ( ij 2 CD ,
xkj ; xlj 2 Y ). A solution of a onstraint network is a variable assignment  for the
variables in Y so that for all triples h ; x; yi 2 C the relation ( (x);  (y)) holds in
D.
Example 5.22 The following illustration depi ts a onstraint network (Y; Dom; C )
with binary relations  and  . The domain is the set of nodes in the \Movie
Colle tion" in Appendix B.2.
+

m
b1

d1

h1

i1

+

s

k
b4

d4

h4

i4

b3
h9

b9

d9

d39

i6

i9

i17

b22

d26

d28

d30

d32

d34

i26

i28

i30

i32

+

t

(Y; Dom; C ) ontains four variables m; s; t; k 2 Y . Dom assigns domains to the variables, for example Dom(m) = fb1; d1; h1; i1g. C = fh; m; si; h ; s; ti; h ; m; kig
des ribes the onstraints between the variables. If we assume that the relation d  e
(d  e, resp.) holds i d* e (d* e) in the \Movie Colle tion", then the following
variable assignment is a solution to (Y; Dom; C ):
+

+

+

+

fm 7! i1; s 7! i4; m 7! i9; m 7! i30g
One goal in the eld of onstraint networks is to nd \minimal" networks in
the sense that only elements that an ontribute to solutions are ontained in the
domains of the variables. In this e ort various notions of onsisten y have been
investigated, together with algorithms for omputing \minimal" networks. We will
des ribe the notion of ar - onsisten y, whi h formalizes a lo al form of minimality:

De nition 5.23 A onstraint network (Y; Dom; C ) is ar - onsistent if for ea h
triple h ; x; yi 2 C the following onditions hold:
1. for ea h d 2 Dom(x) there exists e
and

2 Dom(y) su h that (d; e) holds in D,

2. for ea h e 2 Dom(y) there exists d 2 Dom(x) su h that (d; e) holds in D.
Note that, in general, ar - onsisten y does not imply global minimality in the
sense that every element ontributes to a solution. There are other, stronger notions of onsisten y implying global minimality, but whi h are not omputable efiently. Nonetheless, for the spe ial ase of tree-stru tured onstraint networks
ar - onsisten y does imply global minimality as de ned above.
A onstraint network (Y; Dom0 ; C ) is a re nement of (Y; Dom; C ) if Dom0 (x) 
Dom(x) for all x 2 Y . For ea h onstraint network (Y; Dom; C ) there exists a
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unique re nement (Y; Dom0 ; C ) that is ar - onsistent and maximal in the sense that
every other ar - onsistent re nement of (Y; Dom; C ) is a re nement of (Y; Dom0 ; C ).
This network will be alled the maximal ar - onsistent re nement of (Y; Dom; C ).
There exist various \ar - onsisten y algorithms" that ompute the maximal ar onsistent re nement of a given onstraint network (Y; Dom; C ) ([MH86, MF85℄).
The algorithm in [MH86℄ needs time O(e  n ) where e is the number of onstraints
in C and n is the maximal ardinality of a domain Dom(x).
2

Example 5.24 The onstraint network in Example 5.22 is not ar - onsistent. We
an see that, for example, h1 2 Dom(m) but there is no node e in Dom(k) so that
e is a des endant of h1. This means that the rst ondition in De nition 5.23 is
violated.
The following pi ture illustrates the maximal ar - onsistent re nement (Y; Dom0 ; C )
of the onstraint network in Example 5.22. Nodes that violated the onditions in
De nition 5.23 have been removed.
m
b1

d1

i1

+

s

k
b4

d4

i4

b22

d26

d28

d30

d32

d34

i26

i28

i30

i32

+

t

b9

d9

i6

i9

i17

Ar -Consistent Constraint Networks and Complete Answer Aggregates
There exists a simple orresponden e between a tree-shaped onstraint network
(Y; Dom; C ) and an aggregate Agg. The variables in Y orrespond to query variables, the target andidates in a slot orrespond to the elements in the domain
of a query variable and the onstraints (edge and other binary onstraints) in the
query orrespond to the onstraints of the onstraint network. Aggregates an be
on eived as onstraint networks, if we hose to remove the expli it links between
target andidates. In the other dire tion, a onstraint network yields an aggregate
if we expli itly add the links using the information about the relations extensions.
Example 5.25 The onstraint network in Example 5.22 orresponds to an aggregate
m

b1

s

s
t

b4

t

d4

t

h4

k s

d1

b9

d9

d39

h9

i6

k s

i1

k

b22 d26 d28 d30 d32

t
b3

h1

k

i4

t

s

k

i9

i17

d34 i26

i28

i30 i32
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for the following query (from Examples 4.10 and 4.16) retrieving keywords of movies
where Klaus Kinski was in the sta :

staff

movie

m

s

kw

k

Klaus Kinski t

(Note that the above aggregate is not the omplete answer aggregate for the query
and relational do ument stru ture in Appendix B.2.)
If we ex lude relations and onstraints (in the sense of De nition 3.8), it is also
fairly obvious that a omplete answer aggregate orresponds to an ar - onsistent
onstraint network. If we de ne for a given query the variables of the network
as the query variables, the onstraints as the edge onstraints of the query and
the domains for all variables in the onstraint network as the set of all nodes in
the do ument database having the appropriate label as stated in the query, an
algorithm omputing the maximal ar - onsistent re nement for this network yields
the omplete answer aggregate, if we add the links between target andidates.

Example 5.26 The omplete answer aggregate for the query in Example 5.25 and
the relational do ument stru ture in Appendix B.2 is
m

b1

s

s
t

b4

t

d4

k s

d1

s

i1

k

k

i4

t

k

b22 d26 d28 d30 d32

d34 i26

i28

i30 i32

t
b9

d9

i6

i9

i17

Note the orresponden e between the omplete answer aggregate and the ar onsistent onstraint network in Example 5.24. The only di eren e is that in the
omplete answer aggregate the pointers between the target andidates are represented expli itly, whereas in the onstraint network this information remains impli it.
From the above dis ussion we an on lude that the algorithm in Se tion 5.4 is an
ar - onsisten y algorithm for the spe ial ase of tree-stru tured onstraint networks.
And in fa t, a loser inspe tion of AC-2 ([MH86℄), an algorithm for omputing the
maximal ar - onsistent re nement of a onstraint network, reveals similarities on
an algorithmi level. This algorithm is based on the notion of \support": For every
element in a domain x information is kept, to how many elements in another domain
y it stands in a -relation, if the set C of onstraints in the network ontains the triple
h ; x; yi. If this value drops to zero the element has to be removed. This in ludes the
de rease of other elements' support values. The algorithm keeps for every element
a table, whi h other elements stand in a -relation to the given element. A lookup
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in this table reveals the elements whose support is de reased if an element has to be
removed. The table together with the support values orresponds to the links that
are atta hed to target andidates in aggregates. The situation that an element's
support value drops to zero orresponds to the situation that a target andidate
be omes isolated.
The fa t that the omputation of a omplete answer aggregate an be performed
in time O(q  n  h) if we have no onstraints (see Se tion 5.8.2), what orresponds
roughly to the time omplexity O(q  n ) of AC-2 on tree-stru tured onstraint
networks, emphasizes the orresponden e between the two on epts and algorithms.
Nonetheless, we think that even in the presen e of general ar - onsisten y algorithms for onstraint networks with similar time omplexity, our algorithm for omputing the omplete answer aggregate exploits the spe ial pe uliarities of stru tured
do uments better and has therefore advantages over the general ar - onsisten y algorithms:
2



Our algorithm an treat order onstraints. Although ar - onsisten y algorithms for onstraint networks an treat all kinds of onstraints, in luding
order onstraints, the notion of ar - onsisten y is, due to its limitation to loal in onsisten ies, not as strong as the notion of omplete answer aggregates
if order onstraints are involved. This is due to the fa t that the in orporation
of order onstraints gives the onstraint network an overall stru ture that is
in general not a tree stru ture. In this ase the maximal ar - onsistent re nement of a onstraint network may ontain elements that annot ontribute to
a solution due to global in onsisten ies.



In our algorithm the onstru tion of the aggregate and the insertion of target andidates is interleaved with the removal of isolated target andidates,
whereas in ar - onsisten y algorithms the two pro esses are divided. Interleaved onstru tion and removal has the advantage that many target andidates an be removed early, thus speeding up the omputation, and that
many nodes are not entered into the aggregate at all sin e the alignment
pro ess stops beforehand.



Our algorithm is onstru ted in a way that it an exploit the index stru tures
in many ways. This gives a great advantage against the generi ar - onsisten y
algorithms that do not provide an interfa e to index stru tures.
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Chapter 6

Using Complete Answer
Aggregates
In this hapter we dis uss the possible uses of omplete answer aggregates with their
bene t and added value for the user in the querying pro ess. Sin e the retrieval
of stru tured do uments has a strong similarity to queries in Database Systems
(DBS) on the one hand and querying Information Retrieval (IR) systems on the
other hand, we will rst take a loser look at the retrieval pro ess in these two
paradigms.

6.1 The Retrieval Pro ess in DBS and IR
We an now des ribe the retrieval pro esses in DBS and IR in more detail. DBS
([Ull89℄) store data in the form of relations. Retrieving data in DBS means to lo ate
the data in the relations. A query des ribes the relational properties the data has
with respe t to the s hema of the data stored. IR systems ([BYRN99b, vR79,
Fuh92, SM83, FBY92b℄) store information in the form of do uments. Retrieving
informations means to lo ate do uments ontaining the information being sear hed
for. A query des ribes the information need of the user, in most ases in the form
of keywords that des ribe the relevant do uments.
Starting point for the retrieval pro ess in both DBS and IR is an information
need of the user. Before des ribing the retrieval pro ess in more detail we will
review a lassi ation of information needs by Mizzaro ([Miz98℄). This framework
will elu idate the pe uliarities of the retrieval pro ess in DBS on the one hand and
IR on the other hand.
Mizzaro distinguished four manifestations of information needs:
1

2

Real information need (RIN) expresses the pie e of information that a user
needs to solve a \problemati situation".
Per eived information need (PIN) is a ognitive representation of the RIN
and an di er from the RIN due to in orre t per eption or representation.
Expressed information need (EIN) is the utteran e or representation in natural language of the the PIN.
1 We refer in this hapter to relational DBS that represent the bigger part and the industrial
mainstream in DBS.
2 We only refer to the pure retrieval aspe t of DBS, negle ting the onstru tion and manipulation
aspe ts of queries in DBS.
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Formalized information need (FIN) is the formalization of the EIN in the form
of a query that is a submitted to an IR system.
During the retrieval pro ess the information need undergoes transformation proesses from the RIN to nally the FIN. In iterative retrieval models (used in IR)
this pro ess is also subje t to feedba ks, sin e a user may hange his or her PIN
after inspe tion of a query result.
We an observe that DBS only take the EIN and FIN into a ount. This is a
reasonable assumption sin e queries to DBS operate on purely synta ti , uninterpreted stru tures. The retrieval pro ess is linear, i.e. the user formulates a query
then inspe ts the result, a set of tuples, afterwards. The user has to know the
stru ture (s hema) of the data and the query syntax in order to be in a position to
formulate the query, i.e. to transform his or her EIN to a FIN. This transformation
pro ess an be supported, for example in QBE (Query by Example, [Zlo75℄) or with
DataGuides ([GW97℄), a formalism helping the user to formulate queries in Lore
([MAG 97℄) a database system for semistru tured data.
In IR, the retrieval pro ess is typi ally an iterative pro ess. The user formulates
the query ( ontaining little or no stru ture at all), inspe ts the result and then
reformulates the query. This reformulation is based on the impa t of the result
inspe tion on PIN, EIN, or FIN, i.e. the user may hange his or her per eption of
the information need, the ognitive representation of the information need or the
formalization of the information need. A hange in one of the three manifestations
entails in general a hange in the query formulation. The involvement of RIN and
PIN in the IR pro ess, as opposed to the DBS retrieval pro ess, an be explained
by the di erent nature of what is sear hed for: DBS are on erned with data, a
synta ti al on ept on the level of FIN, whereas IR supports the user in sear hing
for information, a on ept learly beyond the levels of expressed or formalized information needs. The result of a query is ordered a ording to the omputed relevan e
of the single answers with respe t to the formulated query. This fa t again owes to
the very spe ial nature of information, as opposed to data. Information a essed in
IR is poorly stru tured or ontains no stru ture at all. It is a essed in an impreise way by des ribing the ontent of a do ument, e.g. by stating keywords. It is
by no means obvious, neither for man nor for ma hine, what ontent a do ument
ontains and whi h do uments are relevant with respe t to an information need.
Sin e there is no sharp boundary between relevant and irrelevant do uments to a
query, impre ise measures of relevan e proved itself as a useful and natural tool to
deal with this problem. The result an then be ranked a ording to the impre ise
relevan e values.
Sin e the retrieval of stru tured do uments in orporates aspe ts from DBS as
well as from IR, we should aim towards a retrieval pro ess that re e ts the pe uliarities of both the DBS retrieval pro ess and the IR retrieval pro ess, the data- entered
view of DBS and the user- entered view of IR. We will elaborate in the sequel how
omplete answer aggregates support this.
+

6.2 An Iterative Two-Step Retrieval Pro ess
We will introdu e a model of an iterative two-step retrieval pro ess that allows
the user to reformulate the query and investigate the query result on a graphi al
level. We put a fo us on the graphi al intera tion, sin e we think a visual approa h
an dire tly address the per eived information need and thus support the user in
his navigation and manipulation in a omplex information spa e as onstituted by
stru tured do uments. The model developed here is urrently in the pro ess of being
implemented and should be understood as a requirements analysis rather than a
system des ription. Other resear h on visual interfa es for DBS and IR systems
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(e.g. [GW98, GW97, CCD 99, BYRN99 , Shn98, ABY98, BYNVdlF98, CSC97,
CCLB95, GPT93℄) on rms this deliberation.
+

6.2.1 The Sphere of Interest
We divide the retrieval pro ess into two steps: In a rst step, the user de nes with a
ri h query (i.e. many nodes with few restri tions) a sphere of interest represented by
the omplete answer aggregate as the retrieval result. In a se ond step, this omplete
answer aggregate is explored and manipulated in order to explore the topology
and information ontained in the sphere of interest. Examples for exploration and
manipulation te hniques are given in this hapter. All of these te hniques operate on
a graphi al level in order to support the user in intuitively gaining more insight into
the sphere of interest. With this new insight the user is in a position to reformulate
the original query (based on hanges in the PIN, EIN, or FIN) and thus iterate the
retrieval pro ess until the query result is satisfying.
Goldman and Widom proposed in [GW98℄ a similar model for an iterative twostep retrieval pro ess for querying semistru tured data. We ompare it with our
model in Se tion 6.2.5.
With the use of global omparator fun tions and displaying the node database
in a spe ial tree window, the user may leave to a ertain extent the lo al sphere of
interest de ned by the omplete answer aggregate if properties of target andidates
have to examined that are not a essible in the omplete answer aggregate.

6.2.2 The Graphi al User Interfa e
The graphi al intera tion with the retrieval environment is a key aspe t that supports the user in his or her retrieval task. We will brie y dis uss the graphi al user
interfa e (GUI). The following pi ture illustrates a non-fun tional prototype of the
GUI.

The GUI is divided into distin t windows, ea h of them dedi ated to visualize
di erent types of obje ts:
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The query window depi ts the user query in a graphi al tree representation. It allows intera tive query formulation by onstru ting the query tree
in a style like le browsers by adding or removing hildren to sele ted nodes.
Constraints, labels, variables, and additional information like attributes an
be formulated in a hybrid graphi al and textual way by sele ting nodes and
entering the orresponding text.



The aggregate window shows the sphere of interest (the omplete answer
aggregate) de ned by the user query. Target andidates, edges and slots may
be sele ted with the mouse.



The text window shows textual ontent of sele ted nodes. This may also
involve attribute values or other textual information atta hed to nodes. The
text an be displayed in a formatted way, supposed that stylesheets exist. In
the illustration above a Web browser is used as the text window.

In addition to these three entral window lasses the following three may be employed for more sophisti ated tasks. Some of the features of theses two advan ed
window lasses require IR te hniques that have not been dis ussed in this work. We
will not go into detail for these te hniques, sin e we would only like to mention that
it is possible to mix these advan ed te hniques with the retrieval model introdu ed
here.



The tree window an depi t relational do ument stru tures. This an either
be the underlying do ument database or parts of it, hosen for example by
sele ting a node in the aggregate window.



The topology window an arrange nodes a ording to a given distan e measure on a two-dimensional plane. A ommon distan e measure is the semanti
relatedness that an be omputed by IR te hniques based on keywords. The
nodes displayed here may be all nodes from do ument database, or a subset
de ned by sele ting nodes in one of the other windows.



The ranked aggregate window an display some relevan e information
about how relevant a target andidate is for the given part of the query. This
an visualized by hanging the order, size, texture, et . of the target andidates
in the aggregate. There exists no formal a ount yet on how to integrate the
notion of relevan e into the logi al Tree Mat hing framework wit omplete
answer aggregates, see Se tion 7.2 for a short dis ussion.

There may be more windows of the same lass depi ting distin t or the same obje ts
in di erent views. Intera tion between the windows is organized by sele tion of an
obje t in one window and sending it to another window. This pro ess may reate
dependen ies between windows or obje ts in distin t windows, that may trigger
automati updates on ertain hanges. Obje ts an be displayed in di erent ways
in the windows, re e ting di erent views upon the obje t.

6.2.3 Queries
Queries are entered in a graphi al way into the query window. Two distin t queries
may be ombined by inserting one query as subtree under a sele ted query node
of the other query. We use query nodes without variables to express existentially
quanti ed nodes (see Se tion 3.3.2).
In order to support the user in query formulation two possibilities ome to mind:
In grammar-dire ted query formulation the user is only allowed to formulate
queries that have a solution in a relational do ument stru ture des ribed by the
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grammar (see also Se tion 5.7). If the user wants for example to add a hild
to a node that annot have hildren, he is informed by the system that this is
not possible. A tree or text window may display the grammar and highlight the
position where the on i t o urred. The se ond possibility, template-dire ted
query formulation, uses pre-formulated queries that an be used as templates for
further reformulation. Templates are olle ted in an annotated template library
and may be ombined.
3

Example 6.1 The following two query templates des ribe a tors in a movie and
keywords of a movie, respe tively:
movie

m

movie

staff

s

ontent

a tor

a

keywords

name n

m

keyword

kw
k

word w

They an be ombined to the following query:
movie

m

staff

s

ontent

a tor

a

keywords

name n

keyword

kw
k

word w

6.2.4 Exploration Te hniques
This se tion des ribes te hniques for exploring the sphere of interest, i.e. omplete
answer aggregates. This involves presenting omplete answer aggregates in di erent
views. The original omplete answer aggregate de ned by the orresponding query
is not hanged, but only presented in di erent ways to the user. Nonetheless, we
sometimes speak about removing target andidates from an aggregate, although we
mean only the removal form the a tual view. The view onto a omplete answer
aggregate an be hanged in rementally resulting in a view that is not a omplete
answer aggregate, not even an aggregate in the stri t sense of the de nition. But
we refrain from reformulating the de nitions in order to handle the more general
stru tures treated here, sin e the similarities to aggregates are lose enough to be
obvious.
Most of the following te hniques have their ounterpart in the relational algebra
or in SQL-like languages. This relation is dis ussed in Se tion 6.2.5. Note that
most operations ould also be part of the query language, instead of triggering
them intera tively.
3 This requires, that a grammar des ribing the stru ture of the do ument database is known.
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In some of the te hniques introdu ed in the sequel we make use of an external
fun tion f on database nodes or target andidates. This fun tion maps database
nodes or target andidates onto a given set in order to make them omparable.
With the help of this fun tion we an perform for example sorting or grouping of
target andidates based on various riteria, de ned by the fun tion f . If the domain
of f is the set of database nodes, we say that the orresponding operation is global
be ause then the fun tion an a ess all properties of the nodes stored in the node
database, e.g. number and identity of hildren, attributes, et . If the domain of
f is the set of target andidates, then the orresponding operation is lo al sin e
the value of f an only depend on information a essible in the omplete answer
aggregate, e.g. number and identity of hildren of a target andidate (i.e. target
andidates pointed at with horizontal pointers). This di erentiation is useful sin e
in some ases the user want to refer to the sphere of interest only (\How many
movies of interest...?") and sometimes to the do ument database as a whole (\How
many movies in total...?"). For the sake of referen e we all these fun tions (lo al
or global) omparators. Comparators an (and in most ases have to) be partial
fun tions. If the omparator value of a node or target andidate is needed but not
de ned the operation an not be performed.
We use omparators in three operations: (1) For sorting, target andidates are
mapped to natural numbers, e.g. the textual ontent (representing a date) to an
integer representation, or mapping a target andidate to the number of hildren it
has (in the aggregate or in the node database). (2) For restri tion, target andidates are mapped to Boolean values depending on ertain properties of the target
andidates, e.g. the truth value of \its ontained text represents a date that is newer
than '1.1.80"', or of \it has at least three hildren (in the aggregate or in the node
database)". (3) For grouping, target andidates are mapped to an arbitrary domain
representing the property on the basis of whi h target andidates are grouped, e.g.
an integer domain where the target andidate is mapped to the number of hildren
it has (in the aggregate or in the node database), or a string domain where the
aggregate is mapped to the text it ontains.
Note that omparator fun tions are in general invisible to the user. They are
only used as a means to explain the following te hniques in a simpli ed way. The
user hooses operations like sort or group without having to use or even know
about the existen e of a omparator fun tion. Comparators bear some resemblan e
to the on ept of type oer ion, for example used in the Lore system ([MAG 97,
AQM 97℄), a database system for semistru tured data.
The explanation of the exploration te hniques will be based on examples in the
most ases, in order to point out the advantage of having a visual manipulation
language.
+

+

Degrees of Detail
When a omplete answer aggregate is presented the user has the hoi e of how
detailed it is presented. Every slot may ontain






only the number of target andidates residing in it,
the target andidates but not the links between them,
the target andidates with the verti al links, or
the target andidates with all links (horizontal and verti al).

It is possible to spe ify for ea h slot on its own the way it presents itself to the user.
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Example 6.2 Consider the query Q retrieving all a tors having ostarred with
Barbara Steele in a role more important (re e ted by the order in the enumeration
of a tors) together with the respe tive movie title:

t

title

movie

m

a tor

a

a

a tor

1

<lr

2

Steele s

We give as examples the four views upon the omplete answer aggregate for Q and
the relational do ument stru ture in Appendix B.2. We begin with the less detailed
degree, showing only the number of target andidates in ea h slot.
m
2

t

a1

a2

2

2

4

s
2

In a more detailed view the user an see the target andidates and has a ess to
them for further exploration and manipulation.
m
a1

t

a2

a1

f2

a8

f1

a10

a12

f8

a2

s

a14

f10

a15

f11

The next aggregate shows the links between the target andidates that represent
the lo al dependen ies.
m
t

t
a2

f2

a1

a1

a1

a8

a2 t

a10

a12

a1

f1

f8

a2

a2
s

a14 s

f10

a15

f11

s
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The last aggregate shows all information in luding the order information maintained
by the target andidates:
m
t

t
a2

f2

a1

a1

a1

a8

a2 t

a10

a1

a12

f1

f8

a2

a2
s

a14 s

f10

a15

f11

s

Textual Content
So far the (intermediate) retrieval result presented with omplete answer aggregates
is on a very abstra t level: The user does not know the textual ontent of the
presented target andidates. This situation resembles an answer to a sear h engine
query to the World Wide Web, where the user is presented a list of links as answers.
Only by following the links he or she will see the a tual ontent of the do uments.
We will present a similar me hanism with a variation of two possibilities: The user
sends the ontent (or attributes) to a text window, or displays it in the omplete
answer aggregate itself. The latter possibility, whi h may involve te hnologies like
keyword extra tion used in IR and Web sear h engines, or a simple abbreviation of
the parti ipating strings, is illustrated in Example 6.3. For the former option the
user sele ts one or more nodes in the omplete answer aggregate (or a tree window
or topology window, if this is supported) and sends them to a text window. The text
window displays the textual ontent or attributes, if possible in formatted style. As
an option the text of the whole do ument ontaining the sele ted target andidate
is displayed and the text belonging to the sele ted target andidate is highlighted.

Example 6.3 The following aggregate shows the textual ontent of some of the
target andidates:
m
t

a1

a1

a2 t

a1

f1

a1

t
8 1/2

Pit and the Pendulum

a2

a2
Mastroianni Aimee Cardinale Price

s

a14 s

f10

a15

f11

s

Controlled Enumeration of Answers
In some ases the user may want to have an enumeration of all answers. He or
she may restri t the enumeration to ontain one ore more sele ted nodes in the
aggregate. The result of the enumeration is displayed in a text window.
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Slot Hiding
In order to gain a better overview slots may be hidden. This orresponds to the
existential quanti ation of the respe tive variable dis ussed in Se tion 3.3.2. If a
slot is hidden, it may be ne essary to inherit the links of its target andidates. The
root slot may not be hidden. In Example 6.3 the user may want to hide slots a
and s in order to have a better overview, sin e he or she already spe i ed in the
query that Barbara Steele shall be ontained in the text nodes appearing slot s and
thus loses no information in hiding this part of the aggregate.
2

Sorting
It is possible to hange the order of the target andidates in a slot of a omplete
answer aggregate. This order an follow semanti values like dates or numbers that
are ontained in elements or attributes, or it may refer to stru tural properties, i.e.
the number of hildren/links a target andidate has. This depends on the nature
of the a tual omparator f that has to map target andidates or database nodes
to natural numbers. The target andidates in the slot are sorted a ording to their
omparator values. An example for lo al ordering based on stru ture an be found
in Example 6.13.

Example 6.4 Consider the omplete answer aggregate in Example 6.3. The user
may want to sort the movie titles in slot t a ording to the year of produ tion.
This is a global ordering, sin e the year information is not lo ally available in the
omplete answer aggregate: The node database has to be employed. The underlying
omparator maps every database node to the integer value of the textual ontent
of a sibling with label year. The resulting view on the omplete answer aggregate
is the following:
m
t

a1

a1

a2 t

a1

f1

a1

t
Pit and the Pendulum

8 1/2

a2

a2
Mastroianni Aimee Cardinale Price

s

a14 s

f10

a15

f11

s

Hiding Target Candidates
In order to improve the overview the user may want to ex lude sele ted target
andidates from the aggregate. The aggregate window presents then a \ leaned"
view of the aggregate, where all depending target andidates are also hidden. The
pro edure CLEAN an be employed for this task.

Example 6.5 Consider the omplete answer aggregate in Example 6.3. The user
sele ts target andidate Pit and the Pendulum and hides it. The resulting aggregate
is the following:
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m
t

a1

a1

a2

a1

t

a2

8 1/2

Mastroianni Aimee Cardinale

s

a14

s
a15

Restri tion
We an also hide target andidates on a more abstra t level, i.e. hide target target
andidates that do or do not meet ertain requirements. The requirements are
formalized with the help of a omparator mapping target andidates or database
nodes to Boolean values. Target andidates that are mapped to false are removed
from the a tual presentation of aggregate.
Example 6.6 Consider the omplete answer aggregate in Example 5.26. We may
restri t the view to movies produ ed in 1980 or later. This is a global restri tion,
sin e the produ tion date is not dire tly available in the omplete answer aggregate.
The underlying omparator is almost the same as in Example 6.4 with the addition
that the numeri value of the year is ompared with 1980 in order to yield a Boolean
result.
m

b1

s

s
t

b4

k

k

i4

t

i1

s

k

b22

i26

i28

i30 i32

t
b9

i6

i9

i17

Example 6.7 Consider a query retrieving general information about dire tors and
genres of movies:
movie

dire tor

d1

m

genre

g1

d
g
The omplete answer aggregate, where slots d1 and g1 are hidden and the genres
and dire tors are grouped a ording to their textual ontent (see the next paragraph
for a de nition of this) is
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m
d

a1

b1

g d

c1

g d

d1

g d

e1

g d

f1

g d

g d

g1

d

g d

h1

g d

i1

g d

j1

g

g
Fellini Herzog Murnau Vadim Corman Kinski Bava

Drama Documentary Horror

Adventiure

Sci-Fi

(We will later see operations how the dire tor-genre relation an be made even more
expli it.) We an restri t this aggregate to target andidates in the movie slot with
at least two genre- hildren (in the a tual aggregate). The underlying omparator
maps every target andidate to the number of its hildren (in the aggregate) and
ompares this value with two. This restri tion is lo al sin e its requirement is
restri ted to the a tual aggregate and results in the aggregate
m
d

g1

d

g d

h1

g

g
Herzog

Vadim

Drama

Adventure

Sci-Fi

Equivalen e Classes (Grouping)
We will now introdu e a very powerful operation that allows to group target andidates. Sometimes we want to identify distin t target andidates based on some of
their properties (formalized by omparators). Target andidates that are grouped
into one lass are displayed as one node and inherit all stru tural relationships from
the set of representants they in orporate. This an be done for two purposes.
 To enhan e the overview: We might for example ollapse di erent text nodes
with the same textual ontent. This method is elaborated in Example 6.8.



To make knowledge expli it: The user might for example not are for the
details of the single movies, but is interested in a more general lassi ation
of the movies by their dire tors. An example is found in Example 6.9.
We illustrate the te hnique with two examples before explaining it more formally.
Example 6.8 In the query in Example 6.7 the user asked for general information
about dire tors and genres of movies. The omplete answer aggregate for this query
ontains target andidates in slots d and g with equal textual ontent:
m
d

a1

g d

b1

g d

c1

g d

d1

g d

e1

g d

f1

g d

d

g1

g d

h1

g d

i1

g

d

j1

g

g
Fellini Herzog Murnau Herzog Vadim Corman Vadim Herzog Kinski Bava

Dr Doc Ho Ho Ho Ho Ad SF

Ad Dr Dr Ho

We get a better overview if we present all nodes with the same textual ontent
ollapsed into one node, as illustrated in Example 6.7.

Example 6.9 Beginning with the aggregate in the Example 6.7, the user might
want to group movies a ording to their dire tors. The resulting aggregate is depi ted in the following gure. One node in the slot m now orresponds to a set of
movies all dire ted by the same dire tor. Note that the target andidates of the
slots d and g have already been ollapsed. This means that we now have a ollapse
operation on every slot: Slots d and g are ollapsed a ording to the textual ontent
of the target andidates, whereas target andidates in slot m are grouped a ording to their ( ollapsed) hildren in slot d. The underlying omparator maps target
andidates to the textual ontent of their dire tor hild.
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m
d

g d

g d

d

g d

g

d

g

d

g d

g

g
Fellini Herzog Murnau Vadim Corman Kinski Bava

Drama Documentary Horror

Adventure

Sci-Fi

The te hnique of grouping is appli able to many properties of the target andidates in luding, for example, attributes. Imagine that every movie element in the
do ument olle tion has a ountry attribute stating in whi h ountry the movie was
produ ed. We an then, inside our de ned sphere of interest, investigate features of
a ountries lm produ tion, e.g. genres, a tors, keywords, et ., instead of examining
features of the single lms.
We will now de ne the grouping (with its spe ial ase ollapsing) operation more
formally:

De nition 6.10 Let f be a omparator. We say that two nodes u and v are f equivalent (u  v) i f (u) = f (v). We denote with [u℄f (or [u℄ if f is xed) the set
of all nodes f -equivalent to u. An aggregate Agg0 derives from an aggregate Agg
by grouping on f in slot x in the following way: The ontent of all slots apart from
slot x remains un hanged. If slot x in Agg ontains target andidates d ; : : : ; dn it
does now ontain the set f[d ℄; : : : ; [dn ℄g as target andidates in no spe ial order.
These target andidates are linked to target andidates in hildren slots of x in the
following way: [di ℄ has a link to target andidate e in a hild slot y of x i exists dj
(1  j  n) that has a link to e in y.
If the fun tion f maps every node to its textual ontent (for stru tural nodes the
textual ontent is inherited from their des endants) we say that Agg0 derives from
Agg by ollapsing x i Agg0 derives from Agg by grouping on f in x.
1

1

Remark 6.11 One important observation about ollapsing target andidates is
that we an simulate databases with a DAG stru ture as for example employed in
databases for semistru tured data (whi h an even have a y li stru ture, [ABS99,
Su 98, Abi97, Bun97℄). Sin e our model is limited to trees, we have sometimes
multiple database obje ts (nodes) referring to only one obje t in the real world.
With ollapsing target andidates this is made invisible to the user as illustrated
in Examples 6.8 and 6.7. In addition, we have the advantage that we only have
to ollapse the target andidates in the sphere of interest, what an be performed
eÆ iently due to the relative small size of a realisti omplete answer aggregate
ompared to the full relational do ument stru ture. In omparison, a system based
on semistru tured data, that uses a olle tion of stru tured do uments to ll a
database, has to make this obje t identity expli it by ollapsing (if the obje t identity is not made expli it in the olle tion itself by ID/IDREF pointers). It is not
sure whether this operation an be done in a eptable time over all nodes of the
do ument olle tion sin e we have to ompare pairwisely the textual ontents of all
nodes in the do ument olle tion.
Slot Repla ement
Under some ir umstan es we may even rearrange the outer stru ture of the aggregate (and hide the root slot, too) in order to make dependen ies more expli it.
This is done by repla ing one slot by another. We illustrate this te hnique with an
example before explaining it in more detail.
Example 6.12 Consider the aggregate from Example 6.7. We would like to present
the relation between dire tors and genres more expli itly. This an be done by
repla ing the slot m with the slot d, yielding the aggregate
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d
Fellini Herzog Murnau Vadim Corman Kinski Bava
g

g

g

g

g

g

g

g
Drama Documentary Horror

Adventure

Sci-Fi

This aggregate obviously does not retain the original hierar hi stru ture of the
query and the target andidates.
The operation behind slot repla ement is the following: We an hose to repla e
a parent slot x with hildren y ; : : : ; yk by one of its hild slots yi with hildren
z ; : : : ; zm . Slot x is removed and repla ed by slot yi with all target andidates in
slot yk . Every target andidate in slot yi now has pointers to target andidates in
slots z ; : : : ; zm and y ; : : : ; yi ; yi ; : : : ; yk . The pointers to slots z ; : : : ; zm are
the same as in the original aggregate. A target andidate d in slot xi has a pointer
to target andidate e in slot yj (j 6= i) i there existed a target andidate in the
original slot x with a pointer to d and to e.
We now an give a se ond example for sorting of target andidates:
1

1

1

1

1

+1

1

Example 6.13 Imagine that we want the target andidates in slot d of the above
aggregate to be ordered a ording to the number of genres they dominate, i.e. we
want order dire tors a ording to their variety in genres. This is a lo al ordering
yielding the aggregate
d
Fellini Herzog Murnau Vadim Corman Kinski Bava
g

g

g

g

g

g

g

g
Drama Documentary Horror

Adventure

Sci-Fi

Layout Optimization
If the user does not are for the order of the target andidates inside the slot or of
the pointers, he or she an hoose a form of presentation that tries to order these
elements in a way that makes it easier for a human to understand the relations.
The arrangement of target andidates is omputed automati ally, e.g. by trying to
minimize rossing links. Alternatively, the user ould arrange the target andidates
by hand.

Example 6.14 The aggregate of Example 6.12 in a optimized layout is depi ted
in the following illustration:
d
Fellini Kinski Herzog Vadim Murnau Corman Bava
g

g

g

g

g

g

Adventure

Sci-Fi

g

g
Drama
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6.2.5 Related Work
This se tion ompares our basi query language augmented with the operations
de ned in this se tion with the relational algebra [Ull89℄ and a new work on querying
semistru tured data with a similar avour.

Exploration Te hniques and the Relational Algebra
As mentioned in the beginning of the last se tion, most exploration te hniques
introdu ed here on a visual level for omplete answer aggregates have a ounterpart
in the relational algebra or in SQL-like languages. This se tion will elaborate on
this orresponden e further, although it is for the most operations obvious.
SQL overs the ve basi operations of the relational algebra, proje tion, Cartesian produ t, union, di eren e and sele tion, and in addition so- alled aggregation
operators, avg, ount, sum, min, max and group, that go beyond the expressivity
of the relational algebra. We will rst dis uss the operations of the relational algebra. Hiding of variables is a standard te hnique in DBS generally known under
the term proje tion. The te hnique named here restri tion an be found in the
relational algebra named sele tion. Slot repla ement is a spe ial ase of the join
whi h itself is a spe ial of the Cartesian produ t (and sele tion). Another spe ial
ase of the join o urs in query formulation where we an spe ify onditions about
two or more subtrees of a query node. Our framework is ertainly not relationally
omplete sin e we do not over the full Cartesian produ t nor union or di eren e.
Possibilities for integrating the latter two operations in at least a limited way are
dis ussed in Chapter7.
We an re ognize the SQL-aggregation operators ount, and group, respe tively, in the less detailed view on aggregates that shows only the number of target
andidates inside a slot, and in the equivalen e relations that an be de ned (Examples 6.8 and 6.9). The other four aggregation operators an be in orporated into
our framework in the same style. The SQL fun tion sort has its equivalent in our
model in the sorting of target andidates in the slots (Examples 6.4 and 6.13),
The above remarks show that the basi te hniques underlying the exploration
te hniques are well-known in the eld of DBS. The novelty omes from the way
they are visually applied to the new data stru ture omplete answer aggregates.
Goldman's and Widom's Intera tive Retrieval Model
In [GW98℄ Goldman and Widom presented a retrieval model for semistru tured
data with a strong similarity to the retrieval model proposed in this hapter. Their
model proposes an iterative two-step retrieval pro ess as well, with the rst step
being a simple query to begin a sear h and the se ond step being an iterative
exploration pro ess into the results returned by the rst step. The se ond step
an be performed on a fully visual level using a data stru ture alled DataGuides
([GW97℄) that des ribe the stru tural regularities of semistru tured data (in this
ase a view onto the omplete database de ned by the query in the rst step and
the later exploration steps) as a tree that an be expanded on demand. The model
is based on and employs the Lore database system ([MAG 97℄), a database system
for semistru tured data.
Goldman's and Widom's model is simpler than the framework proposed here,
sin e it is dire ted towards inexperien ed, asual Web users trying to nd a pie e
of information in a Web site unknown to them. The initial query ontains no
stru tural information but onsists of keywords only (though these keywords may
mat h node labels as well). In [GW98℄ only one keyword is allowed in the initial
query though the authors plan to extend the model to at least queries with multiple
keywords. The browsing pro ess of step two is more or less one-dimensional (in the
+
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sense des ribed in Se tion 1.3), sin e the user always fo uses onto one result set.
In this way, Goldman's and Widom's model is more a fa ility in supporting the
user in nding a pie e of information in an information spa e de ned by a Web site
rather than a tool for visualizing and exploring omplex information spa es with
a strong weight on making dependen ies expli it what is the aim of the retrieval
model proposed in this hapter.
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Chapter 7

Open Questions and Loose
Ends
In this hapter we will dis uss open problems that are not treated in the rest of this
work but an serve as a starting point for future work. We begin with onsiderations
about in luding disjun tions and negations into the query language, dis uss the
in orporation of a notion of relevan e into our model, and end with some remarks
about an algebrai foundation of the visual operations de ned in Chapter 6.

7.1 Enri hing the Query Language
We began with de ning the full rst-order logi as a query language for relational
do ument stru tures. In order to fo us on the key aspe ts and to present an eÆient evaluation algorithm, we restri ted the query language to tree queries, that
ontained no logi al onne tives apart from onjun tion and existential quanti ation. Chapter 6 extended this restri ted query language and introdu ed a family of
graphi al operations on omplete answer aggregates that an be seen as an extension of the query language. We saw that the resulting query formalism provides
enough expressivity to formulate powerful and sophisti ated queries on relational
do ument stru tures. Nonetheless, we should think about in orporating more of
the original, permissive logi al query language in order to improve on expressivity.
We will informally dis uss two logi al onne tives and see that they onform with
the on ept of omplete answer aggregates and the basi requirement of eÆ ient
evaluation.
1

7.1.1 Negation
A natural desire in query formulation is the ex lusion of ertain nodes. This is
expressed with the logi al negation :. In Chapter 6 we already showed how to
remove target andidates using a omparator fun tion f . We did not spe ify exa tly
what properties of a target andidate or database node a omparator may take into
a ount in order to ompute the value of a node. This se tion dis usses a possibility
for a more formal implementation of negation in our framework. We will restri t the
dis ussion to a simple lass of formulae ontaining negation, where an integration
into our framework is obvious.
1 In fa t, all operations de ned in Chapter 6 an be formalized as part of an extended query
language.
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De nition 7.1 Let Q = ( ; ~x ) and Q = ( ; ~x ) be lo al tree queries so that ~x
and ~x have exa tly one variable y in ommon. Then the query Q = ( ^ : ; ~x )
is alled an ex lusion tree query. Q is alled the onstituting part of Q and Q the
ex luding part of Q.
1

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

With ex lusion tree queries we an ex lude those answers from the answer set to
Q that map the ommon variable y to a database node so that there is an answer
to Q that maps y to the same database node. The omputation of a omplete
answer aggregate for ex lusion tree queries is quite obvious: We rst ompute answer
aggregates Agg and Agg for Q and Q and then remove all target andidates
in slot y of Agg that do also o ur in slot y of Agg . As a on lusion we have to
lean (with the pro edure CLEANAGG) the aggregate to remove newly isolated target
andidates yielding nally the omplete answer aggregate for the ex lusion query.
Instead of making this point more formal we present an example as an illustration:
1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

Example 7.2 Imagine that we are interested in titles of movies by Werner Herzog
that are no do umentaries. We an formulate the queries Q and Q as onstituting
and ex luding part:
1

m

movie

d

dire tor

Herzog t

title

t

2

movie

m

genre

g

Do umentary t

1

2

These queries result in the following two answer aggregates:
m

Q1:

d
t1

b5

t1

d

d5

t1

b1

t

d

d1

d

t

Q2:

h1
t

m
g

g

t

h5

b1

Mein liebster... Nosferatu... Fitzcarraldo

t2

b19

t2

t1
b6

d6

b20

h6

We an ombine the query to the ombined query Q (the negation is represented
by a rossed edge)
movie

d

dire tor

Herzog t

1

title

+t

m

genre

g

Do umentary t

2

The resulting omplete answer aggregate for Q and the relational do ument
stru ture in Appendix B.2 is
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m
d

d
t1

d5

t1

d1

h1

d

t

t

t

h5

Nosferatu... Fitzcarraldo

t1
d6

h6

7.1.2 Disjun tion
Another point of interest on erns the formulation of disjun tions. In order to
implement the on ept of disjun tions in our framework we have to extend the
notion of aggregates in order to keep pa e with the new requirements. We will not
delve into details here but will just motivate this with a simple example:

Example 7.3 The user might be interested in titles of movies whose des ription
ontains the keyword genius or a summary with the term s ientist. This an be
expressed in the following query:
Q = (m  t ^ movie(m) ^ title(t) ^
((m  k ^ kw(k) ^ k  tk ^ genius / tk)
_(m  s ^ summary(s) ^ s  ts ^ s ientist / ts));
hm; t; k; tk; s; tsi
+

+

This query an be visualized with the following tree, where the disjun tion is represented with the symbol _ between the two respe tive edges:
movie

t

title

_

m

k

kw

s

summary

genius tk

s ientist ts

The omplete answer aggregate for Q and the relational do ument stru ture in
Appendix B.2 is
m
g1

t

s

t

k

t
Barbarella Paganini

k

s
s

tk

i1

i32

s

g25

ts
i33

g26

We an see that target andidate g1 only has pointer arrays for slots t and s, whereas
target andidate i1 has pointer arrays for slots t and k. A target andidate may
even have pointer arrays for both slot k and slot s.
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A simple tree query with disjun tion may ontain the logi al onne tive _ at any
(synta ti al orre t) pla e in the query. For the omputation of a omplete answer
aggregate we split the query into several disjun ts, where ea h disjun t is a tree
query. The disjun ts may ontain shared variables. We then ompute the omplete
answer aggregates for the disjun ts. The overall result is a omplete answer aggregate that derives from the single aggregates by ombination, i.e. ombining the
ontent of shared slots by forming a union over the sets of ontained target andidates. Pointer arrays are as well ombined via union, as are the verti al pointers.
The notion of isolated target andidate hanges with this new de nition.

7.2 A Notion of Relevan e
The entral notion in Information Retrieval is aptured by the notion of relevan e.
At the same time relevan e is the major burden Information Retrieval has to deal
with. The dis ussion on how to de ne relevan e started with the very birth of Information Retrieval as a eld in Computer S ien e and Computational Linguisti s
and is still lasting. In simple words, relevan e des ribes the degree of how apt a
do ument is in helping the user to satisfy his or her information need. Obviously,
there is no sharp boundary between relevant and irrelevant do uments. This led to
the development that impre ision be ame one of the entral onstituents of Information Retrieval. With the help of impre ise relevan e values the do uments an
be presented to the user a ording to their omputed relevan e. Only with the use
of impre ise relevan e values it is possible to retrieve do uments in big olle tions,
sin e normally every sear h term o urs too often in the olle tion to enumerate all
mat hing do uments. If we have impre ise values we an present the o urren es
ordered a ording to their relevan e values and the user is free to examine the rst
n hits. A eld where the number of hits is in most ases too big is for example the
World Wide Web. Sear h engines like Altavista frequently return thousands of hits
for a single query.
Sin e the retrieval of stru tured do uments is similar to Information Retrieval
in general we should provide means to in lude impre ision in our formal model. A
rst de ision has to be made in the hoi e of the model for impre ision: IR provides
a lot of methods to treat impre ision formally, e.g. the Ve torspa e model ([SM83℄),
probabilisti models ([vR79, Fuh92℄), extended Boolean models ([SFW83, Rou90,
FBY92a, Lee94℄), et . In a very simpli ed view the models have the following
ommon basi features: A term in a do ument has a weight with respe t to this
do ument, des ribing the measure of how good the term des ribes the ontent of the
do ument. A query ontains a set of (weighted) sear h terms. For every do ument
and every sear h term the weight of the term is omputed, e.g. by a essing an
index le. The models mainly di er in the question of how to ombine the term
weights to a measure of how good a query des ribes a do ument (i.e. how good the
do ument is as an answer to the query).
Applying one of these models for impre ision suggests to store for every o urren e its weight inside the smallest surrounding element. We an then ompute
a ranked aggregate that stores the respe tive weights for the target andidates in
the leaves. These weights have to be ombined and traded upwards through the
aggregate. If a weight is too small we an negle t it, sin e it will appear in the result
list at positions not relevant. This pro edure yields as a result a ranked aggregate
where every target andidate d in a slot x owns a weight des ribing its quali ation
to be an image of x under an answer mapping.
Although the above strategy may seem obvious, it needs thorough investigation
in detail, sin e the goal is to have a model that maps the user's on ept of relevan e
onto stru tured do uments and omplete answer aggregates. First steps towards
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the marriage of stru tured do uments (not treating omplete answer aggregates)
and relevan e ranking have been made in [FGR98℄, [BYNVdlF98℄ and [SJJ98℄.

7.3 Mis allenous
Regular Path Expressions
Most query languages for XML and semistru tured data allow for regular expressions over paths ( f. Se tion 8). The user an spe ify in the query that a node is
rea hable, say, via an arbitrary long sequen e of se tion or subse tion edges using
the path expression (se tion | subse tion)* as a label for the orresponding
query edge. The di erentiation between soft and rigid edges in the logi al Tree
Mat hing framework is a rst step in this dire tion. An integration of full path
expressions will extend the expressive power of logi al Tree Mat hing. An advantage is that the representation te hniques with omplete answer aggregates are fully
ompatible with path expressions on edges. The diÆ ult point will be an eÆ ient
implementation using appropriate index stru tures for path expression as presented
e.g. in [MS99b℄.

A Visual Algebra
In Chapter 6 we des ribed the exploration te hniques available for omplete answer
aggregates on a rather informal level. Future work should aim at developing an
aggregate algebra that des ribes the exploration te hniques on an algebrai level.
With the help of su h an algebra more omprehensive propositions about the expressiveness of logi al Tree Mat hing an be made.

Query Reformulation and Aggregate Manipulation
The retrieval model proposed in Chapter 6 is not fully iterative in the following
sense: If we have hanged a view upon an aggregate and then reformulate a query,
a new omplete answer aggregate is omputed and presented. The original hanges
in the view upon the aggregate are lost. A fully iterative two-step retrieval pro ess
should try to propagate the view onto an aggregate upon a newly omputed aggregate as far as possible, if requested by the user. This goes hand in hand with an
optimization that does not ompute a new omplete answer aggregate from s rat h
if a query is reformulated but tries to use as mu h as possible of the already omputed aggregate. The fa t that the algorithm de omposes the query into paths
and treats the query pathwise suggests that this optimization an be implemented
without major hanges to the overall stru ture.

Constru tion and Manipulation
In Chapter 8 we will see that many XML query languages also have a onstru tion
part that spe i es how new XML do uments an be generated out of the query
result (or as the query result). The ri h stru ture of omplete answer aggregates
an be exploited in the same way. A rst step in this dire tion is the notion of
aggregate stru tures as de ned in Se tion 4.6. But the user needs more ontrol over
the target andidates out of whi h new XML do uments are onstru ted and on
the way how this happens. This an be done with a onstru tion language that
works on aggregates (or views upon aggregates) and builds new XML do uments
a ording to the spe i ations formulated with the onstru tion language. Possibly
this onstru tion language an be designed as a visual language as well.
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A point losely related to this, but involving far more work, is the manipulation
of the relational do ument stru ture, the do ument database. This an also be done
on the basis of aggregates or views upon aggregates. An appropriate manipulation
language allows to formulate how the information in the omplete answer aggregate
shall be used to repla e parts of the relational do uments stru ture or to add new
parts. But this e ort has onsequen es far beyond the question of manipulation
language design. All problems that have been treated in the eld of Database
Systems, like updates of index stru tures, re overy, transa tion management, et .,
have to be taken into a ount.

Chapter 8

Related Work
Due to the position of stru tured do ument retrieval in the overlap between Database
System (DBS) and Information Retrieval (IR) there are numerous models with a
similar fun tionality. In addition there are lots of dedi ated formalisms for the retrieval of stru tured do uments, a development that was onsiderably intensi ed by
the overwhelming su ess of XML as a data representation and ex hange language.
In the rst two se tions we will dis uss the relation between logi al Tree Mat hing
as introdu ed in this work and DBS and IR, respe tively. We will then review some
systems and formalisms for the retrieval of stru tured do uments and ompare them
with respe t to expressivity and eÆ ien y with logi al Tree Mat hing. For DBS and
the stru tured do ument retrieval formalisms being based on tuples we will in addition dis uss possibilities and bene ts of employing the on ept of omplete answer
aggregates.

8.1 Database Systems
Ullman gives the following fun tional de nition of a DBS ([Ull89℄): (1) A DBS manages persistent data and (2) provides eÆ ient a ess to large amounts of data. In
stru tured do ument retrieval we are more on erned with information (semanti
entities) than with data (synta ti entities). But the relation is lose enough to disuss similarities and di eren es. In the sequel we will dis uss the most prominent
three lasses of database systems with respe t to logi al Tree Mat hing, distinguished by the logi al model underlying the data: Relational, obje t-oriented and
graph database systems, where the latter in ludes database systems for semistru tured data.
Over the last twenty years we ould observe in the eld of DBS a tenden y of
moving away from general data models being universally appli able in any domain
to highly spe ialized data models dedi ated to only one domain. The motivation
for this development is the need for spe ialized algorithms exploiting the pe uliarities of data in a given domain, the need of providing a query and manipulation
language that is tailored for the spe i domain, and the failure of the main model
in DBS, the relational model, to model spe ial domains appropriately. As a result,
the world of DBS ontains now dedi ated models for geographi data, for biologi al
data, for multimedia data, for textual data, et . The advantages of using speialized data models are: (1) spe ialized index stru tures, (2) appli ation-spe i
fun tionality built into the database system instead of outside of it, thus gaining
eÆ ien y and standardization, and (3) an adequate user-interfa e tailored for the
respe tive domain. If we look for example at geographi databases we an observe
these advantages on (1) spe ial index stru tures for spatial obje ts, e.g. R-Trees,
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(2) a geo-relational algebra de ning domain-spe i operations like the spatial join,
and (3) a spatial database system with an appropriate graphi al user interfa e.
Following this development we may take the perspe tive of logi al Tree Mat hing
being a spe ialized data and query evaluation model for the domain of stru tured
do uments. Nonetheless, there is the major di eren e that DBS allow for the manipulation of data, whereas this is not treated in logi al Tree Mat hing at all.

Relational DBS
Relational DBS are now the most widespread lass of DBS. Their su ess is due to
their eÆ ien y and robustness, whi h is based on the underlying relational algebra.
Relational DBS model data on the base of relations and tuples. This allows for
eÆ ient index stru tures supporting evaluation and manipulation, and it is a general
model that an des ribe many di erent types of data. Nonetheless, as pointed out
before, the relational model is not always appropriate.
The query languages for relational DBS have their foundation in the relational
algebra, extended by aggregation onstru ts like ount or group. We already disussed the expressivity of logi al Tree Mat hing ompared to the relational algebra
in Se tion 6.2.5.
One ould think about storing stru tured do uments in relational DBS . We
en ounter two problems with this approa h: The inability of relational DBS to deal
with text in an appropriate way and the ex essive use of joins in query evaluation
on tree-stru tured data. The former point is a well-known de ien y of relational
DBS. Textual data di ers from relational data in its varying length, in its very
own synta ti al stru ture and in the fa t that text bears a semanti al ontent that
requires spe ial te hniques to be ex avated. The latter point refers to the fa t that
trees have to be modeled in the relational model as sets of nodes where ea h node
points to its hildren and parent (e.g. [WCB 00℄). Due to the fa t that relational
DBS employ tuples, whi h have a xed length, we have many o urren es of the
same node in a tree table, ea h o urren e pointing to one of its hildren. [STZ 99℄
analyzed the storage of XML do uments in relational databases and ame to the
on lusion that a query spe ifying one or more path patterns has to be translated
into a relational query with many natural joins. It is well-known that joins are the
operations that perform least eÆ ient in relational DBS. Of ourse, the evaluation in
logi al Tree Mat hing requires operations similar to the join, too. But here we take
use of the index stru tures that are tailored to the appli ation domain of stru tured
do uments and make query evaluation eÆ ient.
Due to answers based on tuples, the problem of the ombinatorial explosion
o urs naturally for relational DBS as well, whether we model stru tured do uments
or other types of data. Naturally a similar on ept to omplete answer aggregates
ould be useful. For the domain of graph databases this is dis ussed in more detail.
1

+

+

Obje t-Oriented DBS
Obje t-oriented DBS use the obje t paradigm to store data. This paradigm inludes, among other on epts, data abstra tion, obje t identity, and inheritan e.
The obje t model provides more exibility and expressiveness than the relational
model to the detriment of eÆ ien y.
A suggesting idea is to use the hierar hi lass system modeling the inheritan e in obje t-oriented DBS to model the tree stru ture of stru tured do uments
([AQM 97℄). But apart from the fa t that here the details of modeling may ause
1 In fa t, our implementation uses an index stru ture that is planned to be implemented on top
of a relational DBS. What we mean here is a dire t en oding of relational do ument stru tures
into relations.
+
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troubles, the major disadvantage of this approa h is the la k of eÆ ien y. We hand
over the ontrol to the obje t-oriented DBS getting ourselves rid of the possibility to evaluate queries in an optimized way tailored to the appli ation domain of
stru tured do uments. And we an not expe t the obje t-oriented DBS to provide
full fun tionality for a essing textual data, sin e it is still a formalism universally
appli able.
Sin e answers are based on tuples, we naturally en ounter in obje t-oriented
DBS the ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers, what ould make the
use of omplete answer aggregates attra tive in this eld as well.

Graph DBS and Semistru tured Data
Graph DBS are dedi ated to store graph stru tured data, that o ur frequently in
many appli ation domains as hypertext data, geographi data, multimedia data, et .
The formalisms for graph DBS are numerous, e.g. [GPdBG94, CM90, AS92, Fra96℄,
most of whi h implement the notion of answers as a mapping from a pattern graph to
a target graph. Re ently the resear h on graph DBS has gained parti ular interest
with the development of the semistru tured data model ([Su 98, Abi97, Bun97℄)
and its lose relation to XML data ([ABS99℄). We will fo us the dis ussion on
semistru tured data, but most points are also appli able to other graph DBS based
on answer mappings.
The model of semistru tured data was given birth due to the observation that
traditional DBS an not treat data with irregular, partially unknown or hanging
stru ture. This observation an be made frequently when ex hanging data between
heterogenous databases. The problems arising from di ering or unknown s hemata
are legion. The basi idea of semistru tured data was to use a graph model to
des ribe the data, thus allowing for arbitrary irregularities and having data instan es
des ribing their own s hema by means of the graph stru ture with labels. With
these apabilities the semistru tured data model an be used as a model for data
inter hange between databases as well as a data model for databases on its own,
e.g. the Lore database system ([MAG 97℄). In addition, the semistru tured data
model revealed itself as an abstra t des ription of XML data (when negle ting the
order among elements), thus attra ting major interest in the database and World
Wide Web ommunities.
Query languages for semistru tured data ([ABS99, AQM 97, BDHS96℄) are
based upon answer mappings. They are more expressive than logi al Tree Mat hing,
in luding for example regular expressions for paths or edges labeled with formulae.
And, of ourse, the underlying graph model is more expressive than the tree model
employed in logi al Tree Mat hing. Not in luded in the semistru tured data model is
a notion of ordering between the elements nor a dedi ated treatment of textual data
with its pe uliarities. The absen e of order and spe ial treatment of text an make
the use of the semistru tured data model problemati for stru tural do uments.
For query evaluation, [MS00℄ showed the de ision problem whether there exists a
solution for a query des ribing a DAG (dire ted a y li graph) to be NP- omplete
if the database has at least a tree stru ture. This means that the advantage in
expressivity has to be paid with eÆ ien y.
We an expe t the e e ts of the ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers
to be even worse if we move from tree models to graph models. Therefore graph
databases seem to be an interesting eld for the appli ation of te hniques based on
omplete answer aggregates. [MS00℄ showed how omplete answer aggregates an
be used for graph DBS and elaborate on the bene ts of having a visual interfa e for
the examination and reformulation of omplete answer aggregates as query results.
In the more general graph model we loose the lo ality property of answer sets (as
formulated in Lemma 3.27) resulting in the fa t that we an no longer generate all
+

+
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instantiations out of a omplete answer aggregate without sear hing: The reason is
that we an not nd an order for the query nodes so that the instantiation of a node
depends only on values of pre eding nodes. For tree queries we exploited the fa t
that su h an order exists. A deeper investigation on this subje t has been made in
the eld of onstraint networks in [Fre82℄.

8.2 Information Retrieval Systems
Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto de ne Information Retrieval as the dis ipline dealing
\with the representation, storage, organization of, and a ess to information items"
([BYRN99b℄). Traditionally, the information is assumed to be ontained in a olle tion of text do uments that are a essed by the user with a query in the form of
a set keywords. We will refer to this traditional on ept of Information retrieval in
this se tion and will not tou h more modern aspe ts like image retrieval, multimedia
information retrieval, et . Due to the fa t that \information" is a notion with a less
pre ise semanti s than \data" (des ribing an uninterpreted synta ti al obje t), the
whole eld of Information Retrieval is on erned with the on epts of impre ision
and relevan e of a do ument with respe t to a given query. Information Retrieval is
a eld that is on the te hni al level very lose to Computer S ien e in general and
DBS in parti ular, on another level it is lo ated in Computational Linguisti s due
to the fa t that information in text do uments is represented in natural language.
In Se tions 6.1 and 7.2 we des ribe the retrieval pro ess in IR and the entral
role of the on epts \relevan e" and \impre ision" in more detail. We will now
ompare the logi al Tree Mat hing formalism with the general model of Information Retrieval. The main di eren e is that logi al Tree Mat hing has no notion of
relevan e as present in IR. Answers in logi al Tree Mat hing all have the same relevan e with respe t to the query, namely \full" relevan e. In this aspe t logi al Tree
Mat hing follows a DBS-oriented approa h. So far there are only few formalisms
modeling the retrieval of stru tured do uments with taking into a ount relevan y.
Examples for formalisms like this an be found in [FGR98, BYNVdlF98, SJJ98℄.
The re e tion of a umulated o urren es of keywords is not fully satisfying in these
formalisms. One would expe t that a keyword o urring in a paragraph more than
on e des ribes the paragraph better than a keyword o urring only on e. On the
other hand, onsider a keyword o urring in a paragraph with weight w. If the
paragraph was the only ontent of a surrounding se tion, we an reasonably say
that the keyword o urs with weight w in the surrounding se tion. In the other
ases, the weight of the keyword in the se tion should depend on the other paragraphs in this se tion, too. The mentioned formalisms do not model these intuitive
prin iples.
In IR no stru ture or only a very simple stru ture is assumed for the text.
This makes it impossible to implement the retrieval of stru tured do uments with
the standard IR tools. Related to this is the prin iple of always returning a set
of full do uments as result to a query. Newer developments ([SAB93℄) allow to
dis ard this monolithi prin iple and retrieve passages of do uments. As an be
inferred from the dis ussion so far, IR systems are one-dimensional formalisms (in
the sense dis ussed in Se tion 1.3) sin e they return unstru tured sets of answers
as opposed to tuples. This makes it impossible to apply omplete answer aggregate
te hniques to standard IR models. But as dis ussed in Se tion 7.2 the in orporation
of relevan e seems to be a very promising on ept for logi al Tree Mat hing and
omplete answer aggregates.
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8.3 Stru tured Do ument Retrieval Systems
The retrieval of stru tured do uments gained its rst publi ity with an arti le by
Gonnet and Tompa on their p-strings model for the retrieval of stru tured do uments ([GT87℄). Sin e then there was a moderately growing interest on various
models for the retrieval of stru tured do uments until XML entered the stage and
attra ted enormous attention among resear hers towards stru tured do uments and
their retrieval. The rst workshop on query languages for XML ([W3C98b℄) organized by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) presented more than 60 position
papers from a ademi and industrial resear hers. The situation in the moment is
that there is a Babylonian variety of query languages for XML. We will pi k out some
of them that are well-known in the ommunity and dis uss them together with the
other retrieval formalisms developed for stru tured do uments in general. Surveys
on resear h on stru tured do ument retrieval an be found in [BC00℄, [DFF 99℄,
[FSW99℄, [FLM98℄, [BYN96℄ and [Loe94℄, surveys overing software produ ts implementing query apabilities for XML and SGML in [Bou99℄ and [KN98a℄, and a
work on algebrai foundation of one-dimensional formalisms in [CM98℄.
We distinguish between one-dimensional formalisms and multi-dimensional formalisms (as des ribed in Se tion 1.3). One-dimensional formalisms return unstru tured sets of do ument nodes as a result of a query, whereas multi-dimensional
formalisms return tuple-like stru tures. One-dimensional do not have to struggle
with the ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers and have a strong advantage in eÆ ien y of query evaluation, whereas they are less expressive. Consens
and Milo show in [CM98℄ that formalisms based on the region algebra, what is the
ase for most one-dimensional formalisms, an not express the hild relation and the
both-in luded relation (e.g. \Give me all hapters that in lude both a title reading
'Title' and a se tion ontaining the keyword `se tion'") in periodi do ument stru tures. In addition, one-dimensional formalisms an not express the full join (sin e
they do not involve the notion of tuples) and an not return stru tured answers, for
example pairs of title-author nodes.
Most of the XML query languages have a sele tion and a onstru tion part.
The former orresponds to the on ept of queries employed in this work whereas
the latter provides a me hanism for do ument manipulation and restru turing. In
the omparison we will negle t the onstru tion part sin e there is no equivalent
in logi al Tree Mat hing. The formalisms also di er in the point whether they
present a query language only or provide a model for database system involving
questions of persistent storage and eÆ ient index stru tures with a orresponding
query language.
+

8.3.1 One-dimensional Formalisms
We will only super ially dis uss the one-dimensional formalisms, sin e they are
too di erent from logi al Tree Mat hing. Their limited notion of answers as sets of
nodes makes them less expressive but in general evaluable very eÆ iently. Due to
the simple answer stru ture they are not subje t to the ombinatorial explosion in
the number of answers and thus not amenable to the aggregate te hniques developed
in this work.

Overlapped Lists
This formalism onsists in fa t of a whole family of formalisms: \PAT expressions" ([ST94℄), its su essor \Overlapped Lists" ([CCB95℄) and the latest su essor
\Nested Text Region Algebra" ([JK99℄) with its implementation \sgrep" ([JK96℄).
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Am expressiveness study on the underlying text region algebra an be found in
[CM98℄.
The formalism is based upon regions des ribing the stru ture of the text. These
text regions orrespond to nodes in the logi al Tree Mat hing formalism, apart
from the fa t that they may overlap and that the hildhood relation is not stored
expli itly but an be inferred from the o set points that asso iate ea h node with
a text region. The algebra is simple and e e tive, if joins or multi-dimensional
answers are not needed, and an be evaluated eÆ iently in linear time in the size
of the database. The evaluation is supported by eÆ ient index stru tures for text
regions.

Proximal Nodes
The basi model of Proximal Nodes is similar to Overlapped Lists, apart from the
fa t that the stru ture imposed on the text is a stri t hierar hy, i.e. overlaps are
not allowed, and that the tree stru ture of the do uments is expli itly stored. This
makes dire t- hildhood queries even in periodi do ument stru tures possible. The
evaluation, using dedi ated index stru tures, is based on the on ept of omparing
sets of nodes by traversing them in parallel. Sin e the query language only allows for
operations that an be evaluated on \nearby" nodes (what is no strong restri tion)
this model evaluates queries in almost linear time in the size of the database (O(n 
log(n), where n is the number of nodes in the database).

XSL and XQL
XQL ([RLS98, ABS99℄) is an extension to a full query language of the W3C working draft for XSL ([W3C00a℄), a stylesheet language for XML do uments. XSL
and XQL are fun tional languages that make it easy to spe ify re ursive traversals through the stru ture of XML do uments. The syntax of XQL is oriented on
the XML syntax and XQL allows to onstru t new XML do uments. XQL does
neither provide an evaluation model nor addresses the question of eÆ ient index
stru tures, but has already been implemented in numerous industrial produ ts inluding Software AG's database system Tamino and Mi rosoft's Internet Explorer
5.

Query Automata
Query automata ([NS00℄) provide a ri h query language based on a fragment of
monadi se ond order predi ate logi (MSO) that is eÆ iently evaluable on tree
stru tures. Queries may in lude regular expressions over formulae that are evaluated
on sequen es of edges or nodes and may pertain to the subtree or ontext of a node.
Queries an be evaluated in time linear in the size of the database and exponential
in the size of the query. Aspe ts on erning persistent storage are not overed.

Dolores
Dolores ([FGR98℄) is an IR system that an handle arbitrary do ument stru tures
and multimedia do uments. It is based on probabilisti logi and thus in orporates the notion of relevan e ranking. Queries and do uments are formulated and
evaluated with an obje t-oriented and probabilisti extension of rst-order predi ate logi . Although queries in orporate the use of variables, Dolores is a onedimensional formalism, sin e answers are sets of do ument nodes. The outstanding
strength of Dolores is its apability to express impre ise knowledge. But, as mentioned in Se tion 8.2, the propagation of the relevan e values to upper levels of the
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do uments does not depend on the ontext, what does not always meet the intuition a user has about \distributed" relevan e in do uments. A major drawba k is
its ar hite ture that translates the omplete stru ture of queries and do uments to
probabilisti Datalog and thus fails to exploit the spe ial features of tree-stru tured
entities in query evaluation. Dolores provides a layer-model for query evaluation,
where the lowest level are eÆ ient index stru tures based on an basi IR engine.

8.3.2 Multi-Dimensional Formalisms
This se tion ompares some of the multi-dimensional formalisms with logi al Tree
Mat hing. A omprehensive omparison of logi al Tree Mat hing with Kilpelainen's
Tree Mat hing formalism an be found in Se tion 3.4. In general all multi-dimensional
formalisms su er from the ombinatori explosion in the number of answers.

XML-QL
XML-QL ([DFF 99, DFF 98, ABS99℄) is a relationally omplete XML query language that allows to formulate queries in an XML style, i.e. queries involve the use
of element tags, attributes et . With XML-QL the user may also onstru t new
XML do uments and thus manipulate a do ument olle tion. Queries onsist of a
sele tion, a lter and a onstru tion part and allow for path expressions, spe i ation of order, grouping, node and tag variables. The sele tion part sele ts node
tuples from the do ument olle tion, that are ltered a ording to the lter part.
The onstru tion part onstru ts new XML do uments from the set of tuples. The
topi of persistent storage and eÆ ient index stru ture is not addressed.
If we restri t XML-QL to the sele tion and lter part, we an see that we an use
omplete answer aggregates in order to represent the result of a query. Possibly there
exist me hanisms similar to the onstru tion part of XML-QL that an transform
omplete answer aggregates into new XML do uments. A rst step in this dire tion
are the aggregate stru tures de ned in Se tion 4.6.
+

+

XML-GL
XML-GL ([CCD 99℄) is a graphi al query language to XML do uments. Its expressive power is omparable to XML-QL, but XML-GL provides a fully graphi al query
and manipulation language. Queries are divided into a sele tion and a onstru tion
part, both spe i ed in a graphi al way, and may involve spe i ations of paths,
joins, and grouping. The visual approa h makes the query and onstru tion language very appealing and intuitive. Persistent storage and eÆ ient index stru tures
are not overed by XML-GL. Sin e information is (internally) transported from the
sele tion to the onstru tion part by the means of tuples, XML-GL is possibly in
the same way amenable to aggregate te hniques as is XML-QL.
+
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Chapter 9

Con lusion
This work presented a logi al reformulation of the Tree Mat hing formalism that is
used for the retrieval of stru tured do uments. The new formulation, \logi al Tree
Mat hing", added a great deal of exibility to the original formalism in allowing for
hybrid queries that break the stri t division of the distin t problem lasses in the
original Tree Mat hing formalism. In addition we introdu ed a generi onstraint
me hanism into the query formalism that an be adapted to the pe uliarities of a
do ument olle tion in a spe ial domain, and used the left-to-right order as a typi al
example for onstraints in the rest of this work.
A major problem of the original Tree Mat hing formalism, as well as of all
other query formalisms providing omplex answers, is the ombinatorial explosion
in the number of answers that is aused by permutational phenomena. This work
introdu ed the data stru ture \ omplete answer aggregate" as an alternative to onfronting the user with the list of all answers. Complete answer aggregates avoid the
ombinatorial explosion in the number of answers by using a shared representation.
They provide an intuitive overview over the set of all answers in a graphi al way so
that their presentation to the user onstitutes an added value ompared to a simple
list of all answers.
We have shown that omplete answer aggregates an be omputed eÆ iently
in time of order O(q  h  n  log(n)). For realisti lasses of queries and do ument
olle tions the algorithm runs even in time O(q  h  n). We elaborated on how the
algorithm is supported by dedi ated index stru tures that exploit the pe uliarities
of stru tured do uments.
We also showed how the sophisti ated iterative retrieval pro ess modeled in Information Retrieval an be applied to stru tured do ument retrieval, relying heavily
on omplete answer aggregates and their manipulation. The graphi nature of omplete answer aggregates makes them amenable to a family of visual exploration
and manipulation te hniques that have been presented and with the help of whi h
the user an explore a omplex information spa e and make hidden dependen ies
expli it.
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Appendix A

Example Relations
Sin e the user an only query those relations on the do ument nodes that are de ned
in the relational do ument stru ture, it is important to x the set of relations
for an appli ation. We will outline, in addition to the order relation de ned in
Se tion 3.2.2, some ommon relations that are typi ally for stru tured do uments.

Attributes
Attributes are a entral feature of stru tured do ument standards like SGML or
XML as well as of semistru tured data. There are three possibilities for modeling of
attributes in our setting: (1) via the generi relation me hanism, (2) via integration
of attributes in the de nition of the notion of do ument stru tures, and (3) as
hildren. We will outline how attributes an be modeled with relations. This helps
us to keep the basi model simple. A onsequen e of this de ision is that modeling of
attributes seems a bit umbersome. But this formal de ien y will not be visible for
the user of a system based on logi al Tree Mat hing if an appropriate user interfa e
is used.
Attributes in SGML, XML and stru tured do uments in general are attributes
on nodes, whereas attributes in semistru tured data ([Abi97, Bun97, Su 98℄) are
modeled as attributes on edges and nodes. We will over both approa hes.
Let A be the a nite set of attribute names and V a set of attribute values. We introdu e (possibly in nite many) unary and binary relation symbols rfNa1 v1 ;:::;ak vk g
and rfEa1 v1 ;:::;ak vk g for every k  jAj, all subsets fa ; : : : ; ak g of A with ai 6= aj
for i 6= j and all subsets fv ; : : : ; vk g of V . A node d has the values v ; : : : ; vk for
attributes a ; : : : ; ak i d 2 I (rfNa1 v1 ;:::;ak vk g ). An edge from d to e has the values
v ; : : : ; vk for attributes a ; : : : ; ak i (d; e) 2 I (rfEa1 v1 ;:::;ak vk g ).
With this method we an even model multiple labels on nodes and edges.
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Typing Information
SGML and XML have no support for basi data types as for example dates, amounts
of money, integer numbers, et . Re ent work in progress, like the XML S hema
Working Group ([W3C99a, W3C99b℄), tries to in orporate data types in the XML
framework. Relational do ument stru tures provide a very simple model for basi
data types: We shall introdu e relation symbols rT for every type T . d 2 I (rT ) i
d is of type T .
1

Sin e we are restri ted to tree-stru tured do uments both approa hes are equivalent.
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Proximity
Many formalisms for stru tured do uments (e.g. [NBY95, CCB95, ST94℄) provide
the on ept of proximity based on a measure of distan e of words in their query
languages. A distan e measure on word level is diÆ ult to implement dire tly sin e
the nest level of granularity in our model is the level of text leaves, but not words.
Nonetheless we will outline how to implement a distan e measure on node level.
A leaf node d 2 V in an ordered relational do ument stru ture is alled the leftto-right su essor of a leaf node e 2 V i d <Vlr e and there exists no leaf node e0 6= e
with d <Vlr < e0 <Vlr e. The notion left-to-right prede essor is de ned symmetri ally.
The leftmost (rightmost) re exive des endant of a node d is a leaf e so that e has
no left-to-right prede essor (su essor) d0 that is a re exive des endant of d. From
this de nition follows that the leftmost (rightmost) re exive des endant of a leaf d
is d itself.
We assume that there exist symmetri distan e measures Æl on neighbouring
leaves and show how to lift them to distan e measures Æ on all nodes. Let the
distan e between a leaf node d and its left-to-right su essor be Æl (d; e) = Æl (e; d).
In some ases it is useful to model Æl (d; e) = Æl (e; d) = 1 for all neighbouring leaves
d and e. In other ases the distan e Æl (d; e) an be based on the number of words in
d or e. Now let d and e be arbitrary nodes in a relational do ument stru ture. If d
is a re exive des endant of e or vi e versa, then Æ(d; e) = 0. Else Æ(d; e) = Æl (d0 ; e0 )
if d <Vlr e (e <Vlr d, resp.), d0 is the rightmost (leftmost) re exive des endant of d
and e0 is the leftmost (rightmost) re exive des endant of e.
In order to model this distan e measure we introdu e binary relation symbols
Æm for all distan es m two arbitrary do ument nodes may have. Now we de ne
(d; e) 2 I (Æm ) i Æ(d; e) = m.
Of ourse, the distan e measure Æ(d; e) = m an be lifted to omparisons
Æ(d; e) < m, Æ(d; e)  m, et .
Distan e inside of given text nodes only, similar to distan e in the Proximal
Nodes formalism ([NBY95℄) an be simulated with relations in a similar way as
attributes on nodes. But it is doubtable that queries operating on this simulation
an perform eÆ iently.
Inequality
As elaborated in Se tion 3.4 our formalism di ers from Kilpelainen's Tree Mat hing
in the treatment of distin t query nodes (answers do not have to be inje tive in our
formalism). It may be desirable for the user to express the onstraint that two
distin t query nodes are mapped to two distin t do ument nodes. We model this
with the inequality relation 6= on do ument nodes: (d; e) 2 I (6=) for all distin t
nodes d; e 2 V .
Semanti Comparisons
It may be useful to model semanti omparisons on ertain data types like integers,
dates, amounts of money, et . This is strongly domain spe i and not elaborated
further here.
Similarity
A entral notion in he eld of Information Retrieval is the notion of similarity.
Various measures for similarity of do uments have been proposed: The Ve torspa e
model ([SM83℄), the probabilisti model ([vR79℄), et . We an adopt these models
and de ne a ner notion of similarity on the level nodes instead of do uments. Let
(d; e) be the similarity of two do uments a ording to a given similarity model,
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e.g. the ve torspa e model. It is easy to lift this monolithi notion of similarity
to arbitrary do ument nodes d; e by omputing the similarity (d0 ; e0 ) of the two
do ument fragments represented by d0 and e0. We then introdu e binary relation
symbols s for all values s the similarity of two arbitrary nodes may be. Then
(d; e) 2 I (s ) i (d; e) = s.
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Appendix B

\Movie Colle tion": An
Example Database
This appendix ontains the des ription of an example database that is used for
most examples in the text. The idea is to have an example database similar to
the Internet Movie Database (IMDB: [IMD00℄). Our example database \Movie
Colle tion" onsists of a olle tion of XML do uments following the DTD de ned
in the rst se tion. In the se ond se tion we give a set of 10 example do uments
that are ontained in \Movie Colle tion" represented as trees in a graphi al form.
In the third se tion, the same set of do uments is presented as XML sour e ode.
\Movie Colle tion" onsists of a set of do uments storing information about
lms. Naturally, we an only use a limited set of do uments with only a small
amount of data for ea h movie. Most data was taken from the Internet Movie
Database . The information for every movie in ludes title (in original language),
year of produ tion, dire tor, a tors and writing redits and some information about
the ontent, like genre, summary, keywords and additional omments. The keywords
and the a tors are ordered a ording to their importan e, i.e. the more signi ant a
keyword or a tor is for a movie, the earlier it appears. The omments may ontain
opinions of other people about the movie and are, like most of the other data, taken
from the Internet Movie Database.
Typi al for stru tured do uments (and semistru tured data) is the fa t that the
olle tion has a somewhat irregular stru ture: Some do uments have a summary
element, whereas others do not.
1

2

B.1 A DTD for \Movie Colle tion"
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

MOVIE
TITLE
YEAR
STAFF
CONTENTS
DIRECTOR
CAST
WRITER
ACTOR

(TITLE, YEAR?, STAFF, CONTENTS)
(#PCDATA)
(#PCDATA)
(DIRECTOR, CAST, WRITER*)
(GENRE+, SUMMARY?, KEYWORDS?, COMMENT?)
(#PCDATA)
(ACTOR*)
(#PCDATA)
(#PCDATA)

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

1 Note, that in ontrast to the Internet Movie Database, that has a full graph stru ture, our
\Movie Colle tion" is only a set of trees
2 This order is of ourse subje tive, based on personal biases and some pie es of information
from the Internet Movie Database.
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<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

GENRE
SUMMARY
KEYWORDS
COMMENT
KW

(#PCDATA)
(#PCDATA)
(KW+)
(#PCDATA)
(#PCDATA)

>
>
>
>
>

B.2 Tree View upon \Movie Colle tion"
The trees depi ted in the following des ribe a relational do ument stru ture. For
the graphi al presentation we had to abbreviate some texts. This indi ated by \...".
The full text an be found in Appendix B.3. Due to layout reasons the trees are
arranged from left to right, i.e. the root of a tree is on the left side, and the leaves
are on the right sides. The left-to-right-order between the nodes is given by the
order in the depi ted trees, i.e. if a node d appears above a node e so that e is no
des endant of d, then d <lr e holds. Note that the relational do ument stru ture
omprises the forest onsisting of all trees in the following.

Identi ers Every node in the forest has an identi er with whi h we refer in the
text of this work to the node. These identi ers are omposed of an lower ase letter
identifying ea h tree (a for the rst do ument, b for the se ond, et .) followed by
a number pointing to the node. The numbers result from visiting the nodes in
a pre-order traversal. For example, node a1 is the node labeled movie in the rst
do ument, and node e6 is the text node ontaining the text Roger Vadim in the fth
do ument. Thus, the identi ers re e t the preorder relation between the nodes.
title

8 1/2
dire tor

staff

Frederi o Fellini
a tor

Mar ello Mastroianni

a tor

Anouk Aimee

a tor

Claudia Cardinale

a tor

Barbara Steele

ast
movie

year

1963

genre

Drama

summary

Guido is a ...

ontents

keywords

kw

adultery

kw

beatniks

kw

lm-making

kw

midlife- risis

kw

surreal
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title

Mein liebster Feind - Klaus Kinski
dire tor

staff
movie

Werner Herzog
a tor

Klaus Kinski

a tor

Werner Herzog

a tor

Eva Mattes

a tor

Claudia Cardinale

ast
year

1999

genre

Do umentary

keywords

kw

ontents

title

lm-making

Nosferatu, eine Symphonie des Grauens
dire tor

F.W. Murnau

ast

a tor

staff

year
movie

Max S hre k

1922
genre

Horror

summary

Not the original ...

ontent

kw

vampire

kw

surreal

kw

based-on-novel

kw

lassi

kw

experimental

kw

expressionist

keywords

omment

In my opinion ...
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title

Nosferatu: Phantom der Na ht
Werner Herzog

dire tor

staff

year

ontents

title

a tor

Isabelle Adjani

a tor

Bruno Ganz

a tor

Roland Topor

Werner Herzog

1979
genre

Horror

summary

Jonathan Harker is ...

keywords

kw

based-on-novel

kw

existential

kw

immortality

kw

vampire

kw

plague

omment

This Nosferatu is ...

omment

Werner Herzog's version of ...

Et mourir de plaisir
dire tor

staff
movie

Klaus Kinski

ast

writer

movie

a tor

Roger Vadim
a tor

Annette Vadim

a tor

Mel Ferrer

ast
year

1960
genre

Horror

keywords

kw

ontents

vampire
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title

Pit and the Pendulum
dire tor

staff

Roger Corman
a tor

Vin ent Pri e

a tor

Barbara Steele

ast
movie

year

1961
genre

Horror

ontents

keywords

title

kw

based-on-short-story

kw

spanish-inquisition

kw

orpse

kw

razy

kw

death

kw

edgar-allen-poe

kw

adultery

Barbarella
dire tor

Roger Vadim
a tor

Jane Fonda

a tor

John Phillip Law

ast

a tor

Anita Pallenberg

1968

a tor

Mar el Mar eau

a tor

David Hemmings

staff

movie

year

ontents

genre

Adventure

genre

S i-Fi

summary

The year is ...

keywords

kw

based-on- omi

kw

ult-favorite

kw

spa e
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title

Fitz arraldo
dire tor

staff

Werner Herzog
a tor

Klaus Kinski

a tor

Claudia Cardinale

ast

movie
writer
year

ontents

title

Werner Herzog

1982
genre

Adventure

genre

Drama

omment

A fas inating portrait of ...

Paganini
dire tor

Klaus Kinski
a tor

Klaus Kinski

a tor

Nikolai Kinski

a tor

Eva Grimaldi

a tor

Mar el Mar eau

ast
staff
movie

year

writer

Klaus Kinski

writer

Massimo Lentini

1989
genre

ontents

Drama
kw

biographi al

kw

madness

kw

musi

kw

genius

keywords
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title

La mas hera del demonio
dire tor

Mario Bava

ast

a tor

writer

Mario Bava

writer

Ennio De Con ini

Barbara Steele

staff

movie
year

1960
genre

Horror

summary

A vengeful wit h and ...

ontents

keywords

kw

mask

kw

satanism

kw

revenge

kw

vampire

kw

burned-at-stake

B.3 XML View upon Movie Colle tion
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE>
8 1/2
</TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Federi o Fellini </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Mar ello Mastroianni </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Anouk Aimee </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Claudia Cardinale </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Barbara Steele </ACTOR>
</CAST>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1963 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Drama </GENRE>
<SUMMARY>
Guido is a film dire tor, trying to relax after his last big
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hit. He an't get a moments pea e, however, with the people who
have worked with him in the past onstantly looking for more
work. He wrestles with his ons ien e, but is unable to ome up
with a new idea. While thinking, he starts to re all major
happenings in his life, and all the women he has loved and left.
An autobiographi al film of Fellini, about the trials and
tribulations of film making.
</SUMMARY>
<KEYWORDS>
<KW> adultery </KW>
<KW> beatniks </KW>
<KW> film-making </KW>
<KW> midlife- risis </KW>
<KW> surreal </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> Mein liebster Feind - Klaus Kinski </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Werner Herzog </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Klaus Kinski </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Werner Herzog </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Eva Mattes </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Claudia Cardinale </ACTOR>
</CAST>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1999 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Do umentary </GENRE>
<KEYWORDS>
<KW> film-making </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> Nosferatu, eine Symphonie des Grauens </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> F.W. Murnau </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Max S hre k </ACTOR>
</CAST>
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</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1922 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Horror </GENRE>
<SUMMARY>
Not the original Dra ula movie (but lose enough for most
people), this follows the familiar story of Count Orlo moving
from his ruined astle to the ity of Wisborg, after the visit
of one Jonathan Harker. On e there he be omes involved with
Jonathan's fian ee Nina, who alone holds the power to destroy
him.
</SUMMARY>
<KEYWORDS>
<KW> vampire </KW>
<KW> surreal </KW>
<KW> based-on-novel </KW>
<KW> lassi </KW>
<KW> experimental </KW>
<KW> expressionist </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
<COMMENT>
In my opinion, this is the best vampire movie made, ever. But
beyond that, it is an in redibly powerful visual film as well.
Max Shre k looks simply fantasti in the makeup that SHOULD have
defined the role that would be inherited by Bela Lugosi. The
only vampire movie that stands up to this one is "Vampyr".
</COMMENT>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> Nosferatu: Phantom der Na ht </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Werner Herzog </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Klaus Kinski </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Isabelle Adjani </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Bruno Ganz </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Roland Topor </ACTOR>
</CAST>
<WRITER> Werner Herzog </WRITER>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1979 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Horror </GENRE>
<SUMMARY>
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Jonathan Harker is sent away to Count Dra ula's astle to sell
him a house in Virna, where he lives. But Count Dra ula is a
vampire, an undead ghoule living of men's blood. Inspired by a
photograph of Lu y Harker, Jonathan's wife, Dra ula moves to
Virna, bringing with him death and plague... An unusually
ontemplative version of Dra ula, in whi h the vampire bears the
ross of not being able to get old and die.
</SUMMARY>
<KEYWORDS>
<KW> based-on-novel </KW>
<KW> existential </KW>
<KW> immortality </KW>
<KW> vampire </KW>
<KW> plague </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
<COMMENT>
This Nosferatu is aught in insanity, be ause he annot enjoy
his immortality, and wants to infe t them with his luna y. Maybe
ridi ulous for some audien e, but this is the most horrifying
vampire movie for a man with heart of vampire. Fantasti beauty
of Isabelle Adjani also a ents the nightmare.
</COMMENT>
<COMMENT>
Werner Herzog's version of Murnau's lassi NOSFERATU is a
aptivating experien e. Klaus Kinski is perfe t as Count
Dra ula. He brilliantly onveys the loneliness and sadness of a
reature who longs to be human. Count Dra ula is the vi tim in
this film, he does not enjoy his immortality and wants only to
live, love and die like a human. Isabelle Adjani's ethereal
beauty pun tuates her ghostlike performan e as Lu y, and Bruno
Ganz turns in another solid performan e as Jonathan.
</COMMENT>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> Et mourir de plaisir </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Roger Vadim </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Annette Vadim </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Mel Ferrer </ACTOR>
</CAST>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1960 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Horror </GENRE>
<KEYWORDS>
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<KW> vampire </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> Pit and the Pendulum </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Roger Corman </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Vin ent Pri e </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Barbara Steele </ACTOR>
</CAST>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1961 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Horror </GENRE>
<KEYWORDS>
<KW> based-on-short-story </KW>
<KW> spanish-inquisition </KW>
<KW> orpse </KW>
<KW> razy </KW>
<KW> death </KW>
<KW> edgar-allen-poe </KW>
<KW> adultery </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> Barbarella </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Roger Vadim </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Jane Fonda </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> John Phillip Law </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Anita Pallenberg </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Mar el Mar eau </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> David Hemmings </ACTOR>
</CAST>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1968 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
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<GENRE> Adventure </GENRE>
<GENRE> S i-Fi </GENRE>
<SUMMARY>
The year is 40.000. Pea efully floating around in zero-gravity
Barbarella (Jane Fonda) is suddenly interrupted by a all from
the President of Earth. A young s ientist, Durand-Durand, is
threatening the an ient universal pea e and Barbarella is the
hosen one to find him and save the world. During her mission,
Barbarella never finds herself in a situation where it isn't
possible to lose at least part of her already minimal dressing.
</SUMMARY>
<KEYWORDS>
<KW> based-on- omi </KW>
<KW> ult-favorite </KW>
<KW> spa e </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> Fitz arraldo </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Werner Herzog </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Klaus Kinski </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Claudia Cardinale </ACTOR>
</CAST>
<WRITER> Werner Herzog </WRITER>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1982 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Adventure </GENRE>
<GENRE> Drama </GENRE>
<COMMENT>
A fas inating portrait of a man whose love for the opera drives
him on a pe uliar mission to build an opera house in the South
Ameri an rain forest. The hara ters are sharply developed
without the use of unne essary "refle tive" dialogue. Herzog
instead hooses to allow his a tors to show us the hara ters
almost wholly through expression and a tion.
There is some beautiful amera work, and the s ript is always
fas inating.
</COMMENT>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
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<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> Paganini </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Klaus Kinski </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Klaus Kinski </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Nikolai Kinski </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Eva Grimaldi </ACTOR>
<ACTOR> Mar el Mar eau </ACTOR>
</CAST>
<WRITER> Klaus Kinski </WRITER>
<WRITER> Massimo Lentini </WRITER>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1989 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Drama </GENRE>
<KEYWORDS>
<KW> biographi al </KW>
<KW> madness </KW>
<KW> musi </KW>
<KW> genius </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
<?xml version='1.0' en oding='ISO-8859-1' ?>
<!DOCTYPE MOVIE SYSTEM 'movie.dtd'>
<MOVIE>
<TITLE> La mas hera del demonio </TITLE>
<STAFF>
<DIRECTOR> Mario Bava </DIRECTOR>
<CAST>
<ACTOR> Barbara Steele </ACTOR>
</CAST>
<WRITER> Mario Bava </WRITER>
<WRITER> Ennio De Con ini </WRITER>
</STAFF>
<YEAR> 1960 </YEAR>
<CONTENTS>
<GENRE> Horror </GENRE>
<SUMMARY>
A vengeful wit h and her fiendish servant return from the grave
and begin a bloody ampaign to possess the body of the wit h's
beautiful look-alike des endant. Only the girl's brother and a
handsome do tor stand in her way.
</SUMMARY>
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<KEYWORDS>
<KW> mask </KW>
<KW> satanism </KW>
<KW> revenge </KW>
<KW> vampire </KW>
<KW> burned-at-the-stake </KW>
</KEYWORDS>
</CONTENTS>
</MOVIE>
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